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Dostoevsky^ Studies, New Series, Vol. XIII (2009), pp. 5-22

Susan McReynolds

Northwestern University

Introduction

1.

Religious dimensions of Dostoevsky's life and work have always

commanded attention, and scholarly interest in them is neither new nor

controversial. The degree and nature of interest in Dostoevsky's

reHgiosity appear to be changing, however. We are witnessing a

distinctive turn to religion in our field, one characterized by trends that

merit discussion. This special issue of Dostoevsky Studies has two goals.

First, it offers essays that illustrate the wide range of approaches to

Dostoevsky's religiosity practiced by scholars using English as their

primary language of publication, the majority of them based in North

America. Second, this special issue hopes to prompt further discussion of

the religious turn by posing questions about its origins and consequences.

Although the essays are drawn from primarily North American

Anglophone scholarship, my introduction will address the phenomenon of

the religious turn in global Dostoevsky studies.

One of the most striking features of the turn to religion in our field is

the new prominence of the reader. For many critics, the act of writing

about Dostoevsky has become devotional and confessional, a means to

affirming personal faith commitments. Faith-based criticism, or v/hat

Caryl Emerson describes as "spiritualized inquiries," frequently yields

theophanic readings. In 2009 the journal Christianity and Literature

hosted a special feature relevant to our discussion, a "Seminar on

Christian Scholarship and the Turn to Religion in Literary Studies.

Among the many topics addressed by the wide ranging and stimulating

essays in this Seminar, theophanic criticism stood out as a topic of major

interest.

' Christiamn- and Literature vol. 58 no. 2 (Winter 2009): 213-94.
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In her introduction to the Seminar, Susan Felch describes theophanic

criticism as the product of a "revelatory, prophetic mode" of reading, one

that goes beyond identifying and describing claims about the Christian

faith qua claims (216). This critical mode presents religious propositions

found in literature as objective truth: theophanic readings "boldly declare

God's revelation in and through artistic texts" (Felch 216). Theophanic

criticism currently enjoys great popularity among Western and Russian

Dostoevsky critics. "Russian scholars," Victor Terras observes, "now
joyously proclaim the Christian message of Dostoevsky's life and works

[. . (770).

The turn to religion in Dostoevsky studies can be profitably addressed

from two angles. Most obviously, the turn warrants study in terms of its

impact on reading strategies. A primary goal of this introduction is

therefore to identify how theophanic criticism may be transforming our

ideas about what is desirable in Dostoevsky scholarship. In addition to

assessing its impact on interetive practices, we should reconstruct the

cultural context within which our turn to religion is taking place. As an

initial contribution to this extensive project, I offer a preliminary sketch

of how the religious turn underway in Dostoevsky studies might be part

of intellectual historical trends we are witnessing in continental philo-

sophy and North American higher education. Situating our turn to religion

within these interdisciplinary and international contexts may enable us to

pose important questions about the state and future of our field.

2.

Unique risks and advantages inhere to every critical practice. Carol

ApoUonio argues eloquently here for reading Dostoevsky religiously; her

essay clearly conveys the advantages that can accrue from making what

she calls a "leap of faith" when approaching a Dostoevskian text. If

necessary, she suggests, we might opt to engage in a suspension of

disbelief, one that enables us to enter into the Christian worldview she

finds embodied in the author's fictional universe. "An approach to

reading that relies on a leap of faith entails a particular set of dangers, of

course," Apollonio concedes, "but in the quest to 'perceive and

understand,' we may find the risk worth taking." The hermeneutic

benefits of making this leap of faith—of reading Dostoevsky religiously,

from within a Christian mindset—are evident in many of the insightful

essays here.
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Jern" Sabo's passionate reading of "The Dream of a Ridiculous Man"
as "an instance of Christian hope for human society" illustrates how faith

can illuminate qualities of a Dostoevskian text that may otherwise remain

obscure. Critics are divided regarding the ridiculous man. Declaring him

to be irredeemably solipsistic. many conclude that his story dramatizes a

failure of conversion. Yet this reading, which has much textual evidence

in its favor, leaves us dissatisfied. As Robin Feuer Miller explains, it

misses something essential that a faith-based reading such as Sabo"s

perceives.

Miller draws our attention to a discrepancy between semantic

meaning and effect that characterizes "The Dream" and Grushenka"s tale

of the onion. The tale of the onion has a terrible ending, but it works

joyfully on Grushenka and Alyosha. Many aspects of "The Dream" are

ambiguous, capable of supporting a Christian reading such as Sabo's or

leading to the opposite conclusion, that Christian con\ ersion is subverted:

yet this stor\'. too. works joyfully on many readers. The ridiculous man's

complex stor\' "becomes, b}' Mrtue of its telling, by being preached and

rendered cautionaiy. a positive act." Miller explains (124). A reading

informed b\- faith illuminates the impact of the whole as a positive

communicative act.

Theophanic criticism is one of the most influential critical approaches

in Dostoe\"sky studies today. Because it enjoys such preeminence. I will

adopt an interrogative approach to reading Dostoevsky religiously.

Appreciation of the strengths of faith-based reading practices should be

balanced b\' awareness of which dra\\'backs. if an}', may characterize the

religious mode. This introduction will therefore subject theophanic Dosto-

evsky scholarship to critical examination, investigating which risks and

limitations may be specific to h. I hope that the questions posed here will

spur further discussion in the pages ofDostoevsky Studies and beyond.

My interrogator}' introduction is followed by two essays that

represent opposite poles of current critical practice. The collection begins

with ApoUonio's strong defense of reading Dostoevsk}^ religiously,

followed by Cassedy's equally strong explanation as to wh}" he believes

we cannot read Dostoevskian texts as expressions of Christian faith. The

juxtaposition of these powerftil. yet seemingly mutually exclusive,

statements regarding Christianit}'"s significance for reading Dostoevsky

invites further dialogue. These strikingl}- different starting points fonn the

portal through which the reader passes to the other essa}'s. which have

been selected to convey maximum diversit}' of opinion.
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3.

The theophanic scholarship that has been popularized by the turn to

religion, I believe, may sometimes entail violation of normative assump-

tions governing literary scholarship. Theophanic readers are "those critics

and theologians who argue that literary texts, like other art forms, can be

revelatory and that the role of the Christian critic is to mediate that

revelation for those who don't have eyes to see it," Caleb Spencer writes

in his contribution to the Seminar hosted by Christianity and Literature

(278). Suppositions about the status of art and role of the reader/critic at

the basis of theophanic criticism appear to differ from the suppositions

that underlie other modes of literary scholarship.

Mediating the Christian revelation ostensibly contained in the

Dostoevskian text, I submit, may run the risk of embroiling the reader in

specific quandaries, such as erasing the specificity of literary language

and committing the intentional fallacy. Theophanic readings sometimes

display an external or heterogeneous orientation, away from the literary

text. They appear to be guided by the authority of other words—usually

Biblical or theological—or other systems of meaning—the author's or

reader's biography.

Some observers of the religious turn in our field have voiced concern

that the text itself, especially its irreducibly aesthetic qualities, is in

danger of receding behind the reader's personal commitment to communi-

cating a religious message. In "Views of Dostoevsky in Today's Russia:

Historical Roots and Interetations," Rudolf Neuhäuser cautions against

a trend in Russian Dostoevsky scholarship towards stripping away the

artistic dimensions of Dostoevsky' s texts. "There are attempts underway,"

he observes,

"both in the media and popular literature as well as in academic writing to

gently reshape Dostoevsky putting him into an orthodox framework. Poetic and

literary qualities recede into the background, the poetological approach is

thwarted" (361).

In her review of Galina Ponomareva's recent book, Dostoevskii: la

zanimaius' etoi tainoi, Milla Fedorova asserts that Ponomareva submits

literature to the critic's desire for a religious message. "The direction of

the search," Fedorova writes,

"...does not follow from an analysis of Dostoevsky' s texts, but is predetermined

by the task that Ponomareva has set for herself: to prove that Dostoevsky never

abandoned Christ as his ethical guide and never fell away from a religious

worldview..." (785).
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The practice of theophanic criticism, it seems, may endow the reader with

new authority over the Dostoevskian text. The reader arrogates authority

to authority to perform genre re-assignment—from "poetological" to

"orthodox"—and presses the text into the service of his or her "predeter-

mined task"—the affirmation of Christian faith.

No less a critic than Harold Bloom invokes an alleged authorial

intention to re-assign The Brothers Karamazov from secular art to sacred

writ. ''The Brothers Karamazov was intended as Dostoevsky's apoca-

lypse," Bloom asserts; "its genre might best be called Scripture, rather

than novel or tragedy, saga or chronicle" (1). Leonard Stanton comments

on Bloom's thoughts regarding the novel: "the thought of shelving it

between Acts of the Apostles and St. Paul's Epistle to the Colossians gives

rise to a smile. Still, Bloom is very close to the mark [...]." The Brothers

Karamazov, Stanton writes,

"is a book one might well shelve with confidence alongside such classics of the

devotional canon of Orthodox contemplative spirituality as The Ladder of -

Divine Ascent by John Climacus and Father Pavel Florenskii's The Pillar and

Foundation of Truth'' (45 1 ).

Regarding the novel and "The Life of the Elder Leonid," Stanton asserts

that "both works may be considered as belonging to the genre of Russian

Orthodox devotional literature (444)." How might such a re-shelving of

the novel, from the fiction section to the library of devotional literature,

impact how we read and teach 77?^ Brothers Karamazov?

Dostoevsky forces us to refine our understanding of the relationship

between literature and religion. "The Life of Elder Leonid is a useful

guide in undertaking a critical reading of 77?^ Brothers Karamazov''

Stanton claims (444). When we read Dostoevsky, we are called on to

explain what, exactly, we mean by a "guide" to literature. How should we
understand the relationship between Dostoevsky's art and the myriad

sacred and theological sources with which it is obviously engaged? The

Derridean supplement, invoked by Nariman Skakov in his exploration of

the relationship between 77?^ Idiot and the Gospel passages describing

Christ's lasts moments alive on the Cross, may offer one model. "Some
post-Soviet critics," Harriet Murav writes, adopt a very different,

fundamentalist model of the relationship between Dostoevsky's art and

the Bible. They use "literary criticism as a form of religious philosophy,"

and so read Dostoevsky "as a fundamentalist, whose works are

straightforward adaptations of the Gospels" (758).
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The fundamentalist approach to Dostoevsky enjoys a great deal of

prestige today among Russian and Western scholars. Tatiana Kasatkina

confidently asserts that Crime and Punishment can be finalized with the

Biblical word: ''Crime and Punishment ends at the moment when 'he that

was dead came forth' and Jesus said 'Loose him and let him go,"' she

proclaims (7). For Kasatkina, the relationship between the novel and its

sacred inter-text appears to be hierarchical: the novel submits to the Bible;

the Biblical word can be invoked to arrest the novelistic play of meaning.

Because the Biblical word is primary in this critical mode, the novel can

be decoded as a kind of fictional embellishment on theology, in this case

the doctrine of resurrection.

The preeminence of fundamentalist criticism in Russia should not

obscure the fact that each national community of Dostoevsky scholars

hosts a broad diversity of opinions. Igor Volgin acknowledges the impor-

tance of Christianity for Dostoevsky, but asserts the primacy of art over

religion, wresting Dostoevsky away from those who would place him

within "church walls." "Some are in a hurry to turn him [...] into a

talented commentator of gospel texts," Volgin observes; "of course,

Dostoevsky is a Christian writer. But above all—he is a writer. As a

writer of works of art he exists outside church walls" (10).^ Volgin's

emphasis on Dostoevsky' s primary identity as a writer provides an

important counteoint to fundamentalist criticism, and forms the basis of

an international community encompassing Russian, European, and North

American scholars. Like Neuhäuser and Volgin, William Mills Todd

claims Dostoevsky for art. "However much his readers have taken him to

be a prophet, journalist and political thinker," Todd asserts, "Dosto-

evsky' s vocation was imaginative literature, the art of writing" (11).^

How can these two complex international communities—comprised

of those who, like Kasatkina, read Dostoevsky religiously, and those like

Volgin who want Dostoevsky firmly outside the monastery walls

—

maintain a fruitful exchange?

^ Interview in Kul'tura 46-47, pp. 6-19; 12. 2001; quoted and translated by Neuhäuser

(373).
^ ""Notes from Underground: The Art of Duplicity and the Duplicity of Art," in Marie-

Aude Albert ed.. Diagonales dostoïevskiennes. Mélanges en l 'honneur de Jacques Catteau.

Paris: Presses de l'Université de Paris-Sorbonne, 2002, p. 161 quoted in Neuhäuser (374).
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4.

Theophanic criticism appears to be transforming the nature of our

intellectual communities as well as the status of the individual reader. A
question worth posing is: when the role of the reader is to mediate the

Christian revelation ostensibly contained in a Dostoevskian text, how
does this affect the composition and function of scholarly communities?

This shift in the role of the reader, I believe, has the potential to create

new bases of inclusion or exclusion. One of the most significant

consequences of the turn to religion may be the final erasure of the

intellectual map drawn by the Cold War; communities based on geo-

political affiliations appear to be yielding before groupings based on new
combinations of spiritual and intellectual affinities. "The works of

Western scholars, past and present, who lean toward a Christian reading

of Dostoevsky are now favored by Russian scholars," Terras observes

(770). Are we as scholars justified in including or excluding a colleague's

work from our purview depending on the religious orientation manifested

there?

Although he writes of "the Christian critic," Spencer is careful to

specify that Christian faith in the reader is not a requirement for practicing

theophanic criticism. He acknowledges the initial impression of exclusiv-

ity—"this kind of reading really does seem to be available only to the

Christian scholar"—but rejects it as false: "perhaps even theophanic

practices of reading cannot be limited to believers," he concludes (278,

279). In the absence of personal faith, however, the theophanic reader

must be willing to perceive artistic texts as vehicles for Christian truth,

and, more significantly for our discussion, be willing to present Christian

belief as truth rather than as a proposition of a literary text under analysis.

When approaching the Dostoevskian text, Apollonio argues, the

reader is confronted by a choice: he or she can choose "whether or not to

commit to the 'suspension of disbelief—or, to put it more strongly, to the

belief—t\i2iX allows a text, be it artistic literature or scripture, to do its

work." This powerful statement raises several urgent questions. What

work do we expect artistic literature to do? Do we expect similar work

from artistic literature and scripture? Setting these questions aside, I

would like to draw attention to the potential implications of faith-based

criticism for scholarly community. Should willingness to commit to

Christian belief for the purpose of reading Dostoevsky be a requirement

(or even a desirable trait) for scholarly inquiry?
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5.

The full significance of the religious turn for individual reading practices

and communities can't be understood without analyzing the historical

context from, which it has emerged. We are accustomed to understanding

the turn within a specifically Russian context. "A rediscovery of Russia's

and, in particular Russian literature's, Orthodox Christian heritage is one

of the remarkable phenomena of Russian intellectual life after the collapse

of the Soviet Union," Terras notes (769). At first glance, the turn does

appear to originate in unique aspects of post-Soviet experience. The

indisputable Christian dimensions of Dostoevsky's art. Terras reminds us,

had to be "'under cover' during the Soviet period" (770). Liberated from

Soviet ideological constraints, many Russian scholars are now advancing

an Orthodox understanding of Russian culture, and "the central figure in

the promotion of these ideas is Dostoevsky" (Terras 770).

Closer scrutiny reveals that the religious turn in Dostoevsky studies is

also deeply embedded in Western cultural trends, however. It may be

useful to set aside any rhetoric of exceptionalism and instead situate

ourselves within a multicultural and interdisciplinary landscape. The

phenomenon of the turn itself, and our inclination to classify it as

quintessentially Russian, both testify to the opposite: to the integration of

Dostoevsky studies within Western intellectual history. The popularity of

the "Orthodox literary criticism" Fedorova identifies in Ponomareva's

work coincides with what critics have described as "a tournant

théologigue'' in continental philosophy and the "postsecularity" of the

American academy (Fedorova 785; Bradley 21; Spencer 278).

Jacques Derrida and scholars of continental philosophy manifested a

turn to religion in the 1 990s, at the same time as Dostoevsky critics were

responding to the allegedly unique features of the post-Soviet cultural

climate. In "Derrida' s God: A Genealogy of the Theological Turn,"

Arthur Bradley argues that "the sheer volume of work" produced in the

nineties addressing the religious dimensions of thinkers such as Hei-

degger, Levinas, Foucauh, Deleuze, and Derrida reveals "how central

religion has become to the contemporary philosophical imaginary"

(Bradley 21). Derrida became a locus for theological investigation in

Western intellectual circles, much as Dostoevsky has become a focal

point for Russian Orthodox religious inquiry. "By the time of his death in

2004," Bradley writes of Derrida, "deconstruction had become the centre

of a virtual publishing industry for theologians, biblical scholars and

philosophers of religion" (21).
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The fact that Western deconstructionists. post-Soviet Russian intel-

lectuals, and Dostoevsky scholars throughout the world manifested an

enthusiasm for theological inquir\- at the same time should prompt us to

question any specifically Russian genealogy of the religious turn. It

should also alert us to the existence of intriguing parallels linking our

field with developments in U.S. higher education. The popularity of faith-

based readings of Dostoevsky coincides with a new^ \ isibility of Christian

reading practices in the humanities at large. Among American humanists.

Sharon Kim obser\^es in her contribution to Chnstianity and Literature,

"many people have been attempting to practice or theorize literary

analysis as a modality of religious belief" (289).

Literar}' analysis as a modality of religious belief is not new. of

course, but in American academic circles h has topically faced a good

deal of opposition. In ''Invisible Domain: Religion and American Literar}^

Studies," Jenny Franchot laments the lack of serious work on religious

topics, chastising Americanists for displaying "a studied neglect of

religion" (835). \\q have never been in a situation comparable to that of

American Studies in the mid 1990s, when Franchot asked "But w^ere is

religion? Why so invisible?"" (834). We can boast of scholars, w^o. in

Franchot' s characterization of scholars of African-American religiosity,

are "demonstrably engaged by the seriousness and splendor of their topic"

(838). It might be worth asking why the fields of Dostoevsky studies and

American studies ha\'e responded so differently to the religious

dimensions of their subject matter.

Where does what is in many respects our strength—our ability to

engage deeply with religion—come from? It can't simply be prompted by

our subject matter, because if the subject dictated or controlled the

direction of scholarship, then American studies w^uld be as rich in

religious works as we are. The situation in American studies shows that

scholars can be at odds with their subject matter. The neglect of religion

"is especially ruinous in our field." Franchot chides, "since America has

been and continues to be manifestly religious in complex and intriguing

ways. And not only America but American literature" (839). "The U.S. is

the most religious nation in the developed \^"orld." Susan Jacoby asserts in

The Washington Post (2007); America is "the most professedly Christian

of the developed nations" Bill McKibben writes in Harper's (2005).

Writing in 1995, coinciding with the urge to reintegrate Orthodoxy into

Russian public life. Franchot affirms "'the persistent vitality" of faith in

American culture and "the renewed impulse... to make religious belief a

more prominent feature of our public culture" (834). Yet American
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literary scholars resisted the influence of American culture and persisted

in a studied avoidance of religion.

According to Franchot, Americanists have evaded the deeply

religious quality of American literature and culture "as if religious voices,

like certain kinds of shame, have become unmentionable" (837). She

identifies two primary reasons for the sense of shame surrounding

religious inquiry in American studies. One reason may be the perception

that interest in religion and "private regions of 'interior life'" is "naïve

unless those regions are subordinated to the domain of linguistic

representation or to the critiques of Marx, Nietzsche, Freud, and

Foucault" (834)."^ Franchot also cites her colleagues' awareness that

Christian religious commitment on the part of artists has sometimes been

accompanied by anti-Semitism. "For more than forty years, literary critics

have claimed either explicitly or (more typically) implicitly that to be

interested in religious belief is to risk becoming an anti-Semitic Anglican

like T.S. Eliot," Franchot explains (834). There might be some benefit in

asking: Why have we, compared to scholars of another deeply Christian

culture—the U.S.—shown comparatively little concern about mixing the

public and private? Why do we seem relatively unconcerned about the

possible connections between Dostoevsky's Christian faith and his anti-

Semitism?

Americanists have not been the only ones to harbor misgivings about

the role of religion in scholarship. "Critics and literary theorists," Tiffany

Kriner writes in Christianity and Literature, "have worried about the

(potentially negative) effects of religious commitments on the integrity of

scholarship" (267). Qualms about blurring distinctions between the public

and private in one's intellectual work may be receding, however.

Surveying the American academy in The Chronicle ofHigher Education,

Stanley Fish argues that we are witnessing the retreat of Marxism before

religion. When asked "what would succeed high theory and the

triumvirate of race, gender, and class as the center of intellectual energy

in the academy," Fish explains, "I answered like a shot: religion" (1). If

Fish is correct, Marxist categories of analysis are yielding before religious

modes of criticism in the U.S., as in post-Soviet Russia.

A similar neglect of religious topics as the realm of the spiritual, rather than as subjects

for socio-economic, psychoanalytic, or semiotic démystification, may characterize early

modem English studies as well. According to Jackson and Marotti, scholars of the early

modem period "adopt the stance of analytic observers who know how to decode religious

language and ideas as mystifications of economic, political, and social conditions and

relationships, usually assuming that religion itself is a form of 'false consciousness." See Ken
Jackson and Arthur F. Marotti, 2004, p. 168.
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There may be other, more specifically "academic reasons for the new
importance of Christianit\" in literar\' studies." in addition to a general

retreat of Marxism: "the erosion of the rationalist and scientistic

foundation of the academic enterprise." or more simply, the "'
toward antifoundationalism (the epistemology most often referred to

simply as 'postmodern")" (Spencer 274). A central consequence of

postmodernism for literar}' studies. Spencer explains, "is that the central

role of com iction to the academic enterprise comes to the foreground and

Christianit}' as \\ ell as other religions no longer seem at an epistemic

disad\'antage for having been based on faith belief (274). Although the

field of Dostoevsky studies cannot boast of much criticism informed b\'

an explicith' postmodern sensibilit}'. our turn to religion may attest to an

intellectual affmit\" linking us with the larger communit}' of academic

humanists.

Far from e\incing the influence of Russian exceptionalism or traditio-

nalism. I submit, the surge of interest in Christianit}" among Dostoevsk\-"s

readers, both East and W^est. may signify" our participation in post-

modernism's rejection of classic liberal distinctions between public and

private, belief and truth, evidence and revelation. The relationship

between our turn to religion and developments such as postmodernism

and "the theological turn within deconstruction" is surely complicated and

\\ orth investigating (Bradlex" 21 ).

Our turn to religion ma\' likewise be e\"idence of another deep-rooted

Western tradition coming to expression, in addition to dissatisfaction \Mth

both Marxism and liberalism: the Western urge to create exotic "others"

inspiring phenomena such as Orientalism. There is a significant exception

to the "studied neglect of religion" in American studies. Franchot points

out. and that is the vibrant field dedicated to studying Black spiritualit}'

(835). "The field of Black Atlantic studies is one of the ver\' few

contemporar}' locations for interesting work on religion." Franchot writes

(838). Americanists may resist stud}ing the religious life of white

Americans. Franchot obsen^es. but they engage enthusiastically with the

spiritual experience of African-Americans. Franchot's explanation for this

discrepancy ma\- be rele\'ant for our field. "Religion." she wntes. "must

be deemed sufficiently outside the Western tradition to elicit the

intellectual attention needed to write pro\"ocatively about its workings.

One might suspect that a still potent exoticism—a romanticizing of

the "primitixe"—partialh- motivates the engagement that distinguishes

scholarship on earh^ American and Black American spirituality'"

(^Franchot 83 8 j.
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Does Russian religiosity, like Black spirituality, occupy an exoticized

space within which faith is appealing to Western scholars?^

Our desire to read Dostoevsky religiously may have yet another

Western lineage as well. In her analysis of Crime and Punishment,

Kasatkina advocates performing "a multilevel interetation comparable

to the exegesis of sacred texts" (9). Is sacred exegesis the proper model

for literary scholarship? The assumption that it is has a Western European

genealogy. In his 1319 letter to Cangrande della Scala, Dante instructs his

patron to read the Commedia with the same hermeneutic method used for

reading the Bible. After the Renaissance, Protestant theologians and

scholars of language such as Friedrich Schleiermacher developed the

hermeneutic turn even ftarther, arguing for the legitimacy of each

individual as reader and the extension of exegetical reading practices,

originally reserved for sacred texts, to other forms of writing.

Several of the essays presented here attest to the extraordinarily

complex genealogies behind Dostoevsky' s art, and his capacity to

surise us with unexpected affinities. A striking image emerges from the

analysis of Crime and Punishment provided by Lyudmila Parts:

Dostoevsky the philosophical pugilist, fearlessly entering into debates

about Christianity and the value of pity with some of the most powerful

thinkers of the Western tradition. His preoccupation with Western

developments was counterbalanced by his respect for native Russian

spiritual traditions, as Olga Stuchebrukhov's essay reminds us. Crime and

Punishment can be simultaneously read as a voice in a Western dialogue

about pity, and as a manifestation of Slavophile respect for Orthodox

hesychasm.

Clint Walker shows how Dostoevsky's passionate political and

religious commitments inform his art, analyzing the use of Gospel

quotation in Crime and Punishment as a key to parsing Dostoevsky's

views on Russian history. Walker's integration of religious and historical

inquiry exemplifies an approach masterfully developed by Russian

scholars such as Boris Tikhomirov. Feminist criticism, like postmodernist

criticism, is underrepresented in Dostoevsky studies. Katherine Briggs

contributes to a small but significant body of scholarship drawing our

attention to the feminist dimensions of Dostoevsky's art.^ Developing the

^ Dale Peterson explores potential parallels linking Russian and African-American culture

in Up From Bondage: "these separate voices have expressed their historical distinctiveness in

words and texts that are remarkably akin to one another," Peterson argues (2).

^ See for example the work of Nina Pelikan Straus (1994) and Liza Knapp (2004).
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notion of "spiritual motherhood," she points out the ways in which

Dostoevsky's representations of Mary accord with a feminist emphasis on

Mary as a loving, suffering mother to her female spiritual children, rather

than as a virgin with a primary relationship to a male God.

6.

After outlining a multi-cultural genealogy of the theological turn and

sketching its potential implications for reading practices and

communities, I'd Uke to conclude by returning to the role of the reader,

specifically the role of the individual reader's faith commitment.

Dostoevsky's art clearly yields different readings to different readers;

some vistas are accessible only from certain starting points. Can the

different approaches—those informed by faith and those not—be

reconciled within one scholarly community? Questions about the role of

faith in literary criticism are being posed in many quarters. The special

seminar hosted by Christianity' and Literature showcases the diversity of

opinion that can reign even within a community that identifies itself as

Christian. The variety of perspectives evident in the community of

Christian literary critics may prompt discussion about the relevance of the

reader's faith for Dostoevsky studies.

Spencer sets out "to determine what Christians can contribute to

literary studies that non-Christian critics cannot" (273). He produces a

brief taxonomy of critical modes, all of them relevant to Dostoevsky

scholarship, and concludes that none of them require Christian faith in the

reader. When the job of the critic is "to spell out the themes, metaphors,

and allusions in texts—such as Dante's Divine Comedy—that are

indebted to Christianity," Spencer writes, "...we don't need Christians to

do it. There is nothing about this kind of scholarship that requires one to

be a Christian." (275).

"Even if it might be empirically the case that scholars who are likely to

recognize theological overtones in texts are themselves religious, there is no

need for them to believe the theology, do the practices, or have lived the histon,'.

any more than a scholar of ancient Hittite religion needs to be a practitioner of

that religion to understand and explain the theological references in the

Gilgamesh epic'" (Spencer 275).

"Another type of 'Christian' scholarship is that which sees literature

as primarily a prompt for theological reflection," Spencer notes (275).
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"But again, one need not be a Christian in order to do theological reflection, any

more than one would need to be a person of an oppressed gender to recognize

gender oppression and construction in the text. Beliefs are not required, only

knowledge" (Spencer 276).

Perhaps "even theophanic reading is not fundamentally a Christian critical

practice," Spencer concludes. "And if this is the case, then it may be that

Christian identity has no fundamental effect upon the practice of criticism

and that the notion of Christian criticism is simply a mistake" (279).

Spencer rigorously distinguishes between identity and performance.

Anyone, he claims, can execute the sorts of readings invited by literary

texts engaged with Christian faith, such as Dostoevsky's.

A different position is staked out by those who affirm the superiority

of identity over performance. Writing in the same volume of Christianity

and Literature with Spencer, Kriner approvingly quotes a call for papers

for a 2007 MLA seminar on 'The Turn to Religion in Literary Studies:"

"seminar papers are invited that explore ways in which Christian scholars can

participate in the 'turn to religion' by strengthening a critical sensibility... and

by demonstrating that Christian commitments can lead to greater interpretive

clarity" (266).

Like Kriner and the organizers of this MLA panel, and in distinction to

Spencer, George Pattison and Diane Thompson assert that Christian

identity yields interetive power. Christian faith in the reader, Pattison

and Thompson claim, may be a prerequisite for understanding

Dostoevsky. "The remark that there are some things one understands only

when one believes is not to be dismissed," they write (11). It certainly

should not be dismissed, but analyzed and contextualized.

The belief that the individual's (religious) identity is essential to the

interetive process is a central tenet of postmodern criticism. Those

American academics from other humanistic fields who, like Pattison and

Thompson, assert the centrality of religious identity for the scholarly

enterise cite postmodern identity politics as legitimizing their claims. In

the humanities at large, ICriner writes. Christian scholars argue that

"aspects of a postmodern academy are what justify and frame the right to

claim a religious identity as fundamental..." (270). Postmodern identity

politics emboldens Christian scholars, like racial, sexual, and gender

minorities, "to map out how religion as subjectivity and subject might

contribute to academic endeavor," Kriner explains (269). Harold Bush

urges Christian scholars to follow the lead of "feminist and Africanist and

Marxist and psychoanalytic critics,"
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"who lie awake at night dreaming up intriguing and original angles on their

fields of study. These critics are not shy about asserting the continued relevance

of their own particular subjectivities to literary studies... Christian identity has

very much to contribute to these theoretical areas, and aspects of postmodernism

support the fundamental right to claim as much" (2001 : 88)

We find ourselves once again confronted by the possibility of deep

affinity with postmodern dimensions of the larger academy.

If Dostoevsky's art (or at least significant dimensions of it) does yield

itself exclusively to believing Chrisrians, what are the implications for

reading, teaching, and scholarly community? An emphasis on religious

identity raises tough questions about the role of the reader, and about

inclusions and exclusions. We agree that literary interetation is per-

formed by individuals who bring different backgrounds and skill sets to

bear, but we aren't often pressed to define exactly how, or to what extent,

subjective factors influence interetation. The fact of faith-based

readings does just that: it demands that we clarify how we understand the

role of the reader in literary criticism.

Are Jewish readers barred from appreciating certain dimensions of

Dostoevsky's novels? Should we caution our Moslem, atheist and

agnostic students that some aspects of Dostoevsky's art will remain

forever inaccessible to them? Should we give them compensatory points

on essays and exams? These are not frivolous questions. Dostoevsky

himself was comfortable with the idea of exclusions. In 1873 he visited an

exhibition of contemporary Russian paintings that were being sent to an

international exposition in Vienna, and recounted his impressions for

readers of his Diaiy ofa Writer. "Can they understand our artists there?"

he asks in ''Apropos of the Exhibition" (205). "Well, I ask you, what will

a German or Viennese Yid (Vienna, they say, is full of Yids, just like

Odessa) understand in this picture?" ("Nu chto, sprashivaetsia, poimet v

etoi kartine nemets ili venskii zhid (Vena, i Odessa, govoriat, vsia v

zhidakh?") (Lantz, vol. 1: 209; PSS2\'.1\).

7.

There can't be any last word regarding any aspect of our engagement with

Dostoevsky. He was multi-voiced in his letters and non-fiction as well as

in his novels. The towering figure who crafted a prophet status also

cautioned Moscow university students against the search for a prophet.

"Esli khotite mne sdelat' bol'shoe udovofstvie," he writes them in 1878,
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"to, radi boga, ne sochtite menia za kakogo-to uchitelia ili propovednika

svysoka" (PSS 30.1:25). I tum the page over to his great contemporary,

Leo Tolstoy. Tolstoy's words about Dostoevsky can serve as a point of

departure for further discussion, with all due awareness of the ironies and

complexities involved: Leo Tolstoy criticizing the making of a contem-

porary prophet; and, of course, the issue of the addressee, Nikolai

Strakhov. With all due respect for Dostoevsky' s artistic achievement

—

Tolstoy elevates Dostoevsky above even Pushkin, asserting ofNotesfrom
the House of the Dead that there is "no better book in all modem
literature, including Pushkin" (Tolstoy 517)—Tolstoy objects to what he

calls "a false and lying attitude [...] towards Dostoevsky:"

"you have exaggerated his importance and exaggerated in the usual way, raising

to the rank of prophet and saint a man who dies at the burning point of his inner

struggle between good and evil. The writer touches and interests us, but it is

impossible to place a man entirely composed of struggle on a pedestal to edify

posterity" (Tolstoy 550).
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To write and then go and dump it all on a

passage from the Gospels is av/fully

theological. Resolving everything with a

passage from the Gospels is just as

arbitrary as dividing the prisoners into

five categories. Why five and not ten?

Why a passage from the Gospels and not

from the Koran? First you have to make

people believe in the Gospels, make them

believe that they are the truth, and then

you can resolve everything with a

passage from them.

(Anton Chekhov)'

Fyodor Dostoevsky was a Russian Orthodox believer for whom the image

of Christ was a "symbol of faith" so powerful that he would choose it

over proven truth.^ So it would seem surising that neither Orthodox

symbols, dogma, and ritual, nor the iconic image of Christ figure

prominently in the writer's great novels.^ At key moments, the verifiable

markers of the Orthodox faith recede and give way to more dangerous

elements: Maria Timofeevna Lebiadkina's occuh obsessions, for exam-

ple, or the pagan motifs surrounding Alyosha Karamazov' s fall to the

' Anton Chekhov, writing about Lev Tolstoy's novel Résurrection in a letter to Mikhail O.

Menshiko\'. 28 January 1900. Anton Chekhov and his Times, ed. Andrei Turkov; tr. Cynthia

Carlile and Sharon McKee (Little Rock: University of Arkansas Press, 1995), p. 313 (Original

in Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem. Pis 'ma, vol. 9 [Moscow: Nauka, 1980], p. 30.).

^ Letter to Fonvizina in January. 1854, in F.M. Dostoevski!, sobranie sochinenii i

pisem (Leningrad: Nauka. 1972-90). Vol. 28: 1. p. 176. All references to Dostoevsky's works

cite this edition.

^ See Malcolm Jones, Dostoevsky and the Dynamics of Religious Experience (London:

Anthem Press, 2005), p. 13 and pp. 35-41.
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earth. And, when he seems most needed, Christ is absent in image and

sign. One might even suggest that when Dostoevsky offers an unam-

bigious depiction of Christ, as he will in his descriptions of the Holbein

painting of Christ in the Tomb in The Idiot, it might very well represent

an image of death and decay rather than resurrection and life. Dosto-

evsky's plots lead religious believers into imprisonment (Dmitry Kara-

mazov), prostitution (Sonya Marmeladova), madness (Myshkin), or death

(Ivan Shatov). If Dostoevsky is prosthletizing the joys of Christian belief,

he is not doing it by direct marketing. The gap between Dostoevsky's

proclaimed beliefs and the way he depicts the problem of religion in his

novels is our current critical workplace.

Although the big questions of faith, justice, and good and evil

dominate in his works, Dostoevsky was a novelist, not a theologian. His

religious vision always shares space with other, secular, meanings. We
could suggest, then, following Bakhtin, that not just Dostoevsky's verbal

discourse, but in fact all the elements in his art, are "double-voiced." His

protagonists embody prototypes from the Gospels, the lives of saints,

folklore, and patristic literature, but they are also quintessentially mid-

nineteenth-century Russians; their plots reenact timeless stories and their

settings double as religious spaces, but they are grounded fully in their

own historical space and time as well. The message is necessarily bound

up in its context—both artistic and historical—and inseparable from it.

For that reason, indicators of the Christian answer to the problems of

religious faith are themselves veiled and open to multiple interpretations.

Dostoevsky communicates his religious message in ways that are

artistically consistent, though complex. A trope of reversal or negation is

at work—the more appealing or seductive the arguments or images on the

surface of the text, the more likely it is that they are false—not in a

primitive factual sense, but in the sense that their seductiveness leads

away from the truth. Conversely, an ugly or dirty surface may very well

serve as a conduit to revelation. In The Brothers Karamazov, superficial

facts such as the elder Zosima's notorious «stink» and Grushenka's

reputation as a fallen woman may distract the casual reader from the

secret of their basic underlying goodness. Individual elements of

Dostoevsky's text—character description or setting or plot or narration or

dialogue—may not make sense in context, if taken «straight». Characters

run counter to type, for example. In Crime and Punishment, Razumikhin

bears all the traits of a typical 1860s nihilist, but he represents conserv-

ative political views and models altruistic behavior; Sonya Marmeladova,

the prostitute, offers salvation. Setting likewise offers distracting surfaces:
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a decorous drawing room is the scene for scandal (the vase-breaking

scene in The Idiot, or the Sunday afternoon uproar at Var\ ara Petrovna

Stavrogina's in Demons), and a tavern ser\'es as the backdrop for a sermon

(Mamieladov's monologue in Part I of Crime and Punishment). On the

level of dialogue and naiTation. what a character says about himself or

what others say about him may contradict the facts of his behavior:

Svidrigailov's reputation in Crime and Punishment as a cold, cynical

libertine, for example, contrasts with his many charitable acts. If these

paradoxes are to make sense, they must be seen in the context of the

interaction of these different elements with one another in the artistic text

as a whole. Unless we see a crude tavern (in a village called Mokroe) as

not just a tavern, but also as a setting for a miracle, and unless we see

Mitya Karamazo\' as not just a \ erbose. violent dmnken wastrel, but also

as a man whose prayers for innocence are miraculously answered.^ \\q

will not notice a deeper spiritual truth.

Ultimately, Dostoevsky's texts will yield their secrets to readers

whom Frank Kermode identifies as 'Insiders." Quoting the baffling lines

from Mark 4: 1 1-12 ('To you has been given the secret of the kingdom of

God, but for those outside e\'er\'thing is in parables: so that they may
indeed see but not perceive, and may indeed hear but not understand: lest

they should turn again, and be forgiven"), Kermode suggests that the

religious message of a text will come to those «who already know the

mysteries. [...] There is seeing and hearing, which are wto naïve

listeners and readers do: and there is perceiving and understanding, which

are in principle reser\^ed to an elect."" The former interetive strategy is

•'carnal" and focuses on the parts (the facts): the latter is "spiritual" and

focuses on the whole (the Truth). It is the reader's choice whether or not

to commit to the "suspension of disbelief—or. to put it more strongly, to

the belief—\vdil allows a text, be it artistic literature or scripture, to do its

work. An approach to reading that relies on a leap of faith entails a

particular set of dangers, of course, but in the quest to "perceive and

understand," we may find the risk worth taking.

It has been noted that interetations of Dostoevsky's works tend to

follow either word-oriented or image-oriented (iconic) approaches.^ That

See mv "The Passion of Dmitrii Karamazov." Slavic Review (Fall. 1999): 584-99. pp.

596-8.

Frank Kemiode. The Genesis ofSecrecy: On the Interpretation ofNarrative (Cambridge:

Harv ard University Press, 1996), pp. 2-3.

^ Can,-1 Emerson. "Word and Image in Dostoevsky's Worlds: Robert Louis Jackson on

Readings that Baklitin Could Not Do." In Freedom and Responsibility in Russian Literature:
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is, readers may choose to focus on the "word:" dialogue, argumentation,

discourse, denotation, and narrative; or they may seek meaning in the

image: non-verbal, symbolic images presented through implicit or explicit

ekphrasis. Mikhail Bakhtin is the most famous discourse-oriented critic.

In his famous formulation of the chronotope, the horizontal axis

represents linear temporaHty—the things of this world—f one might

suggest that «word-focused» readers seek primarily horizontal meaning,

and tend to find ethically loaded, if symbolically uncomplex, messages.

Readers following an image-based approach such as that of Robert Louis

Jackson or Vyacheslav Ivanov will find deeply layered symbolic

messages, which transcend what is to be found on the discoursive level of

the text; their focus, then, is on the vertical axis. These critical traditions

are so different as to seem mutually exclusive, but if we keep in mind that

no single approach will provide a complete answer, we can benefit from

taking them—word and image—in dialogue. Ultimately we will discover

another dimension of Dostoevsky's religious message in a third element

—

action. If arguments and dialogues never lead to the truth, and if images

offer a mystical vision of faith that cannot be explained, the reader still

craves a solution to the «big questions» of good and evil in God's world.

Dostoevsky offers the hint of such an answer in examples of modest but

meaningful action, specifically acts ofcharity.

First, though, about words. Dostoevsky's reluctance to offer the

Christian message "straight" leads to an emphasis on those atheistic and

argumentative characters whom Malcolm Jones identifies as the

"mutinous crew."^ The surface of the text—the arguments of these

doubters—leads away from the truth of religious experience. In order to

gain access to this truth, the reader must recognize the profoundly

apophatic nature of Dostoevsky's art. In the Eastern tradition, apophatic

theology proceeds on the premise that God transcends any attempt to

capture his essence in human language. God retains the last word—and

remains silent. The novels enact a drama of the struggle between faith and

disbelief The author's, and God's, silence also reflects the hesychast

spiritual tradition, with its emphasis on internal wisdom and insight. In

order for God to be felt, characters must stop talking. Jones, a Bakhtinian

Essays in Honor ofRobert Louis Jackson, ed. Elizabeth Cheresh Allen and Gary Saul Morson

(Evanston: Northwestern UP, 1995), pp. 245-66; p. 250.

^ Mikhail Bakhtin, "Forms of Time and the Chronotope." In The Dialogic Imagination:

Four Essays, ed. Michael Holquist, trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin:

University of Texas Press, 2002).
^ Jones, pp. 14-15.
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reader, examines Dostoevsky's religious message as a dynamic quest that

unfolds \Mthin the novels, and even continues beyond their boundaries.

Although Dostoevsk}'"s novels "are not permeated with the spirit of

Orthodoxy, they do all. in their different ways, show the presence of new
shoots of faith appearing in the atheistic gloom" (152). In Jones's reading,

the writer cannot depict the contours of the new religion; it takes the form

of a promise.

In interpreting the moments when Dostoevsky's characters stop

talking. Grigorii Pomerants takes a daring step Eastward. Analyzing the

writer's wordiest character—the Underground Man—Pomerants proposes

an analogy to the koan of Zen Buddhism:

"The disciple is given a problem [a koan] that is [...] is insoluble and

absurd from the point of \ iew of 'Euclidian' reason, but at a higher level

of reason it can be solved [...]. Ultimately the disciple is seized by a

'great doubt". In despair, as though indeed over a real abyss, he finally

tears himself away, falls—and at the most terrifying moment realizes that

reason and the question he has been asked are mutualh' absurd, and if the

question (in spite of all evidence) does indeed ha\'e an answer, then what

is absurd (in certain respects) is in fact Euclidean reason."^

The analogy of the Zen koan is applicable to the case of the Under-

ground Man. whom Dostoevsky does not offer an epiphany, for he is

trapped within the riddle. In the great novels to follow, though, the \\Titer

will offer clues for a religious interetation of the moments when his

characters" rational minds relinquish control. Specifically, he adds hidden

quotations from religious texts, veiled iconic im.ages. and examples of

righteous behavior—always "double voiced.""

Another discource-oriented scholar. Steven Cassedy. elucidates the

ways Dostoevsky dramatizes the question of religious belief through

"Kantian antinomies."" Whereas Kant's antinomies ser\e to demonstrate

the pow^erlessness of reason to resoh'e larger questions, for Dostoevsky,

argues Cassedy, the point is the process, not any ultimate resolution.

Hence Dostoevsky's presentation of conflicfing arguments in dramatic

form. Cassedy links this artistic method to the internal dynamics of

Dostoevsky's own personal faith. Here again, the process, not the

solution, is the point: words cannot pro\ ide an ultimate answer.

^ Grigorii Pomerants. Otbytost' beidne. Etiudy Dostoevskom. New York: Libert}- 1989.

pp. 64-5. Here and unless noted, translations are mine. - CA.

Steven Cassedy. Dostoevsky's Religion (Stanford: Stanford Uni\ersit\' Press. 2005). p.

95.

'
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Even subtle discourse-oriented readings lead to truths that remain

elusive. Dostoevsky's intellectual atheists may be his most memorable

characters, but words can only go so far, and logical argument is not his

only, or even his most significant discursive strategy. Other talkers lead

even deeper into the mysteries of the spirit. Here, double-voicedness is

key. Characters speak their own message using the words of others, and

by doing so they transcend their own isolation. Readers can join in the

dialogue by recognizing the quoted texts and retrieving their meanings in

their new, novelistic context.^' Marmeladov's confession in the tavern, for

example, is almost entirely based on hidden quotations both from the Old

and the New Testaments. As Anna Gumerova demonstrates, the Biblical

elements in this scene resonate with those in the scene of Marmeladov's

wake, echoing the parable of the wedding feast in Matthew 22 and Luke

14, and in spite of the despair and squalor that dominate in both scenes,

convey a coded religious message through intertextuality.^^ Olga Meerson

illuminates a similar narrative strategy at work in Notes From Under-

ground, where Dostoevsky's narrator quotes from the Psalms. And, as

Robin Feuer Miller has recently shown, in The Idiot the hidden religious

message takes the form of a series of parables (following the Biblical

model), which yield their ultimate meaning only when taken together as a

whole and in the context of the novel's drama of faith and fallenness.^^

Even as he tests words to their limit through rhetoric and argument, or

by quoting the gospels, the church fathers, folklore tales, and apocrypha,

Dostoevsky must at the same time account for the image. Eastern

Orthodoxy, of course, gives primacy to the icon as a conduit to religious

experience. Icons in Dostoevsky's works can appear unmediated, as

themselves, as, for example, when an icon is desecrated in Demons. But,

just as in the case of discourse, when mediated and parodie language

" Nina Perlina's exploration of Dostoevsky's use of quotation in The Brothers Karamazov

remains the key reference on the subject. See her Varieties ofPoetic Utterance: Quotation in

"Theßrothers Karamazov'' (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1985).

See Boris Tikhomirov, "Bibliia, zhitiia sviatykh, narodnaia religioznost' (tsitaty,

alliuzii, parafrazy)," Dostoevskii: Dopolneniia kommentariiu, ed. Tatiana Kasatkina

(Moscow: "Nauka," 2005), pp. 128-77, pp. 130-39.

A. Gumerova (Moscow, IMLl RAN) "Evangel'skii fon romana 'Prestuplenie i

nakazanie:' na primere stseny pominok po Marmeladovu". Dostoevskii: Dopolneniia

kommentariiu proiz\'edenii, ed. Tatiana Kasatkina (Moscow: "Nauka," 2005), pp. 274-7.
'"^ Olga Meerson, "Old Testament Lamentation in the Underground Man's Monologue: A

Refutation of the Existentialist Reading of Notes From Underground'" The Slavic and East

European Journal, Vol. 36, No. 3 (Autumn, 1992): pp. 317-322.

Robin Feuer Miller, Dostoevsky's Unfinished Journey (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 2007), pp. 68-85.
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offers deeper meaning than logical argumentation, icons work most

effectively when masked—or rather, embodied or doubled in ""living"

characters. In the epilogue of Crime and Punishment, for example. Sonya

Marmeladova"s appearance in the form of an icon of the Mother of God
triggers Raskolnikov's epiphany:

Suddenly Sonya appeared beside him. She had approached ahiiost without a

sound and had sat down next to him. Ix was still \"er\' early, the morning chill

lingered. She was wearing her poor old pelisse and the green shawl. Her face

bore the traces of her illness, it had become thin and pale, and her cheeks were

sunken. She ga\"e him a jo\fiil. welcoming smile, but. as usual, stretched out her

hand to him timidly. [. . .]

How it happened, he himself did not know, but suddenly it was though some-

thing seized him and cast him down at her feet. He wept and embraced her

knees [...] (6:421)^'

Such iconic images can be found at the epiphanic moments of all of

Dostoevsky's great novels. The staning peasant mother and child who
trigger Dmitry Karamazov* s ^" dream, for example, offer an image

of the Mother of God. And as Susanne Fusso has shown. Ivan Shatov's

wayw^ard wife in Demons also appears as an icon, in this case operating

intertextually w ith Dostoevsky's beloved image of the Sistine Madonna to

trigger Shatov"s epiphany.^

In order to do their work—to unite spirit and flesh—these images

must offer at least two layers of meaning. On the surface of the novel,

they are mimetic, representing fictional characters leading their physical

lives on earth, but at the same time they embody timeless, divine images.

A very interesting example appears in Notes fi'om the Dead House. In the

novel, traditional institutions of religion seem powerless, and indeed.

Dostoevsky's depiction of fallen humanity in the novel seems at odds

with his own professed faith in a Christianity rooted in the Russian

narod.^^ At Christmas, for example, the priest comes to the prison to bless

Tatiana Kasatkina has written eloquently about the workings of iconic images in

Dostoe\"sk\"s fiction. See her "Ob odnom s\oist\e epilogo\ piati \elikikh romano\-

Dostoevskogo: Prestuplenie i nakazanie" . Dostoevskii v kontse XX veka. Sosta\ iter i redaktor

Karen Stepanian. Moscow: "Klassika plius." 1996.

See also her "Istoriia v imeni: Myshkin i "gorizontarnyi khram.' from tvohashchei

prirode slova: OntologichnosT' slova v tvorchestve F.M. Dostoevskogo osnora ''reaUzma

V vysshem smysle " (Moskva: IMLI RAN. 2004).
' Susanne Fusso. "Maidens in Childbirth: The Sistine Madonna in Dostoevskii's Devils''

Slavic Revie^v 54. no. 2 (Summer 1995): 261-75.
'^' "Xotes lacks the faith in the Russian people that Dostoevsky acquires later: any kind of

regeneration \Mth them or for them seems unlikely due to their depravity. Evidence that the

people are so fallen that e\en Christ's interxention is ineffectual is preponderant in several
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the prisoners, but rather than elevating their spiritual state, the service

leads to vice, sin, and evil: immediately after the priest leaves, the

convicts plunge into wild, drunken debauchery (4:109-16). As elsewhere,

when Dostoevsky offers his images "straighf—in this case, the figure of

the priest and the description of the church ritual,—they seem to lead

away from the truth. The surface is literally a lie and a betrayal: "All of

these poor people wanted to enjoy themselves, to celebrate the great

holiday in a spirit ofjoy, but, Lord! How oppressive and sad was this day

for almost every one of them; each spent the day as though some hope of

theirs had been betrayed" (4: 1 1 1).^^

Conversely, a profound sense of freedom and joy comes not through

religious ritual, but through a different kind of performance in the prison,

one that appears on the surface to be fully secular. The transfigurative

moment comes at the end of Part I of Notes from the Dead House, in the

dark depth of winter, at the very center of the book. On the third day of

the Christmas holiday, as they recover from their hangovers, the prisoners

stage a theatrical performance. As elsewhere at epiphanic moments in his

works, Dostoevsky offers an elaborate, and distracting, frame. The

performance takes place in the same military barracks where the priest

had conducted his apparently impotent Christmas service, and many
details echo the horrors of the novel's bathhouse scene, which famously

presents an image of hell (the heat, the crowded space, the same cast of

characters). The prisoners have stitched a multitude of filthy rags together

to form a strange curtain:

The curtain was such a luxury that it was really something to behold. In

addition, it had been painted with oils, depicting trees, pavilions, ponds and

stars. It was made of all kinds of scraps of cloth, old and new, whatever people

had donated, old foot cloths and shirts belonging to the prisoners, sewn together

into a single large panel, and where they had run out of cloth, part of it was

simply patched with paper that had been begged, sheet by sheet, from various

offices and departments. Our prisoners had taken great care and had done the

painting themselves, among them our own Briullov-inspired genius, A-v. The

effect was astonishing. The prisoners loved it; when time came for the show to

ways." Susan McReynolds, Redemption and the Merchant God: Dostoevsky 's Economy of
Salvation and Antisemitism. Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2008, p. 95.

Although the Lenten ritual in the town church calls up tender memories and emotions in

the prisoners, and although the novel as a whole utilizes the paschal trope of resurrection to

convey the hope of freedom and grace, the Easter holiday as depicted in the "Summertime"

chapter resembles that of Christmas in its effects on the prisoners' behavior. "The priest came

again with his cross, again the officials came to visit, again the greasy cabbage soup, again

drunkenness and loafing around—everything was exactly the same as at Christmas, except

now it was possible to walk outside in the prison yard and bask in the sun" (4: 1 77).
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begin, they all became like children, not only the enthusiastic and impatient

ones, but also those who were generally the most gloomy and demanding (4:

120-21).

The curtain, made from dirty rags and portraying a landscape, is the

product of collective labor and of materials donated by the entire prison

community—prisoners and officials alike. The performance brings

everyone together, both guards and guarded, along with free spectators

from the town. The prisoners, who hours before had been plagued with

hangovers and remorse from their Christmas debauch, are now like

innocent children, gazing at the curtain blissfully, m wonder (4: 122). The

narrator, himself a prisoner, watches them through the dim light provided

by a few short tallow candles, and for the first time since his arrival sees

through the ugly surface to the prisoners' inner goodness (a perception

which will figure powerfully in Dostoevsky's later religious world-

view).*^^ Using his key metaphor for religious faith, he writes, "All you

have to do is remove the external, superficial crust and take a long, close

look at the seed itself, without prejudging it, and you might see things in

the common people, the likes of which you would never have guessed"

(4: 120-21). The prisoners go home from the theater that night happy,

satisfied, and at peace with themselves: "We all went back to our barracks

in a joyful mood, satisfied [...]. There were no fights. Everyone was

unusually satisfied, even happy, and they went to sleep not in their usual

manner, but in nearly calm in spirit [...]. And this is not something I

made up. It is the actual Truth" (4: 129-30). In sleep the prisoners are

innocent children of God, free of the the guilt that brought them to the

prison. Their souls all find expression in the "calm child's face" of the

sleeping Alei, the young boy from Dagestan—suffering for the sins of his

brothers. Here, as the prisoners dream, the truth of the prison barracks

mixes inextricably with the greater truth of revelation. The theatrical

performance, with all its profane trappings,^ ^ has wrought the spiritual

cleansing that the priest's service, with all of its Russian Orthodox

trappings, has failed to provide.

" Many critics have addressed the importance of Dostoevsky's encounter the

common people in the Dead House in the development of his mature religious vision. For two

excellent new treatments, see Robin Feuer Miller, Dostoevski's Unfinished Journey, pp. 1-43,

and Linda Ivanits, Dostoevsky and the Common People (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 2008). Susan McReynolds's new book argues a contrary view, that Dostoevsky's

depiction of the common people is at odds with his assertions about their religious belief.

Traditional Russian Orthodoxy disapproves of secular forms of theatrical entertainment.
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Here the reader has a choice: to interet the entire scene «straight» or

to read behind the primitive facts of the text's surface. The first approach

views the convicts' drunken debauchery and violence as a direct result of

the religious service, thus identifying an entire class of people as outside

the reach of God. This approach sees spiritual peace as the product of an

exclusively aesthetic experience. The second approach respects the nature

of Dostoevsky's novelistic and apophatic religion, and yields a deeply

veiled metaphorical message of faith which cannot be communicated

directly, and which is inseparable from aesthetic experience. The latter

reading allows us to see the patchwork curtain as a homemade

—

collectively created

—

iconostasis; the performance itself as a veiled

church service; and the face of the innocent, sleeping, non-Christian

(Muslim) Alei as an icon of the infant Christ. Dostoevsky's method is

enigmatic and indirect. But by taking all elements of the text in dialogue

with one another, the insider reader discovers a message of revelation in a

scene that lacks denotative clues to its religious meaning.

At this point we can consider a third element that contributes to the

religious message of Dostoevsky's texts: his depiction of action. His

works, of course, abound in action; each of the mature novels center

around a violent, criminal act. Like the verbal and visual elements in

Dostoevsky's novels, the crimes depicted in them pose questions that

interetation must try to answer. Lurid, sensational, fascinating, they

distract the reader's attention from possible examples of goodness in the

same way Ivan Karamazov's legend of the Grand Inquisitor holds our

attention when its «answer», the life and teaching of the elder Zosima,

often does not. However, Dostoevsky does provide an answer to the

crimes he depicts, in the form of what we might call «counter-actions».

These actions are modest, unpretentious and unpremeditated acts of

charity that take place in the background of scenes where our attention is

directed elsewhere. In a powerful new book, Linda Ivanits demonstrates

the centrality of the charitable impulse in Dostoevsky's novels and traces

its roots to the religion of the common people. In her discussion of the

values of the common people in Crime and Punishment, Ivanits shows

how popular notions of charity provide an answer and an alternative to

the delusive social theories that led Raskolnikov to commit his crime.'^^ In

her reading, the novel draws not only upon the famous Biblical story of

the resurrection of Lazarus that Sonya reads to Raskolnikov, but also on a

Ivanits, pp. 41-43; 45-48. For more on almsgiving, see Richard Peace's forthcoming

"One Little Onion and a Pound of Nuts: The Theme of Giving and Accepting in The Brothers

Karamazov".
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folk retelling of the parable of the beggar Lazarus, which emphasizes the

importance of almsgiving (63). As the novel and its folk antecedents

demonstrate, receiving alms with gratitude is just as important as giving

without calculation; both serve to counter the utilitarian valuation of the

self that has infected Raskolnikov.

The act of giving or receiving charity, then, completes the circle of

Dostoevsky's religious vision. In some cases, one can see the act of

charity as the "seed," the origin for a fictional plot. For example, in "A
Centenarian," ("Stoletnaia") in the Diary of a Writer for March, 1876,

Dostoevsky mentions a factual incident: one day his wife Anna Grigor-

evna gave five kopecks to an old woman. He then expands this event into

a short fictional sketch: the woman goes home to her family and mentions

the five kopecks, which she would like to use to buy gingerbread for her

grandchildren, and then dies. The author concludes this modest vignette

with a kind of disclaimer, calling it a 'light and plotless little scene:"

"Indeed, you intend to recount something more entertaining from among

the things you've heard during the course of the month, but when you set

down to work, it turns out to be either impossible, or irrelevant, or 'you

shouldn't tell everything you know' and ultimately, only the most plotless

things remain" (22: 75-79). Dostoevsky's claim that his story lacks a plot

is disingenuous; in an important sense it tells the author's master plot,

showing the real, human connections that develop through a selfless act

of giving (and receiving). "The Centenarian" develops precisely out of an

act of charity and communicates in its modest way Dostoevsky's

refutation of the seductive but delusive arguments of his atheistic and

rebellious characters.""' Readers will naturally tend to focus on the

disturbing fact of the old woman's death, but in fact the charity is the

point.

This principle—charity providing an alternative to the fallen world

depicted on the surface of Dostoevsky's fiction—can be seen at work in

the great novels. As always, the message is easy to miss; unlikely

characters serve as conduits for goodness. Crime and Punishments

Svidrigailov—the ostensible villain whose charity saves Sonia Marme-

ladov's ohaned step-siblings—is one example. The Idiot 's bitter, dying

rebel Ippolit Terentev is another. Despite his relatively minor role in the

plot, Ippolit is, in the author's words, «the axis of the entire novel» (9:

'^Gary Saul Morson argues that this little story represents a Dosioevskian example of

prosaic values. See Ivanits, p. 151 and Gary Saul Morson, "Introductory Study: Dostoevsky's

Great Experiment," in Fyodor Dostoevsky, A Writer's Diary, 2 vols., trans. Kenneth Lantz

(Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1993), Vol. I, pp. 1-117, p. 17.
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277). Ippolit's "Necessary Explanation" represents a verbal challenge to

religious faith, one that corresponds to the print of the Holbein dead

Christ painting that hangs in Rogozhin's house, which poses the challenge

visually, through ekphrasis. But at the very heart of his rebellious

confession, Ippolit offers "insider" readers a parable depicting a

spontaneous act of charity,^'^ which, in accordance with Dostoevsky's

distinctive religious vision, offers the potential for salvation.

The message is embedded in an elaborate narrative frame. Ippolit is

lying sick at the Lebedevs' dacha, where guests have gathered to celebrate

Prince Myshkin's birthday. As Ippolit falls asleep, Lebedev holds forth

about the Apocalypse. Ippolit awakens and recites his "Necessary

Explanation," with its message of despair, to the assembled guests. In the

middle of his grim confession, Ippolit tells a story from his own
experience. One day, while walking on the street, he encountered an

impoverished man from the provinces, insulted and injured in the classic

pattern, who has come to the capital seeking justice. The man drops his

wallet on the street, and instinctively Ippolit picks it up. Instead of

stealing its contents as the laws of nature and self-interest would require,

he follows the man to his home. There he encounters the kind of squalor

that often signals Dostoevsky's coded images of grace: a squalid garret

with its impoverished family, the apparently drunk man on the bed, the

rickety furniture piled with rags, the teapot, the crumbly black bread, the

ever-present candle, the pale, sickly woman, the downtrodden husband,

the toddler, the newborn baby. With this tableau as a backdrop, Ippolit

performs his spontaneous act of charity: he returns the man's wallet.

After hearing the man's terrible tale of injustice, without calculating the

cost to himself, Ippolit sets out to make things right. His story becomes a

sermon, remarkably like Zosima's in content, about the value of charity

and, yes, the parable of the seed: "[...] In scattering your seed, in offering

your "charity" and your good deed in whatever form that might be, you

give over a part of your personality and receive a part of the other's into

yourself; you mutually commune with one another [...]; all of your

thoughts, all of the seeds that you scatter, even those that you might have

forgotten, will come into flesh and will grow [...]. (8: 336). Ippolit's

story, embedded at the center of his manifesto of despair, tells of the

mystery of faith and charity that the ego feels but does not recognize

intellectually.

'^'^

I offer an extended version of this interetation in my book Dostoevsky 's Secrets:

Reading Against the Grain (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2009), pp. 93-103.
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Dostoevsky's troubled characters ask the big questions of faith,

justice, and good and evil. Their arguments lead not to any explicit

answer, but to moments of silence. Intellectuals—the Underground Man,

Ivan Karamazov, Kirillov—generally remain trapped in the hell of their

isolation. Dostoevsky's texts model the full weight of the world's

sinfulness, but occasionally, to characters ready to relinquish their rational

preoccupations or their need for justice, he offers an image of hope. The

troubled character has a dream, or experiences a vision. The image

triggers an epiphany, as in the case of Raskolnikov, Ivan Shatov, Dmitry

Karamazov and his brother Alyosha. As they release themselves from the

cruel calculus of self-interest, the characters become able to peform acts

of charity: they forgive their wayward wife, they take on the sins of their

brothers, or they embark on a mission of lifelong service to others. At

these moments, the religious vision—mystical in nature—spills over into

action and takes on ethical significance. The lurid facts of Dostoevsky's

fallen fictional world—characters in despair, squalid settings, violent

crimes—distract our attention, but the message of hope and faith inheres

there, awaiting a receptive reader.
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Can't Be the Basis for Faith?
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s

ReHgion Isn't Christianity

In "Cana of Galilee," the culminating chapter of Book Seven of The

Brothers Karamazov, Alesha stumbles upon the solution to the mystery of

miracles. His mentor, Father Zosima, has just died. Not long before that,

Alesha had listened to his brother Ivan's harangue on the fundamental

paradoxes, therefore fallacies, of Christian faith. Among them is that

Jesus allegedly asked his followers to believe in him in the absence of

material proof of his divinity, while knowing all the time that his

followers lacked the strength of will to do such a thing. This was the

message that Ivan's Inquisitor delivered to the Savior himself by telling

him that he (the Savior) had made the wrong choices in response to the

Devil's temptations. Those temptations, after all, were designed to trick

Jesus into offering his prospective disciples miracles, which is to say,

material proof of his divinity.

The monks are keeping vigil over Zosima' s dead body, and Father

Paissy is reading from the Gospels. Alesha tries to pray, but his mind

wanders off to other thoughts. Then he begins to pay attention to the

Gospel passage that Father Paissy is reading. By astonishing chance, it's

the one from John, chapter 2, telling the story of the wedding in Cana of

Galilee, where Jesus turned the water into wine. With Ivan's words

resonating in his head, Alesha must have been putting to himself now for

quite a few hours the obvious question: if miracles deprive us of our

freedom, then why did Jesus perform any miracles, let alone the many
that are recounted in the Gospels? In a deft use of montage and interior

monologue, Dostoevsky takes us back and forth between Alesha's
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thoughts and the Gospel passage. Because we're in a monastery, the

Gospel is being read in Old Church Slavonic. Dostoevsky reproduces the

passage from John word for word in the archaic language, skipping only

the inconsequential verse 6 (presumably because Alesha is thinking other

thoughts during its recitation). But after only the third verse ("When the

wine gave out, the mother of Jesus said to him. They have no wine'"),

Alesha had already said this to himself: "It was not the grief but the joy of

the people that Christ visited; performing for the first time a miracle, he

helped the joy of the people. Here clearly is the answer to the burning

question. If Jesus had performed the miracle in order to visit the people's

grief, what would the source of that grief have been? No doubt it would

have been the people's want of faith, and the puose of the miracle

would have been to restore that faith or even inspire it for the first time.

Alesha' s thoughts finally turn into a dream, in which Father Zosima

himself approaches his novice and confirms the interpretation that Jesus

turned the water into wine "so that the joy of the guests should not be cut

short."" Father Zosima, in fact, continues the Gospel story where it had

left off, describing Jesus, in a departure from the text, as he invites yet

more guests "forever and ever" and has yet more wine served. Everything

is now tidy in Alesha' s mind, so that when he wakes up from this dream

he no longer listens to what's being read. And why should he? Now he's

free to water the earth with the tears of his joy and embark on the new life

his mentor had mandated by commanding him "to dwell in the world."

Here's the passage after which Alesha stopped listening—and after

which Dostoevsky reproduces no further verses: "When the steward

tasted the water that had become wine, and did not know where it came

from, the steward called the bridegroom and said to him, 'Everyone

serves the good wine first, and then the inferior wine after the guests have

become drunk. But you have kept the good wine until now.'" But surely

Alesha must have known that these lines, verses 9 and 10, are not the end

of the wedding story. The story includes a natural conclusion in verse 11,

consisting in a comment that tells the meaning of the story before the next

story (the one about chasing the moneylenders out of the Temple) begins

in verse 12. The comment is slightly ambiguous in English translation

because of the nature of English verbs. It is not, however, ambiguous

either in the original Greek or in Russian. Here is verse 1 1 in Greek:

' PSS, 14:326
~ PSS. 14:327
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Tauten epoiesen arkhën ton semeion ho lesous en Kana tes Galilaias kai

ephanerösen ten doxan autou kai episteusan eis auton hoi mathëtai autou.

Literal translation:

This beginning of the signs [miracles] Jesus did [made] in Cana of GaHlee, and

[he] showed forth his gloiy, and his disciples believed in him.

The sentence contains three verbs, connected by kai ("and"): epoiesen

("made," "did"), ephanerösen ("showed forth"), and episteusan ("be-

lieved"). These are all aorist verbs, which means that, like perfective

verbs in Russian, they describe a sequence of mutually discrete actions

that occurred in time in the same order as the verbs occur in the text:

Jesus did, then Jesus showedforth, and then Jesus' disciples believed. The

final verb is the critical one here. Its action follows that of the second, just

as the action of the second verb follows that of the first. Though there is

no explicit indication of causality (for instance, a word or phrase meaning

"therefore," "thus," "as a consequence"), there is no other way to under-

stand this story than that (1) Jesus performed his miracle, (2) he thereby

showed forth his glory, and, (3) as a consequence, his disciples believed

in him, meaning that they commenced believing once he had shown forth

his glory.

The modem Russian version of the Gospel that Dostoevsky read

conveys the same logic. ,; .
Literal translation:

This beginning to the miracles Jesus instituted in Cana of Galilee, and revealed

[was revealing] his glory; and His disciples came to believe [started believing]

in Him.

Though is not a perfective verb, and yeepoeaiu are, so

there is clearly a sequence of actions. But even without a clear series of

three perfective verbs, makes the case as clear as can be,

because it explicitly signifies the initiation of belief. To judge from what's

written in verse 11, the disciples started to believe only after Jesus had

performed the miracle and after he had revealed (or while he was

revealing) his glory. Now, to be sure, there is no indication in the

wedding story that the disciples were asking for a miracle or that they had

struck a bargain with Jesus: turn this water into wine, or we won't believe

in you. But the temporal and hence the causal sequence is as clear as day.
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Why did Dostoevsky (not Alesha) omit verse 1 1 ? Because it is one of

the clearest refutations the Gospels offer to a central claim of the Grand

Inquisitor. When he reproaches Jesus for failing to accept the temptations

of the devil, the Grand Inquisitor gives his own explanation of Jesus'

motives. Jesus refused to turn the stones into bread and refused to cast

himself off the tower because to have carried out either of these actions

would have been to deny the freedom of his prospective followers. The

Inquisitor says it again and again. "But you did not want to deprive man
of freedom and rejected the [devil's] proposition, for what sort of freedom

is it, you reasoned, if obedience is purchased with bread?"^ He expresses

his theory about freedom and miracles—that is, about how the two, as he

sees it, are connected in the mind of Jesus—most explicitly with a

reference not to the temptations but to the story of the passersby who
taunted Jesus on the cross: "You did not come down from the cross when
they were yelling at you, mocking and teasing you, 'Come down from the

cross, and we will come to believe that it is you.' You did not come

down, because, again, you did not want to enslave man with a miracle and

thirsted for free, not miraculous, faith. You thirsted for free love, not the

servile raptures of the slave in the presence of a power that has once and

for all terrified him.""^

The story of the taunting occurs in Matthew 27. Here is what the

passersby really say, in the modem Russian translation that Dostoevsky

read:- , ."''

In the New Revised Standard Version:

If you are the Son of God, come down from the cross.

Here are the words that Dostoevsky' s Grand Inquisitor puts in the mouths

of the taunters:

CO , .
The Grand Inquisitor explicitly uses the perfective (come to

believe or start to believe), placing it in its sequential and causal

relationship with the preceding perfective verb,, to highlight the

conditional nature of the faith that, in his view, is the best that most of us

are capable of. Unable to bear the burden of the freedom that Christ

'PSS, 14:230

'PSS, 14:233

Matthew 27:40
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allegedly wishes to place on their shoulders, people demand proof in the

form of a miracle as a precondition of their belief The Grand Inquisitor

attributes both a response and a motive to Jesus in this story: Jesus refuses

to come down (or simply does not come down), because he does not wish

to enslave men. But of course in the Gospel story, nothing of the sort ever

happens. Jesus doesn't say a word in response to his tormentors. The first

words out of his mouth after these insuks, in fact, come hours later, in

response not to the taunts of the rabble but to the terrible ordeal he is

undergoing. They are the famous words in Aramaic, quoted from the

twenty-second Psalm: "Eli, Eli, lema sabachthani?" (as spelled in the

New Revised Standard Version), "My God, my God, w^y have you

forsaken me?"^ As best we can tell from the actual text in Matthew, Jesus

is oblivious to the words and actions of his tormentors.

What's going on here? The Grand Inquisitor has retold the story of

the crucifixion, complete with Jesus' affirmation of freely chosen faith,

by using as a negative example his own puosefully modified account of

what the rabble is thinking (we'll start believing on condition that you

come down from the cross) and what Jesus is thinking (if I come down
from the cross and, as a consequence, they start to believe. I will have

taken away their freedom). In its account of what the rabble is thinking

(not in its account of what Jesus is thinking), however, this modified

version is fully consistent with the actual story we read in John (not the

carefully doctored version that Dostoevsky gives us) about the wedding in

Cana: the guests commence believing after—and presumably because

of—the miracle that Jesus has performed. The verb, highly

charged because it denotes the imtiauon of faith and because, placed in

sequence after a verb denoting an action other than the exercise of free

choice, it suggests the possibility of faith that arises out of the witnessing

of a miracle (and thus that is conditioned on that miracle), is what unites

the Grand Inquisitor's revisionist reading of Matthew 27:40 with the text

of John 2:11.

But Dostoevsky suppressed the actual text of John 2:11. His favorite

Gospelist apparently agreed with the Grand Inquisitor that, at least some

of the time (if not most of the time), prospective disciples of Jesus

actually did commence believing in him only once they'd seen with their

own eyes proof (or what they regarded as proof) of his divinity.

The story of the wedding in Cana is not the only example. The

Gospels contain accounts of several dozen miracles (the exact number

'Matthew 27:46
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varies, depending on how you count and depending on what qualifies as a

miracle). Most of these accounts leave in doubt (or simply do not

comment on) any connection between the miracle that Jesus has per-

formed and the faith of those who witnessed it. But as it happens, many of

the passages that show a clear connection occur in John. I'll give two

examples.

In John 4, we read about an official from Capernaum, near Cana in

Galilee, who came to Jesus and begged him to cure his ailing son. Jesus

says, "Unless you see signs and wonders you will not believe." He then

assures the official that his son has already survived. The official, on his

way back home, hears from his servants that his son has recovered and

realizes that the recovery occurred exactly at the time that Jesus had

spoken to him. We read this: "The father realized that this was the hour

when Jesus had said to him, 'Your son lives' [or is alive'—I've corrected

this from the erroneous 'Your son will live' in the New Revised Standard

Version]. So he himself believed, along with his whole household. Now
this was the second sign that Jesus did after coming from Judea to

Galilee" (John 4:53-54). In Dostoevsky's modem Russian version, we
find the same verb as in the story of the wedding:., ,: . .
Once again, there is a temporal and causal connection between, first, the

act of witnessing—or of learning of{)—a miracle and, second, the

initiation of belief{).
Perhaps the clearest indication that John saw a causal connection

between miracles and the initiation of faith comes at the end of chapter

20, the next-to-last in his Gospel. The passage, surisingly, follows

immediately upon Jesus' proclaiming to his doubting disciple Thomas,

"Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have come to believe."^

Dostoevsky wrote one of his many marginal "NB"s next to this passage in

his copy of the New Testament.^ What the Gospelist adds after this

declaration, however, appears to contradict it:

Now Jesus did many other signs in the presence of his disciples, which are not

written in this book. But these are written so that you may come to believe that

' John 20:29
^ Geir Kjetsaa, Dostoevsh and His New Testament (Oslo: Solum Forlage, 1984), pp. 42-

43.
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Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God. and that through belie\ing you may have

hfe in his name.^

Here it is in Dostoevsky's modem Russian version:

\" ' .. , .. , , .
moment ago I characterized the connection between free will and the

initiation of faith as an idea belonging to the Grand Inquisitor, in the

sense that, in the story, the Inquisitor attributes this connection to Jesus.

But of course what we're really talking about here is a central assumption

that the author, Dostoevsky himself, appears to have made about the way
faith functions in Christianity. not speaking about what form of faith

Dostoevsky himself might have embraced, and I'm certainly not

attributing to him the motive of attempting to con\'ert the misguided to a

"proper." Orthodox form of Christianity. I'm speaking purely about an

intellectual construct that Dostoevsky. like his character Ivan, appears to

have formed about a fundamental concept in Christianity. Ivan and "his"

fictional character the Grand Inquisitor see the requirement of free choice

before faith as one of Christianity's great flaws, because the vast majority

of human beings are not capable of sustaining the burden of the volition

on which that free choice is based.

Dostoevsky himself probably agreed with this view at odd moments

of his life (those moments when he wasn't agreeing with the opposite).

But his possibly agreeing or disagreeing with it (or doing a little of both)

is not the issue. What matters is that he has set forth as an untested

assumption about Christianity that this requirement exists. Faith must rest

on free choice, or it's not legitimate faith. Maybe you yourself don't have

faith or don't ever care even to tiy to have faith. Maybe you think you

have faith while still hoping for a miracle to substantiate that faith. Maybe
you think you've actually witnessed a miracle, and you then began to

believe only as a consequence. Or maybe you agree with Ivan and the

Grand Inquisitor that, with the requirement of freedom, true faith is

simply ideal and therefore unrealizable. None of this matters. Dostoevsky

has given us the assumption, if only as a dispassionate, scholarly, factual

characterization of the way Christianity works.

The problem is that it's nonsense, and for at least tv\ o reasons.

'John 20:30-31
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First, the Scriptures simply don't bear out the assumption. True, Jesus

reproaches Thomas for needing to see before he beUeves, but nowhere in

the Gospels or elsewhere in the New Testament is there a global assertion

that those who believe only after seeing have violated one of Jesus' core

tenets. Why would Jesus perform miracles at all if that were true, and

why, as in the case of the official in Capernaum and in the case of
Thomas himself, would he perform such miracles expressly so as to

provoke belief?

A second reason is that what Dostoevsky seems to understand by

"freedom" is flatly anachronistic in connection with the Gospel stories.

To be sure, it's no easy task to characterize Dostoevsky's conception of

freedom. As it appears in the central books of 77?^ Brothers Karamazov,

freedom always needs to be defined partly by the tension in which it

exists with something else and partly by an implicit notion of the

individual self. Freedom doesn't get to be freedom unless it asserts itself

either in the face of an opposing force or in the absence of a supporting

force. You must freely choose your faith precisely either when experience

yields up to you what would appear to be clear evidence of an unbridge-

able chasm between God's justice and the real, secular world or when

experience simply yields up no evidence to support your faith. Turkish

soldiers murder babies before the eyes of the babies' mothers, and yet I

will believe. The man who claims to be the Son of God, though he should

be capable of turning stones into bread, won't, and yet I will believe he is

the Son of God and will follow him.

What's more, this free choice must originate in me. That means it

comes not even from God himself. It means that I was formed as an

individual with the power to initiate all my actions and thoughts entirely

from within myself. To complicate matters further, Dostoevsky's charac-

ters continue to remind us that the free will with these powers might very

well be purely an ideal, therefore something that none of us truly

possesses. But then Dostoevsky's world is filled with ideals of this sort.

Bishop Tikhon doesn't believe "perfectly," and so he can't move a

mountain as a reward for his faith in God.'^ But as Jesus explains in

Matthew 17:20, all it takes to move a mountain is faith "the size of a

mustard seed." And Dostoevsky himself, at the bier of his first wife,

famously declared what he has Ivan declare, namely that loving your

neighbor as yourself is an impossibility* ^ That's because the author

understands Christ-like love, as expressed in the commandment, to be an

11:10

"ra, 20:172 ff
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absolute ideal, one that implies the dissolution of the self. There is no

more scriptural basis for this notion than there is for the notion that faith

must be based on free will or for the notion that both faith and free will

are purely ideal qualities.

It goes without saying that the theologies of specific religious

traditions over the centuries have shown innumerable departures from

what we might take to be the literal meaning of Scripture—not to mention

that there is no absolute way to establish a correct version of "the literal

meaning of Scripture." But to my way of seeing things, Dostoevsky has

shown again and again (a) that somewhere along the line he adopted a

philosophical worldview that was deeply idealist, without being

specifically Christian, (b) that when he turned his attention to Russian

Orthodox Christianity—or Christianity in general, for that matter—he

carried a set of assumptions that were fully consonant with this idealist

worldview, and (c) that he uncritically attributed these assumptions to

Christianity. After all, in Ivan's rebellion, the ideality of neighborly love,

the intrinsic innocence of children, and the origin of faith in free will are

never even open for discussion; they have the status of a priori postulates.

If any one of them is false, his entire system (the one that, in his view,

challenges Christianity) crumbles into dust. But the possibility that any

one of them is false is not open for discussion either. Ivan reckons that

anyone will at least agree with the postulates. The only matter that is open

to discussion is what to do with a religious system that has been

constructed on a foundation composed of these postulates. The answer, of

course, is the debate between Ivan's Euclidean understanding (the

empirical cosmology that can't recognize the existence of ideals) and

Father Zosima's own spongy idealism, in which miracle and mystery are,

well, pretty much the same thing and the inscrutability of God's justice is

something to be celebrated.

But of course, we're really given no choice at all, because in the end

Zosima's idealism degenerates into earth-worship (how much less ideal

can you get than that?), and Ivan's critique is based on completely

fallacious assumptions about Christian faith. No wonder the topic of

religion was such a source of agony and turmoil to Dostoevsky himself

and to the characters he created.
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Fort}'-odd years ago Edward Wasiolek described "Dream of a Ridiculous

Man"^ [1877, hereafter "Dream"] as a "blasphemy/* a "Golden Age
without Christ."" In this essay, though, analysis of the sXory renders

"Dream" an instance of Christian hope for human society in

Dostoevsky's time, and even now. Such a view arises from certain textual

elements that have definite Christian associations: "dream," a "shining

star," "water," '^ (fool-for-Christ), ''oopaï' (fomi'icon),^' (living), and ^'' (truth). Their Christian meanings are

evident in the context of Dostoevsky's philosophy of art and Christian

faith commitment but also through New^ Testament intertexts from the

author's extant copy of the Russian New Testament. Other textual

elements such as '''' (suddenly) and "heart" have a distinct

Dostoevskian meaning and role in the stor}''s unfolding narrative and

enhance its Christian character. Also important for the Christian

appreciation of "Dream" is this stor\^'s intertextuality with Dostoevsky's

1864 essay "Socialism and Christianity" [PSS, 20:191-94), whose three

phases of societal and personal development are replicated in the life of

the Ridiculous Man on the twin-Earth and then in his post-dream

existence. Indeed, the sequential occurrence of all these various elements

in the unfolding narrative of "Dream" are progressive markers in the

All materials b\' Dostoe\ sky w ill be parenthetically referenced in the text according to

the Academ>' edition: Polnoe sobranie sochinenii v tvidtsati tomakh [hereafter PSS\.

Leningrad: Akademiia nauk/Nauka, 1972-90. For "Dream" this means: PSS. 25 [volume

number]: 104- 19 [page numbers]. All translations in this essay have been done by me.
- The Major Fiction. Cambridge. MA: The MIT Press. 1967: 145 and 148.
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transformative process of the Ridiculous Man [hereafter RM] from an

indifferent, solipsistic being to a dynamic person who under the trans-

forming influence of Christ and Christian thinking is passionately com-

mitted to persuading other humans to change as he has and in doing so to

change society all around them—and this no matter how ridiculous RM
and his preaching may seem to his listeners/readers.

Crucial to a Christian view of "Dream" is Dostoevsky's extant copy

of the Russian New Testament—its role in his life and its intertextuality

with passages in "Dream." In Dostoevsky and His New Testament, Geir

Kjetsaa has established through Dostoevsky's own words and those of his

wife the very prominent role that the Russian New Testament played in

his life and writings—from his early years but especially from his time in

Siberia until the day of his death."^ In an 1873 article for the Diary of a

Writer, Dostoevsky noted that in his "family [they] knew the Gospel

almost from the cradle" {PSS, 21:134). Even more, in an earlier article for

the Diary Dostoevsky wrote that during the four years of his Siberian

imprisonment, the Russian New Testament lay always under his pillow,

and from time to time he would read from it and read aloud to others

{PSS, 21:12). Indeed, the significance of the New Testament during those

four years was confirmed by Dostoevsky's (second) wife as well as its

role in his life until the very day of his death. On January 28 [Old Style],

1881, Dostoevsky followed his frequent practice when pondering or in

doubt about something to open randomly the New Testament that lay

always in sight on his writing table and to read the page on the reader's

left. The passage read aloud by his wife at that moment was verses 14 and

15 of chapter three in Matthew's Gospel, where Christ has come for

baptism from John the Baptist who observes that rather he John should be

receiving baptism from Christ. On hearing this passage, Dostoevsky

concluded that he was going to die, and his wife should not hold him back

from this happening just as Christ did not want John to hold Him back

from receiving John's baptism.^ Six hours later Dostoevsky died. In

Dostoevsky's copy of the New Testament, his wife later underlined this

^ While the protagonist of "Dream" is actually a man, the story's Russian title focuses

rather on a non-gender-specific human being {) who perhaps can represent an

"everyman."

Dostoevsky and His New Testament, Slavica Norvegica III, Oslo and Atlantic Highlands,

NJ: Solum Forlag A.S. and Humanities Press, 1984: especially 5-8 but also 8-17; on pages 18-

79 is the listing of the biblical verse-passages Dostoevsky marked off in his copy of the

Russian New Testament.
^ Anna G. Dostoevskaia, Vospominaniia, Moskva: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1971:

375-77.
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passage, and added in the margin: "[These lines A'erses] were opened and

read aloud by me at the request of Fëdor Mikhailovich on the day of his

death at 3 o'clock.""^

The element of "dream" has a definite Christian-New Testament

association with which Dostoe\ sky was most likely familiar. In "Dream/'

RM debates whether this e\ ent-phenomenon at the heart of his stor}- was

just that—a dream—or rather another mode of real life that has radically

affected his post-dream li\"ing. Critics like Mikhail Bakhtin and

Christopher Pike have stressed the transformati\ e nature of RAd's dream-

experience. Also in RM" s dream, he is borne away to the twin-Earth by a

"dark being unkno\\ n to him" \\ith a "human face." toward whom at first

he feels revulsion, but with whom as a "companion" he gradually

becomes comfortable and briefl}' converses. Together, these aspects—

a

major, real-life, transforming experience with a human-faced being

—

resonate with dream events in the Gospel of Matthew through ^^'hich God
speaks to humans with positive, life-changing messages, and with which

Dostoevsky was familiar. In that Gospel. Joseph—the husband of Mar\-

and thus the earthly father of Jesus [Christ]—has three dreams in \\ hich

an "angel of the Lord" speaks to him concerning Jesus: that Mar\ 's

pregnancy is through the Holy Spirit as God"s salvific act (1:20-21): that

Joseph is to protect Jesus from harm by King Herod by taking Jesus and

to Egypt (2:13): and once Herod is dead, that Joseph can return with

Jesus and }^ (2:19-20). Also in this Gospel, in a dream God—not an

angel—warns the Magi who fmd Jesus to return to their countries \\'ithout

speaking with Herod (2:12).^ In these New Testament dreams, then. God
usually through an angel affects a positive experience for humans, just as

RM' s dream with the help of his "companion" leads to a posifive

dramatic change especially in RiVI's post-dream life living.

In the retelling of his dream-experience. RM vi\ idly recalls certain

details of that night when he unexpectedh' fell asleep and dreamed

—

Kjetsaa. p. 6. In the web reproduction of Dostoevsky's extant Russian New Testament,

on page six a pencil-graphic near \ erses fourteen and fifteen has the comment that these

verses were marked off in pencil by Dostoevsky"s wife. 3 1 July 2009.

http: dostoevskii.kareha.ru Gospel 006 text.htm.

Problemy poetiki Dostoevskogo. 3rd ed.. Mosk\ a: Khudozhest^ennaia literatura. 1972:

260. and "Dostoevsky's "Dream of a Ridiculous Man": Seeing Is Believing." The Structural

Analysis ofRussian Xairative Fiction. Essays in Poetics Publication, no. 1. ed. Joe Andrew,

assoc. ed. Christopher Pike. Keele. UK: Keele Universit>'. 1982: 26-63. here 27-28.

^ In the web reproduction of Dostoevsk\'"s extant Russian New Testament, a graphic

indicates that the bottom comers of pages two and three ha\ e been bent, the pages on which

are narrated the first of Joseph's three dreams and that of the Magi, 3 1 July 2009.

http: dostoevskii.karelia.ru Gospel 002[003] text.htm.
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November 3rd sometime after 10pm. Two further details are present

before but also during RM' s dream: the eight-year-old girl who tugged at

his elbow with poignant, desperate cries to help her mother—cries quite

familiar to RM, and a tiny star shining in the dark sky. Indeed, seeing this

star RM decides to commit suicide that very night (PSS, 25:105-07). In

his dream RM again sees that star, but now on his journey to the twin-

Earth. Here, then, like the star of Bethlehem seen by the Magi (Matthew

2:2 andlO), this star now heralds RM's transforming experience. Just

before arriving on the twin-Earth and right before RM senses the sorrow

in his companion's response "'You will see everything,'" the "image-icon

of the poor little girl flashed before" him, the little girl who he acknow-

ledges "saved" him because of his questions about helping her (PSS,

25:1 10-1 1, 108). It is noteworthy that in her study of "Dream" in relation

to Charles Dickens's "A Christmas Carol" (1843), Robin Feuer Miller has

suggested "a biblical (and Christmas) resonance to the bright star [in

"Dream" with that of Bethlehem] that leads the ridiculous man (read

"wise man") to that poor abode (read "poor child") and to salvation."^

Another element with Christian association is RM' s experience with

water in his dream after he has committed suicide. As RM lies motionless

in a coffm, a steady drop of water which is seeping through the coffm lid

falls on his closed left eye. This at first irritatingly regular dripping may
well be seen as some cleansing, or even more, a baptism into a new life.

Indeed, this may be that rebirth through water and the Spirit marked off

by Dostoevsky in John's Gospel (3:5-6), thus further marking RM's
personal transformation. For this regular dripping water moves RM to

make an emotional appeal with his "whole being" to the "ruler of

everything that was happening with" him, that if this "ruler" "is exacting

vengeance" for RM's "irrational suicide" with"''" (ugliness,

shapelessness) and'''' (absurdity) in RM's further existence,

RM would then show his long-lasting, if silent, contempt for that "ruler."

^"Dostoevsky's 'The Dream of a Ridiculous Man': Unsealing the Generic Envelope,"

Freedom and Responsibility in Russian Literature: Essays in Honor ofRobert Louis Jackson,

eds. Elizabeth Cheresh Allen and Gary Saul Morson, Evanston, IL: Northwestern University

and The Yale Center for International and Area Studies, 1995: 86-104, here 99. This passage

is also found in a slightly enlarged version of this article as chapter 6 "Unsealing the Generic

Envelope and Deciphering 'The Dream of a Ridiculous Man' " in Miller's Dostoevsky 's

Unfinished Journev, New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2007: 105-27, here 120-

21.

The comment for this verse from the web reproduction of Dostoevsky' s New Testament

is: "Verse six is marked off in pencil on the right," 3 1 July 2009

<http://dostoevskii.karelia.ru/Gospel/220/text.htm>.
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Very soon after RM's emotional appeal, he is dramatically released from

his coffin/grave and borne by his spirit-like and "human-faced com-

panion" to the twin-Earth in his continuing personal transformation {PSS,

25:110).

As RM narrates who he once was but also who he has become

through his dream-experience, Dostoevsky's intense use of ''''
(suddenly) helps set off RM's arrival on the twin-Earth but especially his

living among the children of the Sun. The qualifying RM's
standing/arriving on the twin-Earth is the thirty-seventh instance in some

nine pages of printed narration: Part 1 {PSS, 25:104-07) fourteen times.

Part 2 (107-09) four times, and Part 3 (109-12) nineteen times. Relatedly,

in his study of Crime and Punishment Vladimir Toporov has noted that

occurs some 560 times on 417 pages of that novel, and that "the

maximum frequency of its use is owing to steps in the plot coinciding

with transitions and also to the description of change of spiritual

states/conditions."^ ^ Likewise in "Dream," """" (suddenly) traces the

shifts in RM's human character from before and during his dream as he

arrives on the twin-Earth and begins a new phase in his transformative

process. It is true that in Part 5 (115-19), there are three further instances

of this adverb: RM notes that if someone suddenly proposed to the now
corrupted children of the Sun a return to their original idyllic state, they

would refuse this (116); and as RM suddenly comes to from his dream,

suddenly his ready and loaded revolver flashes before him, but in a single

instance he pushes it away from himself (118). In no way, then, do these

three final instances of change RM's positive life-changing dream-

experience, especially since his living among the children of the Sun.

Indeed, the very last instance of ''suddenly dramatically affirms RM's
personal transformation as he rejects real suicide after awakening from his

dream. In this way, the adverb highlights RM's change of heart

that is especially strengthened by his living with the children of the Sun, a

change in RM that may not be that surising.

In his dream, although RM had intended to shoot himself in the head,

specifically in the right temple, instead he shoots himself in the heart.

Why this change in RM's plan? In an October 31 [Old Style], 1838 letter

to his brother Dostoevsky expressed the role of the heart in human
cognition and living: "To know nature, the soul, God, love... These are

"O strukture romana Dostoevskogo v sviazi s arkhaichnymi skhemami mifologi-

cheskogo myshleniia (Prestuplenie i }iakazame)r Structure of Texts and Semiotics of Culture,

eds. Jan van der Eng and Mojmir Grygar, The Hague and Paris: Mouton, 1973: 225-302, here

234 (emphasis original); see also 235-36, 266-68.
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known by the heart, not the mind. [...] If then the goal of knowledge is to

be love and nature, then here a clear field is opened to the hearf" (PSS,

28, 1:53-54, emphasis original). In "Dream" RM observes that

"apparently not reason but desire, not the head but the heart directs

dream" {PSS, 25:108, emphasis added). Indeed, on the twin-Earth RM
expresses to the children of the Sun that he "had a presentiment of them
all and their glory e '' (in the

dreams of my heart and in the daydreams of my mind)—thus, the

distinction about where dreams arise as opposed to daydreams {PSS,

25:1 14, emphasis in English added). Ironically, although in his dream RM
attempts to terminate the means for dreaming, for knowing God—by
shooting himself in the heart, RM' s dream-suicide leads to a real and new
life in his post-dream living. '''' (It's all the same/It doesn't

matter) no longer describes his life. For through his dream-experience

RM has become a feeling, effusive human being whose living among the

children of the Sun from that point forward in the unfolding narrative

intertextually replicates the three stages in human and societal develop-

ment outlined in Dostoevsky's 1864 essay "Socialism and Christianity."^^

The year 1864 was quite momentous for Dostoevsky. His first wife

died in April and his brother Mikhail in July—all as he was working on

completing Notesfrom the Underground. In the fall of that year he wrote

his brief essay "Socialism and Christianity," the conclusion of which

reads: "Patriarchy was the primeval/primordial condition. Civilization

[is] the middle, transitional [one]. Christianity [is] the third and final

degree of a/the human being, but here development is ended, the ideal is

achieved/attained [...] there is a future life[ ]" {PSS,

20:194, emphasis original).

On the twin-Earth, RM certainly experiences the primordial condition

of patriarchy—living spontaneously in masses: "God is the idea of

collective humanity, of the mass [es], of all/everyone. When a human
being lives in masses [...] then the person lives spontaneously" (PSS,

20:191, emphasis original). Among themselves—the children of the Sun,

and then with RM, communication is spontaneous and intuitive amid

ineffable loving acceptance—indeed, this is so even with the non-human

creatures on this twin-Earth. Even more, RM' s interacting with the

children of the Sun in such spontaneous and loving interactions bespeaks

the presence of God among them as exemplified in the words of verses

seven and eight of chapter four in John's First Epistle marked off with

'"Joseph Frank considered this essay a "source" for "Dream": Dostoevsky: The Mantle of

the Prophet 1871-188L Princeton and Oxford: Princeton UP, 2002: 357.
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three lines in pencil in the margin of Dostoevsk\'"s Russian New
Testament: "Beloved, let us lo\'e one another: for love is from God. and

eveiyone \\\\o lo\ es is begotten of God and kno\^s God. He who does not

love knows not God. because God is love."^"

No matter how loving '! has become in his dream, he is still

fallible, and acknowledges that awful ''" ([reasoned] tmth). that in

some wa\' not-really-explained, he corrupted the children of the Sun. Now
they ha\ e become conscious individual personalities, who fight for mine

and yours, love lies and voluptuousness, are cruel, profess that science

will gi\e them wisdom, that knowledge is higher than feeling and the

consciousness of life is higher than life, proclaim that Truth is attained

onl\- through torment and that suffering is beaut}'. ha\"e become evil yet

readih' speak of brotherhood, and pursue blood\" conflicts {PSS, 25:115-

17)—marking Dostoe\"sky*s second stage in human and societal

development:

[In ci\ ilization] in this flirther de\"elopment comes a phenomenon, a new fact,

which no one can escape—this is the dex'elopment of personal consciousness

and the negation of spontaneous ideas and laws (authoritative, patriarchal laws

of the masses). [...] This condition, that is the disintegration of the masses into

personalities, otherwise ci\ilization. is an unhealthy condition. The loss of the

li\"ing idea about g[G]od witnesses to this. [...That] this is disease [is clear in]

that the person in this condition feels badh'. is depressed, loses the source of

living life[ ], does not kno\^' spontaneous sensations

and is conscious of everything. {PSS. 20:192)

Extremeh' distraught at what he has peipetrated. ! pleads with the

children of the Sun to cmcity him. e\'en teaching them how to make a

cross. In RATs words, their reaction is to consider him a"''
(höh" fool-for-Christ). whose persistent entreaties to renounce their new
ways provoke them to threaten RM with confinement in a madhouse if

R.M does not desist [PSS. 25: 1 15-17). But RM is not the classic

who pretends "to be a fool and madman for the sake of the

Lord, in order to suffer abuse and reproaches from people and [then] with

audacit}" to unmask them."^" Rather. RM in the final moments of his

dream but especially in his post-dream li\"ing exemplifies a new fool-for-

Christ whose mission in life is passionate preaching for the sake of the

"Kjetsaa. Dostoevsk}' and His Xe^v Tesîamenr. 47. All biblical translations are based on

Dostoe\ sk} "s New Testament.

'"In the textual variants of "Dream" the sentence with"" has been written into

the galle\-proof version (PSS. 25:297).

'"E\genii E. Golubinskii. Istoriia russkoi rserhi. \o\. 1. pan 2. Moskva: Krutitskoe

patriarshee pod\"or"e. 1904 but 2002 t.: 656-57.
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Truth, someone whose fully conscious and developed I—that Christian

ideal—freely returns to spontaneous living by giving back all of himself

for the sake of everyone, requiring nothing for himself—^however

ridiculous others may consider him for acting this way. In his words and

actions, then, RM' s post-dream living exemplifies the third and fmal

stage of Dostoevsky's scheme for human and societal development:

Christ [...] HE is the ideal of humanity. [...] In what is the law of this ideal?

Returning to spontaneity, to the mass [es], but a free [returning] and even not

according to the will, not according to reason, not according to consciousness,

but according to the spontaneous terribly powerful, invincible feeling, that this is

terribly gooJ. [...] In what is the ideal? To attain the full power of consciousness

and development, to be fully aware of one's own /—and to give back all

willfully for the sake of all/everyone. [...] And according to Christ you will

receive: There is something much higher than the god-belly. This is to be the

lord and master even of your very self, your own /, to sacrifice this /, to give it

back to all. In this idea is something irresistibly beautiful, delightful, inevitable,

and even inexplicable. [...] The whole infinity of c[C]hristianity over socialism

lies in this that a/the c[C]hristian [person] (the ideal), giving back everything,

himself demands nothing for himself (PSS 20: 192-93, emphasis original)

From RM' s first post-dream, waking moment in the story's unfolding

narrative, three words —closely associated and found especially on the

story's last two pages—represent Christ and the transforming Christian

effect of RM' s dream-experience:,, and/. They

are combined in the phrase ''[] " (its [T/truth's]

living image-icon) {PSS, 25:118) and express that Christ is immanent in

RM who is ever becoming.

The role of in Dostoevsky has been definitively discussed by

Robert Louis Jackson. According to him, the entwining/fusion of the

aesthetic and Christian in Dostoevsky's writings realizes a moral-

aesthetic spectrum from to:
The concepts of obraz (image or form, but also icon) and bezobrazie (shapeless-

ness, the monstrous, or deformed) are structuring moral and aesthetic categories

in Dostoevsky's art and find their source in traditional Christian theology and

symbolism. God created man in His own image. But this image becomes

obscured, even disfigured. It is never completely lost; however, it remains to be

rediscovered, "restored"—in theological terms, redeemed—in all its original

purity. The fundamental concerns of Dostoevsky in his art are always related to

this task of restoration.'^

^^Dostoevsky's Questfor Form, New Haven: Yale UP, 1966: 40-70.

'^Robert Louis Jackson, "Introduction," The Art ofDostoevsky: Deliriums and Nocturnes,

Princeton: Princeton UP, 1981: 5-19, here 18.
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In ''Dream" occurs first in: '' ,, ''' (the image-icon of the poor little

girl, whom I offended/hurt, flashed before me) {PSS, 25:1 1 1), as RM and

his companion are nearing the twin-Earth. In using the word

"oé'Cô'j/image-icon" for RM' s "seeing" of the poor little girl, Dostoevsky

thus highlights the ongoing transformation RM has been experiencing as

he begins to live among the children of the Sun. However, much more

significant are the two further instances of '''' near the end of

"Dream"—in RM' s post-dream living—in"" (living image-

icon); indeed, the first instance of that phrase was even emphasized by

Dostoevsky himself The qualification of with probably

echoes the author's Christian thinking, especially with regard to John's

Gospel, whose fifty-eight marked verse-passages—almost a third of the

one hundred seventy-nine listed by Kjetsaa for Dostoevsky' s entire New
Testament—significantly engaged Dostoevsky."^* Besides Christ's close

identification with "living/life-giving water" (John 4:14, 7:38), Christ

expressly identifies Himself as "life" in two passages especially marked

off by Dostoevsky. Just before raising his friend Lazarus from the dead,

Christ proclaims to Lazarus' s sister Martha: "I am the resurrection and the

life; he who believes in Me, even if he dies, will come to life. And
everyone who lives and believes in Me will not die forever" (John 1 1:25-

26)?^ And in the Last Supper discourse, Christ again identifies Himself

and explains His relationship to the father: "I am the way, the truth, and

the life. No one comes to the Father except through Me. If you would

know Me, then you would know also My Father. And from now you

know Him, and have seen Him" (John \4:6-7)P It is noteworthy that

Christ's identification in verse six
—

"the way, the truth, and the life"

—

includes another word crucial in Dostoevsky's writing and "Dream":

This sentence which evolved through a number of variations {PSS, 25:293) draws on a

statement in this story's preparatory materials:" " ( thought

about the little girl flashed) {PSS, 25:234, emphasis in English added).

'^Two further instances of are expressed in the nominative plural and prepositional

plural: "the actual and forms of my dream [...] were so charming and

npeKpacHbiAieautiful, and so /îmQ, that having awakened I of course could not

eofuomimib/Qmboày them in our weak^poor words" {PSS, 25:1 15); and the children of the Sun

'laughed even at the possibility of their former happiness and [...] could not even imagine it in

forms and" (PSS, 25:1 16).

"^^Kjetsaa, Dostoevsky and His New Testament: 8 and 25-43.

''Dostoevsky underlined the words 'T am the resurrection and the life"—Kjetsaa: 36.

^"Dostoevsky underlined from the words "No one" through "My Father"—Kjetsaa: 39.
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""" (truth) which is implicit in the phrase "'[]" or "its [T/truth's] living image-icon."^^

The word """" (T/truth) figures prominently not only in John's

Gospel but also in "Dream"—especially in RM' s post-dream living. Of
the twenty-two instances of in John's Gospel, Dostoevsky clearly

marked off six that closely associate and/or identify that word with Christ.

Besides verse six of chapter fourteen cited above, in chapter eight there

are four marked-off instances when Christ describes who are His true

disciples: "[Then Jesus said to those Jews who believed in Him: if you

remain in My word, then you are truly My disciples.] And you will know
the truth, and the truth will make you free" (vv. 31-32); and "But as I tell

the truth, yet you do not believe in Me. Who of you will unmask Me in a

lie? If then I speak the truth, why do you not believe Me?" (vv. 45-46).

The sixth and fmal marked-off instance of again shows the

extremely close association of this word with Christ: "For the law was

given through Moses, [and] grace and truth came through Jesus Christ"

(1:17). In John's Gospel, then, Christ and are distinct yet also

closely related, if not identical.

In the printed version of "Dream," there are seventeen instances of

(in various grammatical cases), associated by RM with his

dream-experience and relatedly his post-dream living. Notably, all these

instances are concentrated on merely six of the story's fifteen-sixteen

pages. Even more, according to the, there are 138 instances of in all of Dostoevsky'

s

literary writings. Thus, the seventeen instances of in "Dream"

comprise more than twelve percent of all such occurrences, reflecting this

word's prominence for Dostoevsky in "Dream." On the first two pages of

"Dream" {PSS, 25:104-05), RM speaks of "knowing/recognizing"

(truth): "Sad [to view them] because they do not know the truth

[1st instance], but I know the truth [2]. Oh how difficult for one-alone to

know the truth [3]!" and "And after this I learned the truth [4]. I

recognized the truth [5] last November, indeed the third of November,

"^In his well-known 1854 letter to Natal'ia Fonvizina, Dostoevsky passionately professes

"that there is nothing more beautiful, profounder, more attractive, wiser, more steadfast and

more perfect than Christ, [... indeed] with jealous love 1 say to myself there cannot even be."

He then asserts that in the close relationship between Christ and, "if someone would

prove to me that Christ is outside the truth [], and it really would be that the truth[] is outside Christ, then I would rather want to remain with Christ than with the truth

[ucmuHouY {PSS, 28, 1:176, emphasis original).

^'^Statisticheskii slovar' iazyka Dostoevskogo, eds. A. la. Shaikevich, V. M.

Andriushchenko, and N. A. Rebetskaia, Moskva: Izyki slavianskoi kul'tury, 2003: 134.
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and since then I remember my every moment." Then in discussing his

dream {PSS, 25:109) RM observes: "But does it really matter whether it

was a dream or not, if this dream proclaimed to me the Truth [6]? Why, if

once you have recognized the truth [7] and seen it, then you know that it

is the tmth [8] and there isn4, it cannot be anything else, whether you are

sleeping or living/alive. [...] My dream, my dream—oh, it proclaimed to

me a new, great, renewed, powerful life!" However, in describing the

corrupted state of the children of the Sun {PSS, 25:116), RM notes that

"they knew grief, and loved sorrow, they yearned for torment, and [in

their depravity] said that Truth [9] was achieved only through torture.

Then science appeared/arose among them." Even worse, the children of

the sun insist that they^ science, and through it [...they] will try to

fmd again truth [10], but [...then they] will receive it already

consciously." Six further instances of this word are concentrated on the

story's second last page {PSS. 25:118). On awakening from his dream

and in an instant pushing away his loaded revolver—and in doing so

thereby rejecting his pre-dream life and plan of suicide, RM describes his

reaction to his new way of living and its character: "Oh now life and

[more] life! I raised my hands and called to eternal tmth [11]; I did not [so

much] call, but began to cry, [for] rapture, immeasurable rapture roused

my whole being. Yes, life and—preaching! About preaching I decided at

that very minute and, already of course, for my entire life! I am going to

preach, I want to preach,—what? The tmth [12], for I have seen it, have

seen it with my own eyes, have seen all its glory!" Now, though, his

dream-experience has been not only recognizing but above all insistently

seeing the trutJu while still unable to explain in words precisely what he

experienced and so changed his way of living. According to RM:

This is an old truth [13]. but there is something new here: 1 cannot get much
confused. Because I have seen the tmth [14], I have seen and know, that people

can be beautiful and happy, not having lost the capacity to live on earth. I do

not w-ant and cannot believe that evil would be the normal condition of people.

And you see, they all only laugh at this belief of mine. However, how am I not

to believe: I ha\"e seen the truth [15]—not that 1 invented it through my mind,

but I have seen, have seen, and its [truth's] living image-icon has filled my soul

forever. {PSS, 25:1 18, emphasis original)

Notably, in preparatory materials intertextually related to this passage,

Dostoevsky wrote even more pointedly: "in [my] heart [is] Tmth, its

[Tmth's] living image-icon, which I saw in such full/filled-in wholeness,

that I can no longer not believe, that it cannot be on earth—how then for

me to get confused. If I did not have this image-icon I would [really] get
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confused" (PSS, 25:235, emphasis original). In "Dream" proper, the

"living image-icon [of truth]" has so pervaded RM's being that he

exclaims: "the living image-icon of what I have seen will always be with

me and always will set right and direct me. [...] You know, I wanted even

at first to conceal that I had corrupted them all, but this was a mistake

—

here's already the first mistake! But truth [16] whispered to me that I am
lying, and preserved and directed me" (PSS, 25:118, emphasis original).

Truth indeed has influenced RM to exercise his conscience, to assume

responsibility for his shameful deed, and then properly to acknowledge

this to others. Yet in acknowledging his desire at first to conceal his

corruption of the children of the Sun as his first mistake, RM also implies

that he is aware that there will be other mistakes in the future.

Nevertheless, just as truth whispered to him now, so the living image-icon

of truth—which "has filled [...RM's] soul forever" and is Dostoevsky's

identification of Christ in "Dream"—will continue to "set right and

direct" RM. That /Tmth is synonymous with Christ has been

noted by Diane Oenning Thompson in an analysis of 77?^ Devils. Here,

the elder Verkhovenskii is distinguishing npaeda/pravda and

/istina: "I've been lying all my life. Even when I spoke the truth[],
I never spoke for the truth [], but only for myself (PSS, 10:497).

According to Thompson, then, "Stepan's own truth, pravda, which

usually designates earthly truth or justice, is now opposed to istina

(verity), a common biblical term and synonym for Christ''^^ Thus, under

the influence of/Tmth, i.e. Christ, RM's post-dream existence has

now become a new human living, so aptly described by Paul Evdokimoff

as "/a vertu consciente'' (conscious virtue). In such a condition, RM
clearly shows that neither he nor other humans can return to Dostoevsky's

first stage of human development—spontaneous living in masses, for the

consciousness of the second stage has changed him and them. Now,
however, this same consciousness is no longer an unhealthy condition of

existence but rather a positive quality of virtuous living that actually

enhances the third and final stage of human and relatedly societal

development through Christ-like living.

As he concludes his narrative, RM expresses a simple yet seminal

modus vivendi that he himself has realized and will continue to realize:

"Problems of the Biblical Word in Dostoevsky's Poetics," Dostoevsky and the Christian

Tradition, eds. George Pattison and Diane Oenning Thompson, Cambridge: Cambridge UP,

200 1 : 69-99, here 78, emphasis of the last three words added.

^^Dostoïevsk}' et le problème du mai Lyon: Ondes, Éditions du Livre français, 1942: 65.
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It is so simple: in a single da\'. in a single hour. e\'emhing would be put in

orderl The main thing is lo\'e others as \"ourself oneself, here's what's pnncipal.

and this is e\-er\i:hing. nothing more is needed: onh" [then] will \-ou find how it

can be put in order. All the same, this is only an old truth [the Hth instance],

which the\" ha\"e repeated and read a billion times, but you know it has not taken

rooti (PSS. 25:119. emphasis original).

RM' S words focus on the well-known biblical cominandment "Love

others as \"ourself "
It is tme that the s\iioptic e\'angelists include these

words as the second of the two great commandments (Matthew 22:39:

Mark 12:31: Luke 10:27). Yet John's Gospel but especially his First

Epistle express the miport of these w ords far more strongh". In John's

Gospel. Dostoevsky marked off especialK" the passage in the Last Supper

discourse concerning the great commandment to lo\'e one another (15:12-

16. especialh' \"v. 12-14): "This is m\" commandment—lo\'e one another

as I have lo\ ed you. There is no greater than this lo\"e. as when someone

lays down his soul [life] for his friends. You are My friends, if you fulfill

w-hat I command you." In John's First Epistle. Dostoe\ sk\- marked off

certain passages in chapter four. Besides verses se\'en and eight cited

abo\'e. there is: "Xo one has er seen God. If we love one another, then

God will abide in us and His lo\"e will be perfected m us. That we abide

in Him. and He in us. this we will recognize from that He ga\'e us His

Own Spirit" (\". 12-13). Clearh". realizing the divine precept to lo\"e

others as oneself enables an individual to become God's good friend, in

whom God dwells and e\'en more thereb}' show^s Himself forth in human
societ}-.

In "Dream" the "li\ing image-icon of truth" animates RM to espouse

the Johannme imperati\'e of loving others as oneself This is e\'ident in the

ver\" last words of the stor\" that ha\"e been set off from the preceding

narrati\'e: "And that little girl I ha\'e found... And I will go! And I will

go!" Perhaps, not suiprisingh". dramaticall}- changed RM has again

exercised his conscience b\" seeking out the little girl whom he so

brusqueh' rejected, but whose tugging—e\"en more, her cries—were the

actual cataK'st for his being who he is contmuoush" becoming in his post-

dream 1 ing." E\'en more, though, it is notable that the two concluding

" Notably. Robin Feuer Miller describes "Dream" as a "conversion tale of the Christmas

5tor\' \ariety"; "Dostoevsky's 'The Dream of a Ridiculous Man": Unsealing the Generic

En\ elope" 1 1995 1
86-8": also. "Unsealing the Generic En\"elope and Deciphering "The Dream

of a Ridiculous Man"' (200") 106. In the Russian \"ersion of Miller's anicle. that English

description is rendered as" . " (
Christmas stor\" about religious com^ersion): "'Son smeshnogo cheloveka' Dostoevskogo"
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exclamations were "written into" the story's galley proof {PSS, 25: 297).

True, the two instances of "/' (I will go) graphically show the

change in RM for they are verbs—action. These future perfective

assertions may at first seem incomplete—what activity will RM go to

realize? The answer can probably be found some fifteen lines earlier

where RM explains: 'T will go// and will say everything tirelessly

because all the same I have seen with my own eyes, even though I do not

know how to retell what I have seen" {PSS, 25:118). Thus, redeemed

through the "living image-icon of truth" that has filled his soul forever,

RM has gone from '''' (it's all the same, it doesn't matter)" to" (I will go) and become an instance of Christian hope for human
society. For if someone like RM can change so dramatically, then there is

hope that others can also change in this way—if they strive to "love

others as oneself" For RM' s words, his experience—even more, he

himself—are an example for his listeners/readers that such a positive

change in themselves and in human society is possible if they want to

believe and do believe through and in Christ, the "living image-icon of

truth."

Popytka opredeleniia zhanra," Dostoevskii i mirovaia kuFtura, AFmanakh No. 20, Sankt-

Peterburg-Moskva: Serebrianyi vek. 2004: 148-69. here 148.
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L^'LDMiLA Parts

McGill Uni\ ersit}"

Montreal

Christianity as Active Pity

in Crime and Punishment

Where Mercy. Love, and Pity dwell.

There God is dwelling too.

William Blake

The importance of the concept of pit}' in Dostoevsk\"*s Christian faith has

not been sufficiently addressed in Dostoe\'sk\' studies, although the term

often appears on the list of Christian \ irtues—together with humiliu".

Christian lo\-e. and redemptive suffering—that his protagonists must

accept in order to be sa\"ed. 1 will argue that in Crime and Punishment

Dostoe\"sky presents piU' and or compassion as the most important

Chnstian \'irtue. one abo\e the other Chnstian virtues and human
emotions for which scientific and political theories ha\"e no place. He in

effect posits pit\" as the essence of Christianit}'. Dostoevsky thus

pri\ileges an emotion with a rather problematic status, one that man\'

influential thinkers of his da\' see as Christianit}''s weakest point.

Dostoe\"sk\' builds an argument against such detractors of pit}" as Kant

and Nietzsche: he argues against Kantian distrust of pity and in fact

preempts Nietzsche's future claim that pit\' is the most hannful of all

Christian virtues and his definition of Christianit}' as "acti\'e pit}" for all

the failures and all the weak."" In Crime and Punishment. Dostoe\'sk}"

shows that Christianit}' is in essence acti\"e pit}" and in this lies its greatest

strength.

Pit}" or compassion is commonK" understood as recognition of

another's suffering followed b}" an impulse to alle\"iate it. Scholars define

compassion as a combination of cognitive. affecti\"e. and \"olitional

Friedrich Nietzsche. The Amichvist. in The Portable Xietzsche. trans. Walter Kaufmann
(New York: Wkms Press. 1954). 5"0.
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components: "In compassion, we see another's distress (cognition), we
feel moved by it (affectivity), and we actively seek to remedy it

(volition)."^ When a person recognizes the feelings of the other, a

connection is formed between the object of pity and the one who feels the

emotion. That leads to a compassionate act of taking on the other's

suffering and acting to lessen it. A compassionate act is, therefore, an

intersubjective act, "a social and aesthetic technology of belonging" to a

community.^

The contemporary philosopher Martha Nussbaum shows compassion

to be "[t]he basic social emotion" and suggests ways to "produce it and

remove obstacles to it.""^ She argues, as do a number of scholars,^ for

incoorating the concept of compassion into economics, law, politics,

educational and public institutions, in other words, for creating a

"compassionate nation."^ Dostoevsky's view of pity is strikingly relevant

to this project: it is not against science or law that he directs his argument;

rather he perceives them as ineffective without a Christian foundation.

Both Nussbaum and Dostoevsky posit pity as essential for social

cohesion, however, what for Nussbaum is a secular concept, for

Dostoevsky is inextricable from Christian faith. Thus if pity is necessary

for social community and pity is inherently Christian, then social

cohesion is impossible without Christianity.

In Crime and Punishment, Raskolnikov's oscillation between opening

his heart to pity and fighting it, as well as between extending and

receiving pity, serves as a dramatic representation of his spiritual path.

The novel presents multiple manifestations of the conflict between

compassion and rationality: internally—in Raskolnikov's impulses

underscored by his very name, and externally—in characters who either

reflect various aspects of Raskolnikov's character, or symbolize the moral

choices that will determine his future. Raskolnikov's actions, both before

and after the murder, show an internal clash between compassion and

rationality; they are marked by a "double movement," as in Robert Louis

" Oliver Davies, A Theolog}' of Compassion. Metaphysics of Difference and the Renewal

of Tradition (London: SCM Press, 2001 ), 1 8.

^ Lauren Berlant, ed, "Introduction" to Compassion. The Culture and Politics of an

Emotion (New York, London: Routledge, 2004), 5.

^ Martha Nussbaum, "Compassion: The Basic Social Emotion," Social Philosophy and

Po/zc7, 13: 1 (Winter 1996): 28.

^ See Jonathan Miller, The Compassionate Community. Ten Values to Unite America

(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006); Richard Reilly, Ethic of Compassion. Bridging

Ethical Theory and Religious Moral Discourse (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2008);

Lauren Berlant, ed. Compassion. The Culture and Politics ofan Emotion.
^ Nussbaum, 58.
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Jackson's phrase: "a motion of sympathy and a motion of disgust, of

attraction and recoil..."^ In his last novel, The Brothers Karamazov,

Dostoevsky reformulates Christianity as active love, however, in Crime

and Punishment he poses pity as the essence of Christianity. This is why
by the end of the novel Raskolnikov's achievement of Christian faith

coincides with his willingness to extend and receive pity.

In contemporary discourse, pity has acquired negative connotations of

condescension, however, this is a relatively new development: of the

post-Victorian era for European,^ and of the Soviet period for Russian,

cultures.^ In different historical periods and in different languages, pity

and compassion comprise pairs with variously defined relationship.'^ In

Russian culture, especially in pre-Revolutionary Russia, pity has been

synonymous with compassion and has carried mostly positive

connotations. It has often been perceived as synonymous with love:

''zhalost' was always understood as one of the supreme values, as a

feeling close to love and not offensive at all."'' Anna Wierzbicka, a

linguist, explores the difference in the essence of the concept in different

languages. "Unlike pity," she writes, " zhalost' is, potentially, a feeling

that can embrace all living creatures, just as love can."'^ She quotes

Geoffrey Gorer's studies of the Russian "national character" where he

contrasts English pity and Russian zhalost': "in contrast to pity, it is

perhaps even more desirable to receive zhalost ' than to offer it. It can be,

and often is, fek for all undergoing moral and spiritual anguish, whether

personally known or not."'^

From Aristotle and the Stoics forward, pity has provided an equally

fertile ground for aesthetical, ethical, sociological, linguistic, and

religious debates. The issue at the heart of any discussion of pity has been

whether it involves reason or whether it is purely instinctive and therefore

^ Robert Louis Jackson, "Philosophical Pro and Contra in Part One of Crime and

Punishment,'" in Raskolnikov and Svidrigailov, ed. Harold Bloom (Broomball, PA: Chelsea

House Publishers, 2004), 22.

^ Nussbaum, 29.

^ Irina . Levontina, Anna A. Zalizniak, "Human Emotions Viewed Through the Russian

Language," in Emotions in Crosslinguistic Perspective, ed. Jean Harkins, Anna Wierzbicka

(Berlin, New York: Mouton de Gruyter, 2001), 318.
'° David Konstan, Pit}' Transformed (London: Duckworth, 2001), 13; Oliver Davies, A

Theology of Compassion. Metaphysics of Difference and the Renewal of Tradition, 234;

Nussbaum, 28.

" Levontina and Zalizniak, 319.

Anna Wierzbicka, Semantics, Culture, and Cognition. Universal Human Concepts in

Culture-Specific Configurations (New York, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 168.

'Mbid., 169.
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irrational. Philosophers searching for a stable system of morals have

disagreed on whether pity has any moral value. Kant and Nietzsche

argued, in contrast for instance to Rousseau and Schopenhauer, that pity

is an irrational force that may do more harm than good.

This argument touches upon the main intellectual concerns of the

1840s and 60s. Philosophical theories from Rousseau to Kant, Hegel, and

Schopenhauer formed a part of general philosophical education and were

the building blocks of Russian intellectual culture. Critical opinions vary

on the extent of Dostoevsky's familiarity with Kant's work; perhaps his

knowledge of Kant was largely indirect;^^ it is safe to assume nevertheless

that Dostoevsky was keenly interested in the problem of moral law and its

relation to reason and faith. Kant is the philosopher who most famously

reintereted the relationship of morality and reason.

In order to define a moral law that is truly universal and not

undermined by subjectivity, Kant eliminates emotions from the list of

acceptable motivations for human acts. The only truly moral acts are

those motivated by duty, i.e. the moral law, the intrinsic sense of right and

wrong we all possess. Kant allows for love, respect and gratitude to be

considered as duties and therefore acceptable motives for moral acts, yet

he denies the status of duty to compassion:

In fact, when another suffers and, although I cannot help him, I let myself be

infected by his pain (through my imagination), then two of us suffer, though the

evil really (in nature) affects only one. But there cannot possibly be a duty to

'"^ Steven Cassedy writes: "One could certainly argue that German idealism was so much a

part of the intellectual culture in which Dostoevsky passed his early adult years that no

reading, writing, and thinking person could resist its lure" (137). "The Shape of Russian

Idealism: from Kant and Hegel to Dostoevsky to Russian Religious Renaissance," in Cold

Fusion: Aspects of the German Cultural Presence in Russia, ed. Gennady Barabtarlo (New
York: Berghahn Books, 2000).

The sources on the subject are rather limited. There are several articles exploring

similarities and divergences in Dostoevsky's and Kant's views, i.e. Evgenia Cherkasova,

"Kant on Free Will and Arbitrariness: a View from Dostoevsky's Underground," Philosophy

and Literature 28: 2 (Oct., 2004); Susan McReynolds, "Aesthetics and Social Justice: The

problem of Dostoevsky," Literary Imagination v 4: 1 (Winter 2002): 91-105; Alexander von

Schonbom, "Church and State: Dostoevsky and Kant," in Barabtarlo, ed. Cold Fusion, 126-

136. There is a multitude of sources in Russian, of which only one, and by far not the most

useful, is routinely mentioned in English language criticism: lakov Goloskover, Dostoevsky^

and Kant (Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Akademii Nauk, 1963). The assertion that Dostoevsky knew

Kant's philosophy rests on his familiarity with popular intellectual topics of the day and his

request in 1854 for a copy of Kant's Critique ofPure Reason. Another possible link: in 1863,

two years before starting work on Crime and Punishment, Dostoevsky traveled to Turin with

Apollinaria Suslova who, according to her dairy, was at the time reading "some philosophical

treatise about Kant and Hegel." Quoted in David Magarshack, Dostoevsky (London: Seeker

& Warburg, 1962), 295. She would no doubt share her impressions with Dostoevsky.
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increase the evil in the world and so to do good from compassion. This would be

an insulting kind of beneficence, since it expresses the kind of benevolence one

has toward someone unworthy, called pity; and this has no place in men's

relationship with one another, since they are not to make a display of their

worthiness to be happy.

Kant here labels acts motivated by compassion, rather than by rational

sense of duty, as insulting to the other and therefore immoral.

Nietzsche, in his stand toward pity, found the only point of agreem.ent

with Kant's philosophy, and one of the few points of disagreement with

his "great teacher Schopenhauer."^^ Nietzsche cautions against "the great

danger to mankind [...] in the ever spreading morality of pity."' For him,

pity is an illness of "the will turning against life."^^ At best, it serves the

weak as "the means to endure the pressure of existence. "^^ Having begun

with the "problem of the value of pity and of morality of pity," Nietzsche

proceeds to question and reevaluate the very concept of morahty.

It is not in the least surising that in Crime and Punishment we find

so much resonance with Nietzsche's rejection of Christianity. Without

being aware of his works Dostoevsky argues with the worldview inherent

in Nietzsche, one that he knew well from the works of some of

Nietzsche's predecessors^^, and from the general intellectual climate of

his time. The two thinkers were children of "their age, the children of

unbelief and doubt"" ^ and were diagnosing the same crisis in European

thought that was undermining the traditional foundations of morality.

Both Dostoevsky and Nietzsche realize that morality is based on faith

(here Nietzsche is in expressed disagreement with Kant) and both see the

crisis of faith threatening the very foundation of society, yet, where

Nietzsche rationalizes and welcomes the crisis by finding fault in the very

Immanuel Kant, The Metaphysics of Morals, ed. Mary Gregor (Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press. 1996). Second Part, § 34.

Nietzsche also lists Plato. Spinoza, and La Rochefoucauld, among the philosophers

united by "their low estimation of pity," in Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Genealogy ofMorals,

trans. Walter Kaufmann and RJ HoUigdale (New York: Vintage Books, 1989), 19.

Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Genealogy ofMorals, 19. Emphasis in original.

Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, in Basic Writings of Nietzsche, trans.

Waher Kaufmann (New York: The Modem Library, 2000), 397.
'° Most significant in this respect is Max Stiraer's 1844 book The Ego and its Own. This

German philosopher is one of the most important predecessors if not sources of Nietzsche's

philosophy, and his book was widely known in Russia's intellectual circles in the middle of

nineteenth century. Kiotin suggest that Stimer's book is indirectly quoted in Crime and
Punishment as the "one book" on account of which Raskolnikov writes his article (note 3, p.

67-70).

Dostoevsky's letter to Natalia Fonvizina, Jan. -Feb., 1854.
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premises of morality, Dostoevsky champions the Christian society and

endeavours to prevent the collapse of Christianity.^^

Kant's argument for rational bases of morality and his view of

religious faith as a logical conclusion of moral law would be unacceptable

to Dostoevsky. To Kant's argument that moral judgments must be

disinterested he provides a counterargument of Raskolnikov's experience

where the emotional involvement with another human being—inter-

subjective experience of compassion—produces moral behavior, while

disinterested reasoning leads to isolation, moral degradation, and, in an

extreme, to murder. To the Nietzschean view of pity as an integral part of

the morality of the weak, Dostoevsky opposes the experiences of the

novel's weakest characters, the powerless and destitute Dunia

Raskolnikov and Sonya Marmeladov, whose strength lies in their ability

to bring out and to extend pity.

The debate about pity opens early in the novel, in Raskolnikov's

conversation with Marmeladov in chapter two of Crime and Punishment.

This scene, at the very beginning of the action, introduces Raskolnikov

and the reader to a number of major characters and announces pity as the

novel's central theme. Two problematic characters, the pathetic Marme-

ladov and the ridiculous Lebeziatnikov, open the debate on pity in the

way that will shape the rest of the novel. They are "entrusted" with

establishing one of the most important philosophical oppositions of Crime

and Punishment, rationalism versus Christianity, and it is not accidental

that Lebeziatnikov (in Marmeladov' s rendering) reduces this opposition

to that of science against compassion.

In his speech, Marmeladov distinguishes between ^o\Qrty{bednost')

and destitution (nishcheta), suffering (stradanie) and compassion (or co-

suffering

—

sostradanie), and finally, most importantly, pity (zhalost ') and

justice (spravedlivost'). He begins by excusing his drinking on the

grounds of his abject poverty and then introduces his neighbor

Lebeziatnikov, and his daughter Sonya. It soon becomes clear that Lebe-

ziatnikov represents views directly opposed to Marmeladov's on the

Literature on the subject "Dostoevsky and Nietzsche" is quite enormous in Russia,

Germany and everywhere else. Among representative articles in English see Janko Lavrin, "A
Note on Nietzsche and Dostoevsky," Russian Review 28, no. 2 (Apr., 1969); A.D. Hope,

"Dostoevsky and Nietzsche," Melbourne Slavonic Studies 4 (1970); Miroslav John Hanak,

"Dostoevsky's Metaphysics in the Light of Nietzsche's Psychology," New Zealand Slavonic

Journal 9 (1972); René Girard, "Superman in the Underground: Strategies of Madness:

Nietzsche, Wagner, and Dostoevsky," Modern Language Notes 91 (1976); in German, Jordi

Morillas, "Über das Verbrechen: Rasklonikows philosophische Lehre," Dostoevsky Studies

XII (2008): 213-37.
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issues central to his speech: pity and justice. The world Marmeladov

describes is the world in its lowest depth; he has brought his family to

utter destitution, yet there is one thing this man still considers his due

—

pity. His confession culminates with a passionate hymn to and a demand

for pity, with its feverish pitch building from the beginning of his speech.

"Has it ever happened to you," he asks Raskolnikov, "to petition

hopelessly for a loan?" He admits that there should not be any reason for

a person to give him money knowing that he would never repay the loan.

"From compassion?" he offers a possible reason. "But Mr. Lebeziatnikov

who keeps up with modem ideas explained the other day that compassion

is forbidden nowadays by science itself {sostradanie v nashe vremia

dazhe naukoi vospreshcheno), and that that's what is done now in

England where they have a political economy" (12).^^ V. Kiotin ob-

serves that Marmeladov uses Lebeziatnikov as a point of reference and

his "confession is, from beginning to end, as if 'punctuated' by

Lebeziatnikov" (14). Indeed, Lebeziatnikov, marginal and ridiculous as

he may be, is an important character because he represents, here and

throughout the novel, the same ideas that torture Raskolnikov' s mind.

Marmeladov ends his heartbreaking tale by asking its central

question: "Who will have pity on a man like me, eh? Do you pity me sir

or not? Tell me, sir, do you pity me or not? He-he-he." This question is

repeated several times by Marmeladov, by the tavern owner, by

Marmeladov again; the word pity resounds in several grammatical

forms-—noun, verb, adverb—(this effect is often lost in translation) until

it is absolutely clear that this is what the whole confession was about.

"To be pitied? Why am I to be pitied?" Marmeladov suddenly declaimed,

standing up with his arms outstretched, as though he had been only

waiting for this question. "Why am I to be pitied, you say? Yes, there is

nothing to pity me for! I ought to be crucified, crucified on a cross, and

not pitied! Crucify me, oh judge, crucify me, and having cmcified, pity

me." Marmeladov here summons the image of Christ, and thus evokes the

opposition between justice and pity. Christ's pity that led him to suffering

and death had nothing to do with matters of retribution and justice, and

here lies the crux of the matter. Pity and justice belong to different

systems of thought: pity is not arrived at through the logic that is the basis

of earthly justice. Justice based on logic and accountability belongs on

Fedor Dostoevsky, Crime and Punishment, trans. Ernest J. Simmons (New York: The

Modem Library, 1950). I consistently modify this translation where the Russian word pity and

its derivatives are translated with other synonymic expressions, i.e., "to take pity on someone"

is often translated as "to feel for someone." In such cases I restore the original wording.
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earth, pity belongs with Christ. "He will pity us Who has had pity on all

men, Who has understood all men and all things. He is the One, and He is

the judge" (21).

Marmeladov's tale not only introduces pity as a topic but also forces

Raskolnikov and the reader to experience it. Here, as throughout the

novel, Dostoevsky uses pity as a powerful tool for involving the reader in

the argument about its value. As he vividly describes a succession of

scenes of poverty, sickness, and despair, he compels the reader to feel

compassion for the suffering characters. The reader thus becomes

emotionally connected with the objects of his compassion and deeply

involved in the story and in its arguments. Deborah Martinsen describes a

similar effect of exposing the reader of Crime and Punishment to scenes

of shame: Dostoevsky "collaps[es] the intersubjective distance between

characters and readers by having us witness scenes of shame. "^"^ Unlike

shame, however, pity has a long service record of eliminating the distance

between the characters and the audience: in the Aristotelian formula^^,

together with fear, pity is the aesthetic instrument of tragedy, and is

crucial in bringing the audience to cathartic experience. By making the

reader feel pity, Dostoevsky collapses the distance between the text and

the reader just as the distance between Raskolnikov and Marmeladov is

collapsed when Raskolnikov feels and acts on pity for Marmeladov's

family.

Raskolnikov' s reaction to Marmeladov's story of "painful (boleznen-

naia) love" for his family, is similarly painful: "[he] listened intently but

with a painful sensation" {s oshchushcheniem boleznennym) (19). Raskol-

nikov opens himself to the distress of the other, which is the essence of

compassion. At the same time, the reader also becomes an observer on par

with Raskolnikov, and like him, experiences pity. This experience

consists of specific elements of seeing, being moved by, and acting to

lessen another's distress. Raskolnikov's (and the reader's) senses are

affected twice and therefore with doubled force: having listened to

Marmeladov's tale, he takes him home and actually sees his wife Katerina

Ivanovna, the abject poverty of her quarters, and the sick and hungry

children. Raskolnikov reacts by impulsively digging into his pocket for

his last pieces of change and leaving them, anonymously, on the

windowsill. He thus follows through all the elements of compassion from

cognition of suffering to the volitional act of remedying it.

'^^ Deborah Martinsen, Surprised by Shame : Dostoevsky 's Liars and Narrative Exposure

(Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2003), xiii.

Aristotle, The Poetics^ trans. James Hutton (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1982)
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The reader has no such possibiUty for action and is left with the

painfiil sensation he has experienced throughout the chapter. Thus when
at the very next moment Raskolnikov "comes to his senses" and wants to

go back and retrieve his money, he is arguing not only with himself

—

"What a stupid thing I've done..."—but with the reader as well. The

reader who is not yet privy to Raskolnikov' s plans and theories, sees his

impulsive act of helping the suffering other as a natural reaction. The

sudden reversal on Raskolnikov' s part invites the reader to question his

own impulses as well. In this instance the reader becomes a participant in

the argument about the value of pity.

All Raskolnikov' s charitable acts follow the same structure as

Marmeladov's episode of the oscillation between impulsive compass-

sionate act and rational questioning of this act. When he sees a drunk and

disoriented girl on the street, he reacts impulsively and immediately: he

enlists the help of a policeman who shows "sincere compassion" and he

once again gives all of his money. And then the moment of compassion

ends, and that of rational thinking begins: "At that moment something

seemed to sting Raskolnikov; in an instant a complete revulsion of feeling

came over him." He refutes his own actions with scientific and logical

explanation: "But what does it matter? That's as it should be, they tell us.

A certain percentage, they tell us, must every year go... that way... to the

devil, I suppose, so that the rest may remain chaste, and not be interfered

with."''

Raskolnikov feels uneasy about his compassionate acts because he

knows, albeit subconsciously, the importance of pity in healthy society,

which for Dostoevsky is synonymous with Christian society. Raskol-

nikov' s crime and its motives place him outside and above society, but a

compassionate act is an intersubjective activity that pulls him back to

being a member of community. When after the murder Raskolnikov

throws away money given to him out of pity—a random blow by a v/hip

from a passing coach made passersby feel sorry for him {ikh

razzhalobil)t—his marks the moment when he "cut himself from every-

one and everything" (105). The scene in which Raskolnikov refuses to be

the object of charity illustrates what Nussbaum describes as the social

function of pity. Nussbaum argues that compassion (which she, like

Dostoevsky, uses synonymously with pity) is a basic social emotion and

See for instance Harriet Murav's analysis of this scene in her Holy Foolishness:

Dostoevsky 's Novels and the Poetics of Cultural Critique (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1992), 55-

59. See also Liza Knapp, The Annihilation ofInertia. Dostoevsky and Metaphysics (Evanston,

IL: Northwestern University Press, 1996), 50-51.
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"a central bridge between the individual and the community" as "it brings

human beings together through the thought of their common weaknesses

and risks.
""^ When Raskolnikov feels pity, and when a stranger feels pity

toward him, his and the stranger's act of charity include him in the greater

community of human beings, the community united by a common
perception of good and evil and a common ability to be affected by

other's distress. Moreover, compassion involves the realization that

societal well-being is based on individual well-being.

Nussbaum's ideas about the role of pity in society correspond

remarkably with Raskolnikov' s rejection of pity as a way to sever his ties

with society. However, for Dostoevsky pity is not a secular concept, but

rather the essence of Christianity. Thus if social cohesion is impossible

without pity, then it is impossible without Christianity. One of

Dostoevsky' s objectives in Crime and Punishment is to show the

limitations of secular pity and the impossibility of secular morality. To

that end, he shows how an attempt to eliminate religion from the

foundation of society leads to moral degradation. Raskolnikov's struggle

against his god-given ability to be compassionate leads him to an attempt

to break with the society afflicted by suffering and to become instead

someone who is too far above the masses to be ruled by their laws or

affected by their pain.

Since for Dostoevsky, faith is the prerequisite for moral living, it is

not enough for Raskolnikov's spiritual survival to accept the Kantian

postulate that "not all things are lawful;" he must also accept that only his

personal faith in God can provide this certainty. Some scholars consider

Dostoevsky' s theology ethical, that is, Kantian in the sense that like Kant

Dostoevsky "reasons from the meaningfulness of his moral obligation to

his belief in immortality.""^ Most, however, agree that Dostoevsky saw

faith as the source of morality. James Scanlan argues that Dostoevsky saw

the origins of the innate sense of right and wrong to be "a 'gift' of the

Creator in the sense of an initial structural endowment."^^ The theologian

L. Zander also presents Dostoevsky's views as directly opposed to Kant's

autonomous ethics, because for him "morality is impossible without

religion."^^ Indeed, Raskolnikov's case is a caution against god-less

Nussbaum, 28, 44.

R. Maurice Barineau, "The Triumph of Ethics over Doubt: Dostoevsky's Brothers

Karamazov." Christianity and Literature, 43: 3-4 (1994): 376.

James Scanlan, Dostoevsky the Thinker (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press,

2002), 88.

^° L. A. Zander Dostoevsky^ (London: SCM Press, 1948), 32.
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compassion: his initial sharing m the pain of others—his family.

\4armeladov"s family, and the whole worid of'' around him—leads

to a protest, to a demand for immediate changes. But since he rejects God
and the religious inteipretation of suffering and compassion, there is

nothing to stop Raskolnikov from attempting to become a god—-call him

Napoleon or Mohammed—with the power to decide the worth and fate of

other people. Compassion without faith leads Raskolnikov to murder.

Other characters' actions m the '1 are likewise defined by their

relationship with the problem of pit}'. Luzhin. Svidrigailow and. most

important. Sonya. are characterized by their abilit}- or inabilit}" to share in

the pain of others. Luzhin is not a complex individual: he is a greed}',

calculating, and unequivocally negative character. His role is to pen ert

even' idea and feeling he comes m contact with, including 1' and

compassion. His chooses Dunya as his bride without any feelings for her:

and he perfomis an ostensibly charitable act of giving Sonya money not

because he sympathizes with her plight. His goal is to discredit Sonya and

through her Raskolnikov: for this reason he sets up a scene in \\"hich he

hands Sonya a ten ruble banknote while slipping a hundred mble note in

her pocket and planning to expose "the theft" later. As he proffers his

money, he can't resist lecturing Son}'a and flattering himself on his good

deed: "so then from the feeling of humanit}- and so to speak compassion I

should be glad to be of ser\"ice..." (336). This "so to speak compassion"

speaks volumes about Luzhin. Even if it were not follo\\'ed by the ugly

scene of "unmasking" Sonya as a thief, this peiwersion of Christian

compassion and charit}' ser\'es to condemn him.

\\ Luzhin delivers his argument against loving one's neighbor

—

"what came of it? [. . .] It came to ni}' tearing my coat in half to share with

my neighbor and we both were half naked"—he not onh' per\"eits an

important biblical image but also closely follows Kant's logic: according

to Kant, the acting out of compassion lea\ es not one but two men half

naked, and that increases evil m the word. Luzhin (and Dostoe\"sky)

extend Kant's argument to include the proposition that pit}' breeds evil:

acts moti\ ated by compassion are not moral: and charit}' is not a personal

responsibilit}'. Dostoe\ sky undercuts this logic by making its proponent

into a caricature of a man. but he is well aware of the dangerous allure of

these theories when they are delivered in subtler, more sophisticated

forms.
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Svidrigailov, Raskolnikov's double,^ ^ is a much more complex

character. At a crucial point in his life, during his last meeting with

Dunia, he allows himself to feel and act on pity, but then hardens his heart

against the feeling and thus refuses the chance of redemption.

Svidrigailov thus proves to be Raskolnikov's double in a most important

way: they both oscillate between acting on pity and cynically rejecting it.

At the meeting, he attempts desperately to win the affection of Dunya,

because he sees her love as his last chance of redeeming himself and

starting a new life. He is ready to use force and comes very close to doing

just that, but stops at the last moment and allows Dunya to leave. This

same night he commits suicide.^" The sole reason why Dunya escapes

Svidrigailov is his pity for her: later that night "he recalled how in that

instant he felt something like pity for her {tochno pozhalel eyo), how he

fek a pang in his heart... ( by serdtse sdavilo (454) He
immediately stops his own thoughts: "damnation, these thoughts again! I

must put it away," and so in resisting the curative effect of pity he refuses

the cathartic experience and follows the alternative path to the suicide.

Thus Dunya is saved by Svidrigailov' s pity even if it does not save him.^^

Why is Svidrigailov denied and Raskolnikov given a chance of

redemption? Perhaps, as Boyce Gibson assets, the difference between

them is "that Svidrigailov has traveled much further along the same

path."^"^ He is older and more cynical than Raskolnikov; with a much
darker past; moreover, his story is necessary to serve as the alternative to

Edward Wasiolek adheres to the common view of Svidrigailov as Raskolnikov's

double: "Sonya represents the choice for good and Svidrigailov for evil," "On the Structure of

Crime and Punishment''' PMLA 74, no. 1 (Mar., 1959). Maurice Bebe comments that

"Svidrigailov not only stands for the sensualist in Raskolnikov but also represents the outer-

directed form of the sensuality which in Raskolnikov is primarily inner-directed," Maurice

Bebe, "The Three Motives of Raskolnikov: A Reinterpretation of Crime and Punishment,"

College English 17: 3 (Dec, 1955). 155); Tatiana Kasatkina, on the other hand, opposes the

generally accepted view of Svidrigailov as Raskolnikov's double: "we have here in fact two

parallel stories [...] completely opposite stories..." (Tatiana Kasatkina, ""Voskreshenie

Lazaria: opyt ekzegeticheskogo prochteniia romana F. M. Dostoevskogo 'Prestuplenie i

nakazanie,'" Voprosy Literatwy 1 (2003). Harold Bloom posits Svidrigailov as

"Raskolnikov's patient nemesis" and the more fascinating of the two characters. Raskolnikov

and Svidrigailov, ed. Harold Bloom (Broomball, PA: Chelsea House Publishers, 2004)

On Svidrigailov and suicide, see Nikolai Nasedkin, Samoubiystvo Dostoevskogo. Tema

suitsida vzhizni i tvorchestve pisatelia (Moscow: Algoritm, 2002), 213-229.

Henry Russell analyses this scene in terms of a clash between purity and cynicism. This

is a plausible interetation although not explicitly supported by the text. See Henry M. W.

Russell, "Beyond the Will: Humiliation as Christian Necessity in Crime and Punishment''' in

Dostoevsky and the Christian Tradition, ed. George Pattison and Diane Oenning Thompson

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 321.

A. Boyce Gibson, The Religion ofDostoevsky (London: SCM Press, 1973), 97.
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Raskolnikov's. However, Raskolnikov's, the unrepentant double

murderer's salvation in the epilogue displays less psychological

motivation than Svidrigailov's suicide. There is a break between the

psychological authenticity of the novel and the lack of motivation of the

events in the epilogue. Raskolnikov's transformation into a believer is not

explained; in fact, Zander maintains, it should not and could not be

explained because Raskolnikov is saved by a miracle. Zander points out

that the description of Raskolnikov's conversion emphasizes the

unknowable nature of the forces that suddenly seize him: "Dostoevsky

describes in them a true miracle—the immediate action of divine grace,

the visitation of the human soul by the Holy Spirit.
"^^ Logic is

inadmissible to the story of grace entering one's soul, because Law and

Grace belong, like justice and pity, to different planes.^^

The miracle of the epilogue is akin to mercy entering the legal

process in the form of executive pardon,"^ which is exactly what

Dostoevsky gives Raskolnikov at the end. As in Marmeladov's formula,

Raskolnikov is crucified and then/nevertheless pitied. Like a

compassionate God of the universe of his own creation, Dostoevsky saves

his character from moral death for no other reason than compassion. As

an author constructing a narrative, Dostoevsky emphasizes the

miraculous, divine nature of mercy by withdrawing a realistic motivation

for Raskolnikov's conversion.

At the end of the novel, Raskolnikov learns to extend and to receive

pity and is granted a new life. The miracle of his salvation occurs

simultaneously with his realization of his love for Sonya, the human
personification of compassion in the novel. Throughout the novel Sonya

Marmeladov guides him toward this acceptance; this is her main function

in the novel. Otherwise her character is remarkably underdeveloped: she

has no inner voice^^, and is to a large extent a symbol rather than a real

character, ''a symbol of intuitive wisdom and boundless faith. Sonya'

s

name, Sophia, denotes divine wisdom"^*^, although in the novel this

^-Zander, 18.

See a related argument on the role of mercy in law and legal justice in Ivan Esaulov,

"The Categories of Law and Grace in Dostoevsky's Poetics," in Dostoevski' and the Christian

Tradition.

"Pardoning, or clemency, is exclusively in the domain of the executive, rather than the

judiciary branch of govemment,'" Konstan, 34.

Gary Rosenshield, Crime and Punishment: The Techniques of the Omniscient Author

(Lisse: The Peter de Ridder Press, 1978), 30.

Ibid., 30

See George Gibian, "Traditional Symbolism in Crime and Punishment,"' PMLA 70

(December 1955), 979-996.
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wisdom manifests itself only in Sonya's infinite power for compassion.

When we actually hear Sonya speak during Raskolnikov's two visits she

speaks only of pity and faith, and her face expresses "a sort of insatiable

compassion {nenasytimoe sostradanie)'' This is a striking phrase and

Dostoevsky draws the reader's attention to it by the italics and by

following it with "if one may so express it" (287), as if asking us to

ponder the meaning of the phrase.

The power of Sonya lies, paradoxically, in her weakness, in her

limitations, and in her status as a victim. They produce the feelings in

Raskolnikov that Friedrich Nietzsche would soon call, with derision, "the

'unegotistic' instincts of pity, self-abnegation, self-sacrifice...""^' It is by

both evoking and extending pity that Sonya brings Raskolnikov back to

humanity. When she describes a heart-wrenching scene with Katerina

Ivanovna: "what a pitiful sight it was!" (tak zhalko bylo smotret'), she

answers Raskolnikov's skepticism with 'And don't you pity her? {A vam
razve ne zhalko) Don't you pity? [...] You gave your last kopek yourself

(288). Pity is her reaction to Raskolnikov's confession as well: 'What

have you done—what have you done to yourself. [...] There is no one

—

no one in the world now so unhappy as you' (370)"^^. Dostoevsky defines

Sonya's feelings at the moment as "passionate, agonizing sympathy

(sochuvstvie) for the unhappy man" (371). Her compassion affects

Raskolnikov: "a feeling long unfamiliar flooded his heart and softened it

at once. He did not struggle against if (370). This unnamed feeling might

be what Marmeladov expects to feel in answer to his demand for pity; and

it is Raskolnikov's chance to start on the long road back to God. In

accepting compassion he makes a step toward becoming part of human
society again, the society that for Dostoevsky is necessarily Christian, just

as his earlier refusal of charity symbolized his break with it.

Nietzsche believed pity to be an affliction, and defined all religion as

preaching pity and with it self-contempt.'^^ He famously defined

Christianity as "active pity for all the failures and all the weak." Kant,

too, believed that the position of an object of pity is humiliating, "since it

expresses the kind of benevolence one has toward someone unworthy,

called pity; and this has no place in men's relationship with one

Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Genealogy ofMorals, 19.

^~
In Sonya's reaction we find an echo of Dostoevsky's earlier observation in The Notes

form the House of the Dead about Russian perception of crime as misfortune: "the whole of

the Russian people in all of Russia calls crime a misfortune, and the criminal an unfortunate

wretch."

Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, 340
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another." Raskolnikov and Sonya's relationship refutes this dynamic:

she herself is the giver and the object of a great deal of compassion in the

novel, yet compassion is her very strength, and the instrument with which

she pushes Raskolnikov on to the road to redemption.

Sonya's character also refutes Nietzsche's views of compassion as a

relationship between the strong and the weak. Nietzsche views pity as the

instrument of control both for the strong and for the weak. The strong

exercise control when they extend benefits to sufferers; and the weak

infect others with their pain, thereby retaining at least one power, the

power to hurt others. From such a point of view, everyone loses when pity

is involved. Dostoevsky, however, presents a very different picture: in it,

the weak Sonya does indeed exercise power over Raskolnikov by making

him feel pity, act on it for others and at long last accept it for himself, and

this leads to good. Dunya arouses pity in Svidrigailov and is saved from

rape. Both Sonya and Dunya are classic representatives of the weak

—

they are poor, powerless women, and indeed their only power proves to

be the power to elicit pity. And by this power they save, or attempt to, as

in the case of Svidrigailov, themselves and others, rather than hurt them.

Dostoevsky's last novel, 77?^ Brothers Karamazov, advances a very

specific formula of Christianity as active love (opyt deiatel 'not liubvi, in

Zosima's words). There seems to be a progression in Dostoevsky's major

novels from the exploration of pity's potential to symbolize Christianity

in Crime and Punishment to posing love as the essence of true belief in

his last novel."^^ This shift might be explained by the differences in the

nature of compassion and love. In Christianity this difference is not

immediately apparent. The contemporary philosopher Khen Lampert

observes "complete overlap between the concept of love and compassion

in Christianity" and interets the New Testament understanding of love

as compassion: "Love is the perception of another's distress and action to

assist that person: in other words, love is compassion. ""^^ However, he

Kant, The Metaphysics of Morals, 250. For a comprehensive analysis of similarities in

Kant and Nietzsche's views see David E. Cartwright, "Kant, Schopenhauer, and Nietzsche on

the Morals of Pity," Journal ofthe History ofIdeas 45: 1 (Jan.—Mar., 1984).

This progression also includes Notes from the House of the Dead and The Idiot. In the

Notes, Dostoevsky repeatedly stresses the Russian folk's capacity for compassion and

forgiveness. For an analysis of Myshkin as compassion see chapter Four in Gibson, The

Religion of Dostoevsky: "He [Myshkin] is compassion: he is drawn inevitably to the greater

weakness and the greater need" (115) and "the version of Christianity which Myshkin

represents, and which Dostoevsky does not disdain, commands a disproportionate concern

with the afflicted..." (118).

Khen Lampert, Traditions of Compassion. From Religious Duty to Social Activism

(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 20.
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points out that ''the concept of Christian love is broader than the concept

of compassion,""^^ i.e. love might be joyful and unrelated to the moments

of distress. It is, in other words, more inclusive. Moreover, the complex

nature of compassion as a succession of cognitive, affective, and

volitional elements implies a possibility that the sequence can be left

incomplete, that a person might stop at the affective stage and refrain

from the act of help. In another extreme, the emotional response could be

so strong that the person is moved to anger, as Ivan Karamazov is, and

revenge rather than compassionate act. This volatile aspect of pity is

absent from the concept of Christian love. That makes love easier to

postulate but harder to dramatize in a novel: unlike pity love doesn't have

an identifiable pattern of the emotion and the accompanying action."^^

In Crime and Punishment, Dostoevsky, like Nietzsche, presents

Christianity as active pity. Pity's function in the novel is not, as Kant

assumed, to multiply suffering in the world, but rather to ease the burden

of suffering by first sharing it, and then working to relieve it. When Sonya

tells Raskolnikov that he must "suffer and expiate his sin by if she means

accepting responsibility for his crime, without which his redemption is

impossible. Yet when Mikolka the young old believer (raskolnik)

confesses to Raskolnikov' s crime in order to voluntarily accept suffering

and thus purify himself, the gesture is immediately refuted. The brilliant

detective Porfiry is very much aware of the religious sources of this

confession, and disregards Mikolka' s admission of guih. He muses almost

sarcastically on the appeal of the concept, on "the force of the word

'suiferiLg' ipostradat'),'' and on the "need to suffer" (postradat' nado).

Had Sonya met with the unfortunate Mikolka, she would surely have told

him that rather than bring more undeserved suffering into the world, he

should co-suffer, that is, feel compassion for those who are already in

need of help: ne postradat', a sostradat' would be the gist of her

argument as well as Dostoevsky' s.

Ibid., 22.

Pity and a character's relationship with it plays an important role in the plot of The

Brothers Karamazov. One important scene is Alyosha's visit to Grushenka at the moment

when his faith is assaulted by doubt after the elder Zosima's death. When Grushenka realizes

this, she jumps off his lap and cancels her plan to seduce him. Alyosha, recognizing

Grushenka's" loving soul," is moved to tears, grateful for her compassion: "she spared

{poshchadila) me just now" (351). Grushenka, in turn, is moved by Alyosha's willingness to

see the best in her. She interets Alyosha's gift to her as pity: "I don't know, I don't know

what he told me, my heart heard it, he wrung my heart...He is the first to pity me {pozhalel on

menia) and the only one, that's what." (357). In the middle of this scene comes the parable of

an onion, the story of mercy and compassion.
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In Iiis w ork Christian Teaching about Knou'ledge.' Vassily Zenko\'sky

notes that the first s\'stematic approach to the topic of gnoseology in

Russia was staited by I.V. Kireevsky and A.S. Khomyakow And
although, as Zenko\'sk\- remarks. Kireevsky and Khomyakov did not

manage to create a \\ ell-established gnoseological s\'stem. their idea of

mtegral knowledge( \') can be \iewed as a fully

developed and highh" original philosophical concept.

Founded on the works of such famous Orthodox figures as St.

Symeon the New Theologian. St. Gregor}' Palamas. St. Isaac the Syrian.

St. Mark the Ascetic. St. John of the Ladder, and others, the concept of

integral knowledge has roots in the Onhodox mx'stical tradition of

hesychasm. According to hes\'chast teaching, man's primär}" goal is an

experiential knowledge of God. which is achieved b}' "bringing one's

mind to one's heart"(" "") or b}' aligning one's

mind with the Dnine Energies. Guided b}' hesychast teaching. Kireevsky

and}' criticize the Western penchant "to deilA'" the human
mmd. reason, and logic. Instead, they see the mind as part of a broader

cognitive totalit}" that includes intuition, feeling, and man's o\erall

capaciU" to apprehend the world.

In their recent works. Italian scholar Simonerta Salvestroni and

Russian critic Olga Bogdanova talk at length about Dostoe\'sky's

" B. B.. . (:-. 1992).
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knowledge of hesychasm." Bogdanova, in fact, asserts that not only

Dostoevsky's contact with the elders of Optina Pustyn and his deep

awareness and appreciation of the spiritual life of the people but also his

good knowledge of the works of the older generation of Russian

Slavophiles—Kireevsky and Khomyakov included—could have intro-

duced Dostoevsky to hesychasm.^ Nina Budanova's recent article, "Books

Given to Dostoevsky as a Gift in Optina Pustyn,""^ emphasizes that

Dostoevsky's interest in spiritual literature emerged in the 1850s, much
earlier than had been previously believed. Therefore, it is safe to suggest

that at the time of writing Crime and Punishment (1866) Dostoevsky was

well aware of hesychasm and its philosophical offspring, the concept of

integral knowledge. This fact sheds new light on the novel's obsessive

preoccupation with the issues of intelligence and madness (), rationality and wisdom( ), head and heart(/ ), mind and nature( ). In

order to grasp the significance of these intricately juxtaposed concepts

and their importance for our understanding of the novel's characters, this

article examines the ideological background of Crime and Punishment

through the prism of hesychasm and the concept of integral knowledge, as

articulated by Kireevsky and Khomyakov.

It is commonly known that Crime and Punishment reflects the ideas

and the sentiments of the 1860s, the years of Alexander II's Great

Reforms. A renowned Eastern Orthodox theologian and historian, Fr.

Georges Florovsky calls these years a certain historical reversal to the

authority figures of the Enlightenment, with their unshakeable belief in

the power of human reason. Florovsky depicts this epoch in anti-

hesychastic terms. One of the main elements of hesychasm is "sober

attention and prayer"(" ").^ Sobriety is associated

" O. A., , " :.. "(:
INTRADA, 2008); ,(-: , 2001)().

^,. 68-69.

^ ., «, .. »
1 2005 .

http://sophia.orthodoxy.ru/magazine/20051/knigi.htm.

"According to St Symeon the New Theologian, "Sober attention and prayer are connected

like body and soul: one is impossible without the other."(" ,: .") ,«», -
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with mental asceticism, with protecting one's mind from agitated

thoughts and passions. Florovsky calls the 60s 'Inebriated" ("-"): "It was the least 'sober' time. It was indeed an inebriated

time, the time of convulsive and obsessive passions. Behind the 'critical'

evaluation of external actions were hiding not so critically evaluated

reasons, the moralizing dogmatism of the Enlightenmenf(""". -,, . ''-,—^ ").^ In Crime and
Punishment Dostoevsky is, in fact, trying to reveal this lack of "sobriety"

of the 60s(""). It is not without reason that

the novel was initially called The Little Drunkards{): This

title could certainly imply not only the drinking epidemic of the post-

reform years, but also the indulgence of the intelligentsia in abstract

theories and projects, their state of mental agitation and excessive

rationality.

Such "inebriation" is closely linked by Dostoevsky to madness that

lies at the core of the seemingly logical theories of ordinary and

extraordinary men and of "rational egoism" that guide the behavior of

such characters as Raskolnikov, Luzhin, and Lebezyatnikov. The famous

Raskolnikov's dream about the trichinae epidemic in the epilogue of the

novel eloquently describes the insanity of the 60s. The infected people

"immediately became possessed and mad. But never, never had people

considered themselves so intelligent and unshakeable in the truth as did

the infected ones"(" -. ,, ").^ Throughout

the novel, Dostoevsky emphasizes the distinction between intelligence

and wisdom, pointing out that intelligence without wisdom ceases to be

intelligent. Ironically, this idea is well expressed in Raskolnikov's own
statement about Luzhin: "He is an intelligent man, but it takes something

A.., http://st-jhouse.narod.ru/biblio/ symeonl.htm. All

translations from Russian into English. \\ ith the exception of Crime and Punishment, are

mine.
^ , , . (: YMCA-

PRESS, 1981).. 286.

.. 30-.(:>, 1972-1990), .6, .419. Crime and Punishment, trans, by Richard Pevear and

Larissa Volokhonsky (TSfew York: Vintage Classics. 1993). p. 547 (hereafter the volume and

the page and the page of the translation will be given).
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more than intelligence to act intelligently"(" ,— ").^ It explains Razumikhin's

paradoxical statement about Raskolnikov: "...I admit you're a smart

fellow, but you're a fool!"C^.., ,
!").^ These statements go hand in hand with the following definition

of intellect from Philokalia, a collection of texts by masters of the Eastern

Orthodox hesychast tradition:

People are usually called intelligent based on the wrong definition of this word.

The intelligent ones are not the ones who have studied the sayings and writings

of the ancient wise men, but those who have an intelligent soul, who can

distinguish good from evil, who run away from evil and instead wisely embrace

the good, thanking God for that. Only such people should be called intelligent.( ,. ,, , —, ,; , -.
).'^

The "madness" of the 60s is epitomized in Raskolnikov' s crime and

depicted in hesychastic terms as a struggle between his mind and his

heart, his reason and his nature, throughout the novel. St. Maximus the

Confessor distinguishes between man's nature and man's person, between

the natural and the personal aspects of human will. The natural will is

innate to any God-created being. The personal will is what distinguishes

man from other men and includes his reason and free will, which may or

may not be in alignment with his God-given nature.^ ^ Raskolnikov's

nature outsmarts his reason, not allowing him to commit a "perfect

crime," for as Porfiry Petrovich points out to him, man can lie, but his

nature cannot: "Human nature is a mirror, sir, the clearest mirror"(",-, -").'" Raskolnikov's

reason leads him to commit a crime; his nature punishes him for it. Being

pulled in two opposite directions by his natural and personal wills, he

feels "like a man condemned to death" before the murder that, as his

reason tells him, is supposed to solve all his problems. To overcome this

6: 180: 235.

http://hesychasm.ru/library/dobro/txt03.htm.

G. C. Berthold, Maximus Confessor: Selected Writings, (New York: Paulist Press,

1985).

6: 264: 342.
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madness. Raskolniko\" needs to align his person with his nature, "to bring

his mind to his heart."

Florovsky speaks about the imperturbable feeling of infallibiliU" that

describes the infected people of Raskolnikov's dream, asserting that

despite denying traditional morality, "the men of the 60s were completeh"

entangled in primitive moralizing and remained truly pedantic and

doctrinaire in their hedonism and utilitarianism*"(""" ,
nonnnHHbiNni """ It is not without reason that Pyotr

Petrovich Luzhin is worried whether these people will "expose him if he

undertook this or that, or would they not expose him? And if they would

expose him. then what for. and what exacth" was it that one got exposed

for nowadays?"(". -,? , ,
?'")/^

Ironically, while stmggling with the religion, mysticism, and idealism

of the previous generations, the generation of the 1860s created its own
religion based on materialism and rationalism. Nikolai Strakhov writes.

"Raskolnikov has reached the \"}' end of the road that his flawed reason

put him on. This trait of character.... his extreme earnestness, as if

religiosit}". . .. is the reason of our many woes"(", , .
... , ....

").^" Raskolnikov"s last name points to his

potential readiness to die for his ideals, as did the Russian schismatics() throughout histor\'. However. Raskolnikov"s ideals have

been bom from his mind rather than his heart, making them essentially

flawed, in Dostoevsky's eyes. Porfir\' Petro\ich tells Raskolnikov: "I

regard you as one of those men who could have their guts cut out. and

would stand and look at his torturers with a smile

—

provided he's found

faith, or God" (" ,,\^. - '').
better understand the subtle nature of Raskolnikov's rationalism, it

is necessar}^ to compare it with the bourgeois pragmatism of Luzhin or. ,. 287.

6:279: 364.
'^ 7:353.

6: 351: 460 (emphasis added).
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with the primitive logic of Lebezyatnikov: It is precisely the

"religiousness" of his character that distinguishes Raskolnikov from these

adherents of the new theories. If Raskolnikov' s theory is built upon the

principle of service to humanity, then Luzhin interets the theory of

"rational egoism" not in the spirit of the generation of the 60s with their

religious adherence to serving the society, but as profit-oriented, a

genuine invention of the bourgeoisie. Bourgeois rational egotism

demands personal enrichment as the basis of universal wealth, an idea

that attracts Luzhin in this theory.

It is peculiar that both in Raskolnikov' s and in Luzhin' s theory there

is a reinterpretation of such biblical laws as "do not kill" and "love your

neighbor as yourself." They are reduced from the moral absolute to the

rational schemes: "An isolated evildoing is permissible if the main

puose is good," (" ,
")'^ and "love your neighbor, provided you have a

sulus of wealth." Regardless of their twisted theories, Raskolnikov and

Luzhin represent two different types of rationality, abstractly speculative

and socially conditioned, so that they "in their own interest have so

distorted everything they've touched that they have decidedly befouled

the whole cause" (" , ,, "), as

Razumikhin points out.

Another representative of excessive rationality in the novel, Lebezyat-

nikov, belongs to the "powerful, all-knowing, all-despising, and all-

exposing circles"(",,"). Unlike Raskolnikov, Lebezyatnikov is not a

"monomaniac" but rather a "fellow-traveler." Lebezyatnikov' s character

lacks profundity; thus, he turns into a parody of the generation of the 60s.

Both Khomyakov and Kireevsky connect the propensity towards

excessive rationality with the West. In his article, "About the Character of

European Enlightenment and Its Relation to the Enlightenment in Russia"

("O ") (1852), Kireevsky defines rather broadly the

difference between the historically Russian way of thinking with the

Western one: On the one hand, we deal with the integrity and wisdom() of the "ancient Russian type of enlightenmenf ("-"), on the other hand, with the split

6: 378.490.

6:116, 149.

6:278, 363.
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consciousness and excessive rationality of Western European thought. In

his turn, Khomyakov defines Western European consciousness as

"solitary" and "anti-communal"(",""-") because

knowledge for him is not primarily an individual phenomenon, nor is it

reducible to logic. Kireevsky links the decline of the Russian type of

enlightenment to the schism in the Russian Orthodox Church that led to

the gradual substitution of the spirit of the Orthodox teaching with "the

respect for external formalities"(" ") and

"the aspiration towards foreign forms and sensibilities"("
").^^ One may say, then, that the whole

puose of Raskolnikov's Odyssey is to return to the roots of the spiritual

wisdom inherent in the Russian national type of enlightenment, to recover

his integral knowledge, his capacity to harmonize his mind with his heart.

Kireevsky' s and Khomyakov' s description of abstract "solitary" mind

is quite useful for understanding Raskolnikov's precarious predicament.

When isolated from all other sides of human nature, the mind turns into

an "abstract syllogism that accepts nothing but its own deductive

reasoning"(", ,
"),"

^ thereby enclosing it in an "abstract dialectic

circle" ' "), says

Kireevsky.""^ According to Khomyakov, excessive rationality leads to the

"deadening of spirif(" "), which can be clearly seen in

Raskolnikov: "Everything was blank and dead, like the stones he was

walking on, dead for him, for him alone..." ("Bee ,, , ,
...")."^ Resurrection, thus, should be understood as the victory over

excessive rationality, which the epilogue to Crime and Punishment

describes as leaving the circle of abstracted dialectics for the spheres

lying above rational thinking. Dostoevsky writes of Raskolnikov: "Instead

of dialectics, there was life, and something completely different had to

work itself out in his consciousness"(", -
")."'^ The fog that "suddenly fell around him and confined him in a

hopeless and heavy solitude"("
" .., , 2 (: ., 1861), .278-279.

Kireevsky, 232.

Kireevsky, 234.

^: 135; 174.

6:422; 550.
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")^^ in the beginning of the novel

lifts. Using hesychast notions, one could say that Raskolnikov finally

"brings his mind to his heart" or, in Kireyevsky's terms, "subdues [his]

abstract mind"(" ").
different fate awaits Svidrigailov, another "martyr" of rationalism.

Unlike Raskolnikov, who suffers only from overindulgence of the mind,

Svidrigailov^^ suffers from sensual intemperance as well. According to

Kireevsky, excessive emphasis on human intellect and senses is embodied

in two schools of gnoseology, rationalism and empiricism. Such emphasis

signals disharmony. In hesychasm, body or flesh is not viewed

dualistically, as the opposite of spirit. Rather, it is seen as an integral part

of man's overall being that, along with mind and soul, participates in his

journey towards deification. Explaining hesychast anthropology, S.

IGioruzhiy says:

As an empirical being, man is usually far from being whole and unified. When
he is immersed in it [empirical experience] without resisting its forces, it affects

his integrity first of all: his mind wonders, distracted by various thoughts; his

soul is torn by contradictory passions; his body indulges in perversions and

excesses. Such a man must, first of all, overcome this chaos, this inner

contradictions and dissipation, must gather himself from scattered multiplicity

into unity. [B, ., ,: , ,, -. , ,, ,, — .]^^
The "thick milky fog" that surrounds Svidrigailov on the morning of his

suicide represents the chaos of his contradictory passions and impulses.

Unable to overcome this chaos, he perishes.

St. Symeon the New Theologian remarks that "if one desires to be

reborn spiritually, one must begin this journey towards light with the

assuage of one's passions, or with the protection of one's heart, for it is

impossible to assuage the passions without if (" ...-

6:335; 439.

His last name originates from the name of a Lithuanian duke who betrayed Orthodoxy

by converting to Catholicism, which points to his vacillating nature..8" ",..
http://magazine.mospsy.ru/nomer8/s02.shtml.
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passions with building a house, pointing out that spiritual rebirth

presumes painstaking labor. Svidrigailov, however, sees himself as

incapable of such labor. He represents what, in Kireevsky's words, is a

"committed striving towards intentional disintegration of inner con-

sciousness"(""), which "splits the very core of one's spirif(" ").^^ Well aware of the

destructive nature of his passions, Svidrigailov is not willing to give them

up. He follows the path of "intentional disintegration" of his inner being

to its logical end, physical self-destruction. Raskolnikov, on the other

hand, is granted the opportunity to overcome the implacable logic of split

consciousness.

Raskolnikov' s mysterious attraction to both Svidrigailov and Sonya

as his potential "saviors" exemplifies a lost soul's dilemma, to follow

one's head or to follow one's heart: "And yet here he was hurrying to

Svidrigailov; could it be that he expected something new from him

—

directions, a way out?... Could it be fate, or some instinct, bringing them

together? ... Perhaps it was not Svidrigailov but someone else he

needed... Sonya?" ("A - -; - ,,
?... , ?..., -, - ...
?")^^ By ultimately choosing Sonya, Raskolnikov chooses to listen

to his nature rather than his flawed logic.

As St. Isaak Sirin points out, "the heart... reaches its purity through

suffering, sorrow... and self-renunciation" ("...,... "),^ ^ principle that helps us understand the hesychastic essence

of Sonya' s character. Her faith, as Raskolnikov supposes, might have

been bom and grown stronger not only during her life trials as a

prostitute, but also much earlier, in her adolescence, "when she was still

in the family, with her unfortunate father and her grief-maddened

,«», http://st-jhouse.narod.ru/biblio/symeonl .htm.

" ," . 273.

6:354; 463. ,«»,
http://www.hesychasm.ru/library/isaaksr/txt03.htm.
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Stepmother"(" ,
")/" Her name Sophia stems from the Greek word,

which means "skill," "knowledge," "wisdom." In Judaism and

Christianity, Sophia represents personified wisdom, which in hesychasm

is connected with the intelligence of the heart.

Following biblical traditions, Kireevsky notes that "once the mind

and heart have been already touched by God's truth, the degree of formal

education becomes irrelevant" (" -,").^^ According to Kireevsky, what is important is not

"one's fomal education"(""), but "a higher spiritual

discemmenf(" ").^^ Marmeladov lets us know
in Part One that Sonya's formal education is rather meager. Nevertheless,

well-educated Raskolnikov feels her superiority and tries to understand

what sustains her, keeps her from losing her mind or "ending it all at

once" in the unbearable conditions in which she lives. Raskolnikov

intuitively grasps that Sonya's salvation is in her "pure heart" because "all

this shame obviously touched her only mechanically; no true depravity,

not even a drop of it, had yet penetrated her heart" (" ,, ;
").^^ Thus, in the hesychastic

terms, the root of her being, her heart, had not been touched by sin,

allowing her to remain strong in spirit despite external circumstances.

Speaking in the words of one of Dostoevsky's favorite elders, Tikhon

Zadonsky, Sonya represents the type of wisdom that is different in every

respect from Raskolnikov' s wisdom. Tikhon Zadonsky says:

Spiritual wisdom is different from worldly wisdom in every respect. The

woddly wisdom is proud; the spiritual one is humble. The worldly wisdom is

self-loving; the spiritual one is God-loving. The worldly wisdom is impatient

and angry; the spiritual one is patient and meek.... For the worldly wisdom,

humility, deprecation, suffering, and the Cross of Christ are madness; for the

spiritual wisdom they are a great learning.(, . ,

—

. -, —.,, —, ...

6:250; 326., , .2, .299.
Kireevsky, 311.

6:247; 323.
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Embodying these polar opposite qualities, Sonya and Raskolnikov

exemplify the wisdom of the heart and the mind. Raskolnikov's

resurrection exemplifies his conversion to the wisdom of the heart.

Gregory Palama begins "Svyatogorsk tomos" (''
TOMOc") with the following epigraph: "In defense of those who adhere to

holy silence and against those who, having no experience and disbeliev-

ing the saints, reject the indescribable and mysterious actions (of the

energy) of the Spirit that acts in those who live in the Spirit and becomes

known through example, not through reasoning" ("B, ,, , ,() ,, ").^^ Holy silence is one

of the most important traditions of hesychasm, one that, as no other

practice, helps bring the mind into the heart. Sonya represents this

practice as well in her skill at keeping silence in response to

Raskolnikov's mind games. In this respect, Sonya' s silence but

simultaneous active conduct in Siberia is of special interest. Fearing her

religious moralizing at the beginning of his penal servitude, Raskolnikov

is surised to notice that "she never once spoke of it, never once even

offered him the Gospels. He had asked her for it himself not long before

his illness, and she had silently brought him the book" (", .,
"). Sonya's silence can be explained by her

understanding that Raskolnikov's resurrection cannot happen at will; it

depends on God's grace. As Gregory Palama says, any act of virtue is

achieved through aligning one's being with God's energies, and this

"mysterious alignment takes place through grace" ("
ao-a").^^

. ,
2(.-: .., 1912), .23.

^'^. ,«»,
http://www.heysychasm.ru/library/palamas/tomos.htm.

6:422; 550.
^^. .«»,

http://www.hesychasm.ru/library/palamas/tomos.htm.
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Raskolnikov's miraculous awakening rewards Sonya's patient

silence: ''And what were they, all, all those torments of the past!

Everything, even his crime, even his sentence and exile, seemed to him

now, in the first impulse, to be some strange, external fact, as if it had not

even happened to him" (" , !, , ,, ,-,,
")."^^ For the first time, he sees the

path to the consciousness beyond intellect, which, in Kireevsky's words,

is given as "the highest ideal towards which the faith-based mind can

strive, the very limit of an elevated thought, the guiding star that shines in

the sky and, being reflected in the heart, leads the mind's way towards the

truth" (" ,, ,, , ,
").^

^ Raskolnikov's eventual awakening signals

his recovery exemplified by the shift towards hoUistic, integral

knowledge.

And finally Razumikhin, whose very name suggests wisdom, is very

interesting precisely from the point of view of integral knowledge.

Razumikhin as a character reveals the narrow-mindedness of rationality,

not only practically, by his conduct, which as such is evidence of his pure

heart, but also intellectually, in heated arguments with the morally corrupt

ideas of his generation. Such a combination of action and argumentation

is not an accident because neither the Orthodox tradition, nor the

Slavophiles reject rationality as such. For example, Kireevsky, while

criticizing the decline of interest in philosophy in the West, notes that it is

closely connected with the desperate desire to save faith through

sweeping rejection of reason. He writes that faith cannot be saved by the

rejection of reason and that faith and reason should not be viewed as

antagonistic notions, for "religion that cannot tolerate the light of science

and reason is worthless, much the same way as the faith that is antithetical

to reason is worthless" (" ,? ,
?").'^^ Similarly, in hesychasm, intellect is not

dismissed or denigrated but is redeemed through the guidance of higher

wisdom. Dostoevsky often emphasized the idea of unity between intellect

6:422; 550.

" ," 308-309., , .2, .283.
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and faith in his joumahstic articles while discussing the possible

reunification of the intelligentsia with the people. With all his reverence

for the Russian peasant's capacity for faith, Dostoevsky does not diminish

the benefits of knowledge and education, w^ich are embodied in the

intelligentsia/"'

In Crime and Punishment. Razumikhin represents the unity of

intellect, common sense, and spirit. On the one hand, Dostoevsky entmsts

him with the open criticism of the intellectual excesses of his generation,

such as the criticism of the theory of 'National egoism,'' Raskolnikov's

theory of ordinär}^ and extraordinary people, and less directly, the

extremes of the women's question.^^ On the other hand, Razumikhin not

only speaks about his convictions, he also lives according to them, and, as

a result, turns into one of the most important characters in the novel. As

Dostoevsky writes about him in his drafts of the novel, he becomes

indispensable to the rest of the characters; he often plays the role of a

mediator and ''saves everything" (" "). In the drafts of the

novel, Dostoevsky also describes Razumikhin as "a very strong

personality" (" "). As a strong character he

contrasts with the weak and divided against himself Raskolnikov. He
personifies that integrity, that fusion of intellect and moral intuition,

which the overly rational Raskolnikov is lacking so desperately.

One of Razumikhin' s major characteristics frequently emphasized in

the novel is dobrota, w^ich has a double meaning of kindness and

integrity or virtue. In hesychasm, dobrota and intellect () are intricately

integrated into one faculty, for "There is no need to study sciences if

one's soul does not live a virtuous and God-pleasing life"(", \
"). It is significant that Raskolnikov seems to be

aware of the special, hesychastic, quality of Razumikhin' s mind,

confusing kindness and intellect, w^en he says to him during their first

meeting: "Well, listen: I came to you because aside from you I don't

know anyone who would help. . . to start. . . because you're kinder than the

"^^ For instance, in A Writer's Diœy for Februar}' 1876 he writes:",, , ,,,-, ., . ,, , sine qua non:, . ..." PSS 22:45.

^ See Part II, chapter 2, in which Razumikhin discusses the German text for translation.

"Is Woman a Human Being?".. , http: hesychasm.ru librar\- dobro txt03.htm.
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rest of them

—

smarter, that is..." ("Hy,: ,, QCTh... '^).^^

With his dihgence, kindness, and common sense, Razumikhin

represents the wise alternative to the feverishly obsessive rationality of

his generation. We read of him for the first time at the very beginning of

the novel, when Raskolnikov almost goes to him for help. Symbolically,

this failed attempt represents Raskolnikov' s last chance not to lose his

reason and not to commit the crime. After his first visit to Razumikhin in

the second part of the novel, Raskolnikov again is given a chance to

recover his reason, to come to his senses(""). On the way
from Razumikhin, Raskolnikov stops to look at the domes of a familiar

cathedral, which, as he remembers, has always evoked nothing but

"inexplicable chill"(" ") in him. A dome is an

Orthodox symbol of wisdom, but for Raskolnikov the majestic panorama

of the domes is filled with "a mute and deaf spirif("
")."^^ In such scenes, Razumikhin 's presence in the background is a

silent reminder of the wisdom of the heart that is muted in overly rational

Raskolnikov.

As Razumikhin explains, his real last name is Vrazumikhin. The key

to understanding the meaning of this variant of his name can be found in

Kireevsky's discussion of reason and wisdom. Kireevsky writes, "The

development of natural reason is but a stepping stone for higher wisdom.

Being superior to natural reason, higher wisdom warns it [vrazumlyaet]

that it has digressed from its inborn integrity. In so doing, it returns reason

to its lofty state" (" [], , -, ,, --
")."^^ In Kireevsky's interpretation, the verb vrazumlyat' comes

close to the hesychast notion of "bringing one's mind to one's heart,"

which makes Vrazumikhin the measure of wisdom in the novel.

St. Isaac the Syrian explains three states of the soul in Ascetic Advice{): a natural, an unnatural, and a supernatural

state. "The natural state of the soul is the knowledge of God's creatures,

both through the senses and mental. The supernatural state of the soul is

the excitement towards the acceptance of God's essence. The unnatural

6:88; 1 1 1-12 (emphasis added).

6:90; 114., , .2, .31 1, (emphasis added).
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State of the soul is the movement of the soul in those who are tormented

by worldly passions"('', .. "). Both Raskolnikov and, at times, Sonya are

notable for their excited state, presence of passion, which is alien to a

more grounded Razumikhin. As such, Sonya, Raskolnikov, and

Razumikhin represent Isaac the Syrian's different states of the soul.

Sonya and Raskolnikov represent the opposite poles of the supernatural

and unnatural states of the soul. It is not without reason that the concept

of madness is so prominent in the major scenes of meetings between

Raskolnikov and Sonya, '4he murderer and the harlof ("
")."" It is not always easy to determine which of the two

characters is mad in these scenes. Sonya' s fervor is essentially different

from Raskolnikov' s restless excitement by virtue of its Godly origin

because, according to Isaak the Syrian, "any passion that serves virtue

comes from God"(", ,
"). On the other hand, Razumikhin represents the type of wisdom() that is called common sense. The sobomost' of

Razumikhin's and Sonya's consciousness is obvious, however. It is

expressed in their limitless capacity for empathy, "some sort of insatiable

compassion" ("-- "), in Sonya's

case."^^ Thus, they represent hesychastic knowledge of the heart and stand

in sharp contrast to the overly rational generation of the "men of the 60s,"

who lacked sobriety of mind and integrity of spirit. "Bringing their mind

to their heart," purification from worldly passions, and finding inner

integrity are presented by Dostoevsky as the key steps for their recovery.

.«».
http://www.hesychasm.nL'library/isaaksr/txt03.htm.
^°

6: 251-52; 328.

6: 243; 318 (Dostoevsk}''s emphasis).
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The present study aims to shed new light on the inner symbolic

architecture of Crime and Punishment by focusing on the relationship

between Raskolnikov's sickness and the cultural legacy of Peter the

Great. Despite Dostoevsky's belief in the historical necessity of Peter,

who he felt stimulated the development of Russia's national self-

consciousness, by the mid- 1860s he nonetheless concurred with the

Slavophiles that the Petrine cultural inheritance represented a kind of

national "sickness" from which educated Russians still needed to free

themselves."^

In an article published in The Contemporary {Sovrememnk) in January 1859,

Dobroliubov is sarcastically reflecting on recent debate in Russian periodicals about the

conditions under which the serfs should be freed. A relatively literal translation might be.

"...literature was all astir [last year] about this: is it necessary to redeem a soul, or just to

release it for penitence?" The phrase otpustit' dushu no pokaianie figuratively means "to let

someone go in peace;" the use of "soul" {dusha) here refers specifically to a serf, but

Dobroliubov is playing off both meanings, "soul" and "serf" just as he is playing off various

connotations of the word "redeem" {vypkupat'). N. A. Dobroliubov, "Literatumye melochi

proshlogo goda," Sobranie sochinenii v trekh tomakh (Moskva: Gos. Izd-vo Khudo-

zhestvennoi literatury, 1950-52), vol. 2, 45.

" See, for example, his 1862 article "Two Camps of Theorists." Defending what he calls

the overall idea behind Peter the Great's reforms, Dostoevsky is nevertheless predominantly

negative in his evaluation of Peter's reign, methods and legacy: "But as a fact Peter was in the

highest degree counter to the narod."" He faults Peter in particular for the despotic manner in
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For Dostoevsky, the Emancipation of 1861 liberated the serfs from

external or legal bondage, but it did not free the educated class from the

spiritual bondage and national guilt that were byproducts of the Petrine

reforms. Dostoevsky explores the figurative "psychic serfdom" of the

educated class in Crime and Punishment, where Raskolnikov's sickness is

symbolically linked to a loss of will (volia) and, at the subtextual level, to

an instance of Biblical possession. Raskolnikov thus "pawns" far more
than material goods when he visits the pawnbroker—he also figuratively

pawns his free will. Dostoevsky highlights Raskolnikov's need to

exorcise the "demon" of the Petrine spirit through a carefully encoded

allusion to a passage from Mark 9, where Jesus drives a demon from a

possessed son. Raskolnikov desires to redeem the suffering he sees

around him, but he fails to recognize that he must first redeem himself

spiritually from the psychic serfdom he has involuntarily inherited as a

figurative child of Peter. In order to liberate himself from his spiritual

serfdom, Raskolnikov needs to drive out this Petrine cultural demon and

redeem {iskupit ') himself through suffering and reunion with the narod.

Readers of Crime and Punishment have traditionally associated

Raskolnikov and his theory with Napoleon, not Peter the Great, and the

text—at least on the surface—appears to support such an interpretation.

Excessive attention to Napoleon has obscured the significance of Peter

the Great and his legacy at the deeper, subtextual layers of the novel.

Close attention to the drafts of Crime and Punishment reveals that during

the conceptual phase Peter the Great was central to the shape of the future

novel. In a surviving fragment from Dostoevsky's notebooks that has

been linked to Crime and Punishment, Dostoevsky foregrounds the

Petrine era as a kind of watershed leading toward inactivity, amorality and

drunkenness in his day:

which he carried out his reforms, which were "primarily directed toward the external" and

were a "betrayal of the national spirit," since "despotism is not at all in the spirit of the

narod."" The piece ends with the hope that it is the capacity of Russians for examining their

"ulcers" in full view that is a pledge (zalog) of future renewal from the national sickness. The

term Dostoevsky uses for pledge here carries connotations of a security deposit and is

associated with the pawning of goods (otdat ' v zalog, "to pawn; vykupit ' iz zaioga, "to redeem

pawned goods." The word Dostoevsky uses in Crime and Punishment, zaklad, is formed from

the same verb pair as the word zalog (zakladyvat'/zalozhit'). More will be said on the

significance of metaphors related to pawning and redemption in the body of the paper, but for

the present 1 would emphasize their appearance in the "Two Camps of Theorists" article in

conjunction with Dostoevsky's negative evaluation of Peter the Great.
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THE DRUNKARDS

- We drink because we have no activity {delà net).

- You're lying—[it's] because we have no morals (nravstvennosti net).

- But that's why we have no morals—we haven't had any activity for a

long time (150 years).^

The reference to one hundred and fifty years seems to imply a causal link

between the Petrine era and the drunkenness and moral depravity in the

Russia of Dostoevsky's day. In Crime and Punishment Razumikhin

expresses similar sentiments during an argument with Pyotr Petrovich

Luzhin: ''we have been educated to steer clear of any kind of activity for

about two hundred years now."^ Luzhin' s humorously inept counterargu-

ments end with the proclamation, "In a word, we have irrevocably cut

ourselves off from the past, and that, in my opinion, is already

activity...." Significantly, Luzhin's remark echoes the thoughts of

Raskolnikov on the Nikolaevsky Bridge shortly after the murders, when
he feels "as if he had cut himself off . . . from everyone and everything."

'

The reprehensible Luzhin, who implicitly functions as the defender of

Peter's legacy in the exchange with Razumikhin, is one of the many
symbolic "children of Peter" {Petrovich, Petrovna) in the novel.

Dostoevsky likely uses the patronymic Petrovich/Petrovna so frequently

in order to highlight the idea that the majority of the present-day populace

would qualify as figurative "children" of Russia's first Father of the

Fatherland. Characters with a patronymic symbolically linking them to

Peter the Great include: Pyotr Petrovich Luzhin, Porfiry Petrovich, Ilya

Petrovich, Nastasya Petrovna, and Marfa Petrovna.

Dostoevsky's Writer's Notebooks from 1864-1865 contain multiple

references to Peter the Great. A drawing made in his Notebooks in the

summer of 1865 depicts two contrasting portraits of Peter the Great. The

top portrait is a shaly defined image of Peter's head; it is based on the

mechanical "wax figure" prepared by Rastrelli using Peter's death mask.

In the apt phrasing of Konstantin Barsht, the darker, more finished sketch

' PSS, VII. 5, fn. 1. The Drunkards is typically linked to chapters of the novel featuring

Marmeladov.

A , PSS, VI. 115.

^ , , .-,-, PSS, VI, 115;, PSS, VI, 90.
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at the top resembles "a face-mask frozen in its deadly immobility."^

Dostoevsky's darker image of Peter is balanced by a second, far less

distinct sketch directly below it. The lower image is only faintly outlined,

as if Dostoevsky were less certain of his vision. These contrasting

portraits of Peter convey in condensed pictorial form the duality at the

heart of Dostoevsky's evaluation of Peter's legacy. The split image of

Peter's head, with the darker image dominant, also suggests the

possibility of a link to the split in Raskolnikov, whose tormented psyche

continually appears to shift between poles of selfless kindness and

spiteful loathing. In the words of Razumikhin, at times it is "as if there

really were two opposing characters in him, changing places with each

other."^

The drafts and notebooks for Crime and Punishment suggest Peter the

Great was intended as a primary inspiration for Raskolnikov' s theory of

the extraordinary individual. The notebooks for the third and final draft

contain the following notes regarding Raskolnikov' s first meeting with

Sonia: "But I needed to take the first step. I need power... I don't want to

dream, I want to take action. I want to take action myself. (The Dutchman

Peter). The first person speaker who "needs power" and wants to "take

action" {delat') is Raskolnikov, but the parenthetical remark about the

"Dutchman Peter" is Dostoevsky's own characterization of Raskolnikov's

remark. Thus for Dostoevsky Raskolnikov's desire for power is

characteristic of "The Dutchman Peter." Raskolnikov's link to Peter the

Great returns several times in the drafts, most often during meetings

between Sonia and Raskolnikov. Sonia urges him to be patient, and he

replies, "Why should I be patient. The Dutchman."^ Thus it would appear

that even at late stages in Dostoevsky's work on the novel (i.e., in his

notes for the final draft) the associations with Peter the Great are still

conscious on the part of Raskolnikov, since it is he who refers directly to

"The Dutchman" in answer to Sonia's plea for patience. This inter-

pretation is confirmed by a notation from the notebooks, labeled "NB Of

^ Konstantin Barsht, Risimki v rukopisiakh Dostoevskogo (Sankt-Peterburg: Formika,

1996), 54; 57. Without attempting to read too deeply into the significance of the darker

drawing, I would note the associative ties of Rastrelli's "wax figure" with mechanism, masks,

and especially death.

' PSS,W\, 165.

^ Ho . ... ,. .(), PSS, VII, 153.

^— . . .— ., PSS, VII, 189. Compare Raskolnikov's impatience to Dostoevsky's assertion in

'Two Camps": "This was Peter's mistake, that he wanted everything at once" {PSS, XX, 14).
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Utmost importance/' in which Dostoevsky plans that Raskolnikov will tell

Sonia about "the Holland method'" in order to prepare her for his

subsequent confession.^*"'

The presence of multiple transparent references to Peter the Great in

the drafts raises a crucial question—why did Dostoevsky decide to

remove explicit references to Peter in the final version? I propose that

Dostoevsky decided to submerge Raskolnikov" s likeness to Peter the

Great deep within the sub textual layering of the novel in order to suggest

Raskolnikov" s inability to recognize, on a conscious level, his inheritance

of the '^sickness"" of the educated classes. Although it is still implied

symbolically and through literar}^ allusions, Raskolnikov never demon-

strates a fully conscious awareness of his link to Peter. Instead, this

knowledge remains buried deep within Raskolnikov' s subconscious.^^ In

this way Raskolnikov's situation parallels the Slavophiles' discussion of

the educated class, who are said to^ the ^'sickness"' of Petrine culture

in them unconsciously as an inherent part of their cultural education.

Although not consciously aware of it, Raskolnikov's psyche is literally

"possessed'" by the Petrine spirit: he is "infected" and spiritually "torn" by

the nefarious dukh of Peter the Great. Raskolnikov's despotic desire for

power, coupled with his hubris and scorn for the uarod and his rational

plan to test an abstract theor}' on living flesh—all these traits trace to the

spiritual legacy of Russia's first "Father of the Fatherland".

For Dostoevsky, the "Tsar-Liberator" Alexander II fulfilled a major

obligation towards the people on 3 March [19 February O.S.] 1861—the

external or legal obligation of emancipating the serfs—thereby putting an

end to the abominable, state-sponsored institution the Slavophiles

associated primarily \\ ith Peter the Great. The Emancipation Manifesto

ushered in the chance for a genuine "exodus" {iskhod) from the vicious

circle of Petrine cultural enslavement.^' Yet it still remained for the

'^' \B . PSS. VII. 190. italics in

original.

Dostoevsky buries Raskolniko\ "s inherited "disease" in the subtextual layering of the

no\"el. w here he implies Raskolniko\'*s inheritance of the Petrine cultural mantle through a

web of intertextual. Biblical, and cultural allusions. In a similar manner, Dostoe\"sky

submerges Raskolnikov's cognizance of his illness and need for redemption (iskuplenie) deep

within Raskolniko^s subconscious. Raskolnikov may faintly sense that he is ill. but he

nonetheless remains unable to fathom the root causes of the disease or how seriously it is

damaging his psyche.

Dostoe\ sky"s use of the "exodus" metaphor likely traces to the Slavophiles. In 1865

pieces for The Day h an Aksako\" singles out France as the paramount embodiment of the

Petrine "state principle" in modem times, thereby implying a clear analog}' bet^^een Peter the
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educated class to free itself from the spiritual bondage or "psychic

serfdom" that was a byproduct of Petrine cultural reform. In this regard it

is vital to bear in mind that the verb "to redeem" {vykupat'/vykupit'),

which Dostoevsky employs in relation to Raskolnikov's pawned goods, is

likewise a term commonly used in post-Emancipation Russia to describe

how newly liberated peasants purchased the land from their landlords.

Great and Napoleon. According to him, the French people continue to sacrifice their "inner

freedom" to this "idol (kimiir), by which he means the underlying "state principle"; as a result,

they "suffer and are sick, but they do not see a way ouf {iskhod; in Russian the word suggests

both a way out and an 'exodus'; Aksakov, II, 217-21 S). In Crime and Punishment

Raskolnikov reflects, "...a real master, for whom everything is permitted ...forgets his army

in Egypt...and they erect monuments (kumiry) to him... No, these people do not have a body,

but are of bronze!" Petersburg is thus a symbolic "urban desert" from which the "psychic

slave" Raskolnikov must seek an exodus. Raskolnikov dreams of an oasis "in Egypf where

he is "drinking water, directly from a stream," but it is precisely water, with its connotations

of baptism and Christian rebirth, that he refuses throughout the novel. "Can it really be that I

wished to fix everything with Razumikhin alone and to find a way out (iskhod)..." he reflects

shortly before committing the crime. Then while contemplating suicide in the canal: "'Well,

so that is a way out {iskhod)V he thought. 'Nonetheless, 11 end it, because I want...Yet is that

really a way out {iskhod)?'"" The term reappears ironically in reference to Sonia: '"Can it

really be that she is awaiting a miracle? And probably she is. Is that not a sign of madness?'

He paused stubbornly on this thought. He liked this way out (iskhod) even more than any

other." Finally the term again appears in relation to Sonia, but this time without irony:

"Coming to Sonia, he felt that all of his hope and his entire way out (iskhod) was in her."

Significantly, Sonia is associated with St. Mary of Egypt, a prostitute who converted to

Christianity and withdrew to the Egyptian desert.

Dostoevsky purchased the first volume of K. Aksakov' s collected works in 1862-1863:

see Boris Tikhomirov, "Kjiigi, kuplennye Dostoevskim v 1862-1863 gg. v knizhnom

magazine A. F. Bazunova," Dostoevskii i mirovaia kul'tura. No. 18 (2003): 158-169. This

volume, which blames Peter for introducing 150 years of national guilt into Russia via the

state-sponsored institution of serfdom, is one of the most negative evaluations of Peter's reign

and influence in print; it ends with the following pithy pronouncement:

We [educated Russians] are like the Egyptians who saw Egypt; we will not see

Palestine, but [we will see] a blessing if we find a way out of Egypt and free ourselves

from the Egyptian work given to us by the West! [Konstantin Aksakov, Polnoe

sobranie sochinenii, vol I (Moskva: Tipografiia P. Bakhmeteva, 1861): 232]

Compare K. Aksakov's analogy to the following sentiments from Dostoevsky's Writer's

Diary:

Yet we still have a right to be concerned about our reeducation and our exodus from

the land of Egy^pt. For it is we who have created from Europe a kind of spiritual Egypt

for ourselves. {A Writer's Diary, II, 1373; my italics)

Debate in journals about how the serfs should be liberated and how vykup should

function began in advance of 1861, often in Aesopian language. Chemyshevsky and

Dobroliubov were largely disillusioned by the actual manifesto and the terms of vykup. In

"Vnutrennee obozrenie" Dobroliubov, speaking in Aesopian language, laments, "I know our
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The noun vykup refers specifically to the redemption payment to the

landlord for the calculated cost of the land, but it was used as a shorthand

temi for the entire complex process by which serfs were to be freed. Since

the peasants had no money, the govemmient acted as a mediator, paying

the landlords on behalf of the peasantry. The serfs were then expected to

pay back the "loan" through redemption payments, plus interest, or

protsenty—another vital component in this system reflected in Crime and
Punishment. Serfs officially received their external liberation from the

Emancipation Manifesto, but this legal "liberation"' {volia) was still

dependent on the process of lykup.
^"^

In the opening section of Crime and Punishment we observée

Raskolnikov promising "to redeem" {vykupit') the goods he brings to

pawn, including his father's w^atch,^^^ with all of its symbolic potential in

climate (klimat) is not of the kind to help a consumptive return to health {chtoby pomoch
'

chakhotochnomu vyzdorovet'). In Dobroliubov's Aesopian language the term "consumptive"

functions as a metaphor for the peasantr>-. while klimat refers to the political and social

climate in the countn,'. N. A. Dobroliubow "Vnutrennee obozrenie." Polnoe sobranie

sochinenii. Vol. 5 (Moskva: Khudozhestvennaia literatura. 1941). 209. Dostoevsky's use of

the consumpti\ e trope in the person of Katerina Ivanovna may well be an intentional inversion

of Dobroliubow since in Crime and Punishment Katerina Ivanovna is a member of the

educated class who suffers from consumption. Her hubristic delusions of her own importance

are at once comical and tragic, and if Dostoevsky's in\ersion of the trope is indeed

intentional, it underlines his essential disagreement with Dobroliubov about who the real

"unhealthy one" is. the peasantr>- or the educated class. Dostoe\ sky"s use of the consumpti\ e

trope, if intentional, would add considerably more depth to the rather one-sided caricature of

"liberal" views that \\q tmd in the person of Lebeziatnikov.
'"^ My understanding of the process of vykup is based on a consultation of various sources

including, but not limited to: E. P. Tolmachev. Aleksandr II i ego vremia, vol 1 (Moscow^:

TERRA-Knizhnyi klub. 1998): Krest'ianskaia reforma v Rossii 1861 goda: sbornik

zakonodatel'nykh aktov, ed. K. A. Sofronenko (Moscow: Gos. Izd-vo lurid. Literatur}^ 1954);

L. N. Voronov, Krest'ianskaia reforma. 19-go fevralia 1861-1911 (Moscow: Kommissiia po

organizatsii obshcheobrazovaternykh chtenii.... 1911). For a recent over\-iew in English of

the process, the events leading up to it. and the aftermath of the reforms, see: David Moon.

The AboUtion of Sei-fdom in Russia. 1762-1907 (London: Pearson Education Limited. 2001).

Dostoevsky is using metaphors related to the entire post-Emancipation process in order to

explore concerns that are less visible and therefore more of a danger— 1 ) the need for Russian

society to heal itself (and liberate itself) from the guik associated with the national crime of

serfdom: 2) the need for the educated classes to liberate their "minds and hearts from the kind

of serfdom in which Europe held [them] for two centuries" (Dostoevsky. A Writer's Diaiy:

Vohmie 2, 1877-1 881. tr. Kenneth Lantz, p. 1358).

The image of the watch may suggest a kind of apocalyptic "clock" that is ticking in

relation to the "sickness" suffered by Raskolnikov (i.e.. his final dream of a great plague,

which will be discussed towards the end of this essay). The \\atch also recalls the

Enlightenment notion of "God the watchmaker."
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relation to the Tsar-Father^^ and God. He tells the pawnbroker, who is,

significantly, also literally a "percent-taker" (protsentshchitsa), "I will

redeem [it, the watch is] my father's" (" Vykupliu, ottsovskie [chasyY)}^

When she replies that he must pay the interest [protsent) in advance,

Raskolnikov seems taken aback. Given the historical context behind

Dostoevsky's novel, the metaphors in this exchange resonate powerfully

with those involved in the Emancipation process. The pawnbroker's reply

is terse but meaning-laden: ""Vasha volia^ she says, holding out the

watch. Conversationally her response might be rendered, "As you wish,"

but such a translation fails to convey the metaphorical connection of volia

to the emancipation of the serfs. Volia likewise contains strong existential

connotations and can thus be rendered as both "freedom" and "will."^^

Raskolnikov' s action in the opening of the novel suggests, in

symbolic microcosm, what he wishes to do on a much larger scale—^to

"redeem" the suffering and injustice he sees around him by gaining access

to a large sum of money. What he does not consciously recognize,

however, is that as a member of educated society, he is already in a state

of "psychic serfdom," due to his inheritance of the Petrine legacy.

Moreover, by looking for a "way ouf ' through immoral means, he is

trying to redeem himself and others in a manner that apes the despotic

Peter the Great was the first tsar to take on the titles Emperor and Father of the

Fatherland in 1721. On one level Raskolnikov is clearly a kind of son figure rebelling against

Peter and the tsar-fathers (i.e., tsar-batiushka) in the manner of Pushkin's Evgenii, but he is

also called "father" (batiushka) throughout the novel by the pawnbroker and Porfiry

Petrovich. Significantly, Katerina Ivanovna appeals for mercy to the Tsar-father, but he is

notably absent from the action, as is Raskolnikov' s own father, whom we only see briefly in a

dream.

PSS, VI, 9. Dostoevsky does not use the term protsentshchitsa in the opening scenes,

but he employs it no less than eight times. He does use the terms protsent and protsenty,

however, where they appear in close proximity to the verb vykupit' and the noun volia.

References to percentages and calculations are scattered throughout the novel.

The term volia is used in Russian translations of the German term for Wille, as in

Schopenhauer's The World as Will and Idea (1818) and On the Freedom of the Will (1839).

Thus Dostoevsky symbolically loads his opening scene at the pawnbroker's with embedded

allusions to a concrete historical event—the 1861 Emancipation—but his tropes still retain the

potential to signify in philosophical, religious and existential terms.

Svidrigailov serves as an example of the inability to bring forth spiritual redemption

using monetary or material means. Although he does use his money to do "good deeds" just

prior to committing suicide, his relations with Marfa Petrovna, who "redeemed him" from his

gambling debts in the hope of reforming him, did not bring the results she had hoped for.

Their "contracf meant nothing to Svidrigailov—an indication that legal reforms alone cannot

bring lasting redemption. Svidrigailov's relation to the theme of redemption deserves separate

consideration, but it is also clear that Dostoevsky consciously intertwines his use of

vykupat'/vykupit' in relation to both Raskolnikov and Svidrigailov.
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Peter the Great: he oversteps moral law in an impatient attempt to acquire

the material means for realizing his plan while testing his theory, one

rooted in the idea that masses of human beings can justifiably be treated

like material by extraordinaiy individuals. Yet what Raskolnikov and the

educated class need in order to bring about real transfomiation is not

redemption through economic means, not vykuplenie. but inner spiritual

"redemption,'" or iskuplenie. They need redemption from the sickness that

plagues the educated class of Russia. The verb iskupit' is closely

connected to Christ as the spiritual "Redeemer" (IskupiteV):

Raskolniko\ "s mother asks in her letter, "Do you still believe in the

goodness of the Creator and our Redeemer?" In section IV of Part Tive

Sonia tellingly urges Raskolnikov he must accept suffering and "redeem

himself by means of it'* {iskupit ' sebia im). Finally, at the end of the novel

we are told that Raskolniko\" "now knew with ^^hat endless love he would

redeem {iskupit') all of [Soma's] suffering.""'^

\\ the pa\\-nbroker retorts, "It is your will" {Vasha volia) \\'hether

Raskolnikov accepts her terms, it is as if she [and through her,

Dostoevsky] is hinting that ultimately the choice to "test a theor}^"' or not

belongs to Raskolnikov—because he has the free will to determine his

own fate. Raskolnikov' s sickness clouds his spiritual judgment, making

him feel as if he has no choice, or as if he is a "psychic slave" to unseen

forces: "he felt as if someone had taken him by the hand and pulled him

along irresistibly, blindly, with unnatural force and without objection. As
if a piece of clothing had fallen into the wheel of a machine and it had

begun to drag him into it.""^

In Pushkin's heavily charged fomiulation from The Bronze Horseman

Peter "hacked a windo\\' through to Europe" (v Evropu prorubil okno), a

gesture the Slavophiles intereted as leading toward a deep-seated split

within Russian societ}^ and in the minds of the educated class. Pushkin's

metaphoric transformation of Algarotti's phrase evokes Peter's legendary

skill \^"ith an axe, a connotation echoed in Crime and Punishment when
Raskolnikov runs into a human "obstacle" in the person of Lizaveta

PSS. VI. 34. 323. 422.

PSS. VI. 58. Note the metaphor of clothing caught in a machine, which echoes

Raskolnikov's ''retailoring" of his o\'ercoat and recalls the idea of Peter the Great as a tailor of

the cultural superstructure. The machine imager}- that permeates Crime and Punishment (e.g..

the adverb mekhanicheski in this passage and the phrase pochti mashinal'no during the first

murder) can in turn be linked to Enlightenment metaphors of machines as wdl as to Hobbes"

metaphor in Leviathan of the modem state as a human-engineered machine. The "state

principle" and the Enlightenment's entn- into Russia are negatively associated with Peter the

Great in the writing of the Sla\ ophiles.
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Ivanovna, whose forehead is ''hacked through" with the sha end of

Raskolnikov's axe {Udar...srazu prorubil vsiu verkhnuiu chast' Iba).

Raskolnikov's action thus resonates with Peter the Great's infamous

gesture in Pushkin's masterpiece. The dual murder leaves Raskolnikov

feeling "as though he had cut himself off from everyone and everything,

as if with scissors,'' recalling Peter's role as the figurative tailor of the

Russian body politic (e.g., the tailor Petrovich as a parodie "son of Peter"

in Gogol's "The Overcoat").^" Dostoevsky's subtle allusions to Pushkin

and Gogol are not isolated echoes, however; they are integrated into the

texture of the novel. Let it not be forgotten that in order to carry out his

preconceived plan, Raskolnikov meticulously retailors his overcoat in

order to hide his murder weapon by sewing a loop in the lining with a

needle and thread that he "had made ready long ago."^^ Multiple allusions

to sewing and stitching during the preparation of the coat for the murder

seem intended to recall Gogol's "The Overcoaf—and hence imply a link

between Raskolnikov's preparations for his crime and Peter the Great's

cultural "retailoring" of Russian society.^"^ In a manner paralleling, or

perhaps aping, Peter the Great, but on a greatly reduced scale,

Raskolnikov can be said to undertake a kind of ideological retailoring by

figuratively stitching together pieces of imported European theories,

refashioning them into an ideological "overcoaf that masks the

bloodshed hidden under the ornate, "word-woven" facade of theory.

" PSS, VI, 65, 90.

Raskolnikov's retailoring of his overcoat and its links to Gogol merit more detailed

analysis. Janet Tucker draws attention to the importance of clothing as a symbolic marker in

Crime and Punishment, but she does not discuss links to Gogol's "The Overcoat" or the

implied connection to Peter the Great as a tailor of the body politic. See: Janet Tucker, "The

Religious Symbolism of Clothing in Dostoevsky's Crime and Punishment, SEEJ, Vol. 44,

No. 2 (2000): 253-265. See also Boris Christa's "Raskolnikov's Wardrobe: Dostoevsky's Use

of Vestimentary Markers for Literary Communication in Crime and Punishment'' Dostoevsky

on the Threshold of Other Worlds: Essays in Honor of Malcolm V. Jones, ed. Sarah Young

and Lesly Milne (Ilkeston, Derbyshire: Bramcote Press, 2006), 14-20.

During the actual process of Raskolnikov's retailoring of his coat Dostoevsky

downplays the link to Gogol by referring to the coat as a pal 'to, but in key scenes that follow

he highlights his earlier metaphorical play by referring to the same coat as a shineV.

Raskolnikov tries to hide scraps of bloody cloth under his shinel', for example, in response to

Nastasia's quip that he sleeps with them as if they are some kind of treasure. The narrator also

refers to Raskolnikov's coat as a shinel' after Raskolnikov returns from his whipping on the

Nikolaevsky Bridge. "Shuddering like an overdriven horse," Raskolnikov "pulls his overcoat

over him" (natianul na sebia shinel '). Taken together, these multiple allusions to Pushkin and

Gogol's Petersburg leave little doubt that although Raskolnikov fancies himself an

extraordinary individual rebelling against injustice, in reality he is merely a "little person" in

the tradition of Evgenii from The Bronze Horseman and Gogol's heroes from his Petersburg

Tales.
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Sigmficanth". Razumikhin specificalh" calls Raskolnikov a "foreign

translation" (pereroci s inosîrœmogo)—as if his ideas are not truly his

o\^ n. but are based on translations.'"

The implicit counterweight to Raskolnikov" s bold theorx" and course

of action is Sonia" s meek, childlike faith and spiritualit}". In order to

highlight this contrast. Dostoevsk}' tellingly has Soma rent her room from

a railov with the speaking name--. transparent allusion to

the town closely associated with Christ in the Gospels. Sonia" s answer to

Raskolniko\' about "what is to be done'" represents a spintual path toward

redemption [iskuplenie]—in contrast to Raskolnikov"s thirst for money
and secular power. Rather than an external or financial "retailoring.""

Raskolnikov needs to "retailor"" his inner self.

Raskolniko\" is ultimateh" "punished"" on the Xikolae\'sk\' Bridge,

where he is \^ hipped m a scene recalling his dream of the mare as well as

the lashing of Evgenii in Tlie Bronze Horseman. Instead of saving the

mare, it is as if Raskolnikov s\mibolically changes places \Mth it.

Although there are no transparent references in the Xikolae\ sk\' Bridge

scene to the famous equestrian monument to Peter I or to Pushkin" s poem
that features it. both are implied in a number of wa\'s. as \'alentina

\'etlo\-skaia con\ incingh^ demonstrates: "Raskolniko\' can see distinctly

\'' adornment on St. Isaac" s Cathedral but resoluteh" does not notice

the monument to Peter. \\ is bigger than an}' of these adornments, and

closer to him."""'^ The monument is mentioned explicith" in draft \"ersions

of this scene, but in the tnial \'ersion only "the square"" [i.e.. Senate

Square] is alluded to directh". Yet as X'etlovskaia remarks. "[The

monument] is all the more noticeable for not being named... it is. to use

Tacitus"s phrase, conspicuous by its absence.""" Given Raskolniko\'"s

whipping, his position on the bridge, placing the monument in full \iew.

In an exchange \vith Raskolniko^. Razumikhin says. "I announce to you. that all of you.

to the last, are babblers and braggans. A little suffering comes along and >-ou fuss about like a

chicken with an egg. Exen here \ ou steal from foreign authors (xomete chuzJiykh cn'torov)...

So if > ou \\ eren't a fool, a banal fool, a fool stuffed to the gills, a foreign translation {perevod

s inosn-aimogo)... You see Rod>"a. 1 admit. }ou are a sman little fellow (n- malyi umnyi). but

you're a fool!" [PSS. W. 130). There are a number of elements linking Raskolniko\' to

German and French culmre. such as his hat and his literan." pedigree, which traces to

Pushkin's Germann. as \\ ell as his obsession with Napoleon and Razumikhin's offer of work

in the form of translations from the German.

\'alentina \'etlovskaia, "Dostoevsky and Pushkin: Petersburg Motifs in Crime and

Punishment'' Dostoe\-sk\- on the Threshold of Other Worlds: Essays in Honor ofMalcohn V.

Jones, ed. Sarah Young and Leslie Milne (Ilkeston. Derbyshire: Bramcote Press. 2006): 21-

39. The citation appears on p. 30.

" \'etlovskaia. "Dostoevsky and Pushkin." 31.
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and especially the description of him "seeming to fly upwards," leaving

his past "in some kind of deep gulf far below him," the entire scene

evokes strong analogy with Evgenii's fateful confrontation with and

punishment by the Bronze Idol. It is as if he has been punished by the

nefarious spirit of Peter, who continues to guard his city and legacy.

Every time Raskolnikov crosses the bridge on his way home from the

university, he is struck by an "inexplicable coldness" that seems to waft

outward from the magnificent view. For him this panorama is always

"filled with a mute and deaf spirit." He has long been intrigued by this

strange sensation, but "not trusting himself," he always puts off trying to

puzzle out his lingering unease.^^ As one might suspect from

Dostoevsky's use of quotation marks in the drafts, and as scholars

including Valentina Vetlovskaia, Simonetta Salvestroni, and Boris

Tikhomirov have pointed out, the phrase "mute and deaf spirit" {Dukh

nemoi i glukhoi) is a quotation from Mark 9: 25 and occurs in a passage

in which Jesus drives a demon out of the son of a man."^ At the heart of

" OH , — ,,— , ,, .;... ,,. PSS, VI, 90. of the major draft versions contain this scene in some form,

and even a superficial comparison reveals how carefully Dostoevsky worked on this passage.

The keystone is the phrase describing the panorama as "filled with a mute and deaf spirit." In

the first draft the phrase occurs in quotation marks and is modified a number of times, from

"spirit of muteness and silence" (Dukhom nemoty i molchaniia) to "spirit mute and deaf

{dukh nemoi i glukhoi) to the final version as it appears in the novel, "filled with a mute and

deaf spirit" {Dukhom nemym i glukhim polna...). In the earliest drafts the spirit is "poured out

along this entire panorama" {razlit po vsei etoi panorame; PSS, VII, 39-40), as if it is liquid.

Moreover, the description of the view is darker and is strongly associated with death. "There

is in [this view] a certain quality that destroys everything, mortifies everything {vse mertvit),

turns everything to nothing, and this quality is utter coldness and deathliness {mertvermosty

{PSS, VII, 39).
'"^ Note the father-son connection in the Biblical passage, which resonates in important

ways with Raskolnikov as a figurative son of the Tsar-Father. I will cite the passage from

Mark 9 in full from the Russian translation published in St. Petersburg in 1823, which, as far

as I have been able to determine, was the only full Russian translation available to

Dostoevsky. I have modified the Russian slightly to conform more closely to modem
orthography.

17) :! ,. 18) , ,; ,. , ;. 19), ,: ! ?
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the passage is the motif of the son's spiritual possession and his

subsequent release, or liberation, from this state by the intercession of

Christ. Raskolnikov appears on the verge of sensing the presence of this

spirit while on Nikolaevsky Bridge, but the narrator highlights his

ultimate failure to fathom the full significance of his impression: ''not

trusting himself," he always put off solving his puzzling impression "for

the fliture."^^

? . 20) :; : , , . 21): ? :;
22) , , , :-, , . 23) :-, . 24):,! . 25),, , , : !, , . 26) ,,,; , : .
27) , , ; . 28) ;: ? 29): ,,[ emphasis]

I am grateful to one of my reviewers for making me aware of Tikhomirov's insightful

discussion of this passage, which in many ways dovetails with my reading. For Tikliomirov's

discussion of the Nikolaevsky Bridge scene, see: Boris Tikhomirov, "Lazar'! Griadi von":

Roman F. M. Dostoevskogo "Prestuplenie i nakazanie" r sovremennom prochtenii. Kniga-

kommentarii (Sankt-Peterburg: Serebrianyi vek, 2005): 152-157. His discussion can also be

found in: B. N. Tikhomirov, "Peterburgskii kommentarii romanu "Prestuplenie i nakazanie'

(Prostranstvo. vremia. realii, reministsentsii)/* in Dostoevskii: Dopolneniia kommentariiu,

ed. T. A. Kasatkina (Moskva: Nauka. 2005): 75-79. Vetlovskaia appears to be the first to

identify the source of the "mute and deaf spirit" allusion in a footnote. See: V. E. Vetlovskaia.

"Analiz epicheskogo proizvedeniia. Logika polozhenii ("tot svet" v Prestuplenii i nakazanii),"

Dostoevskii: Materialy i issledovcmiia. Vol. 14. p. 127, fn. 12. Simonetta Sahestroni's

monograph. Dostoevski] e la Bibbia, which appeared in Italian in 1998, also discusses the

"mute and deaf spirif passage. I have consulted the Russian translation of her monograph,

which Salvestroni appears to have done herself. See: Simonetta Sal'vestroni, Bibleiskie i

sviatootecheskie istochniki romanov Dostoevskogo (Sankt-Peterburg: Akademicheskii proekt,

2001). For her discussion of the "mute and deaf spirif passage, see especially pp. 35-37.
^° PSS. VI, 90. Dostoevsky's psychological description of Raskolnikov's soul in the

Nikolaevsky Bridge scene underlines the way in which the "demon" of Peter's spiritual legacy

is now in possession of Raskolnikov's psyche—it literally inhabits this space, and the reader

is intended to recognize this possession of Raskolnikov's soul, but this recognition remains

outside Raskolnikov's conscious grasp. Instead, this knowledge flits teasingly around the

edges of Raskolnikov's consciousness, leaving him unable to puzzle out the reasons for his

lingering sensation of coldness and a "'mute, deaf spirit." Dostoevsky shatters Raskolnikov's

demonically-inspired image of himself flying above creation and his past, which seemingly

lies "in a deep gulf but "under his feet," when he involuntarily squeezes the alms he has been

given on the bridge, where he was whipped in a manner recalling "poor, poor Evgenii" in The
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Motifs from Mark 9 are interwoven throughout Crime and
Punishment, making the BibUcal possession subtext central to

understanding Raskolnikov's psychic sickness. In the 1823 Russian

translation the mute and deaf spirit is described as ''tearing at" {terzaet)

the son so that he "foams at the mouth" {ispuskaet penu), "gnashes his

teeth" {skrezheshchet zubami), and "becomes parched" (sokhnet; the King

James has "pines"). Moreover, the boy's body is "renf and "shaken"

(potrias; potriasshi ego). Raskolnikov emits foam from his lips, which

often feel parched, grinds his teeth on a number of occasions, and suffers

from mild convulsive twitching. Prior to the murder he sees a foppishly

dressed man preying on a drunken girl. "Hey you, Svidrigailov!" he yells,

clenching his fists and "laughing with lips foamy from spite," while

shortly after his whipping on the Nikolaevsky Bridge, he "spitefully

gnashes his teeth." Later, reflecting on "Napoleon, the pyramids,

Waterloo," Raskolnikov comes to the conclusion that he is a louse; he

makes this confession to himself while "gnashing his teeth." During one

of his interviews with Porfiry Petrovich Raskolnikov is overcome by a

sudden urge to strangle him. "Even while entering, he was afraid of this

spite. He sensed that his lips were completely parched, his heart was

pounding, and foam was covering his lips." During Porfiry's final visit

"small convulsive twitches" pass over Raskolnikov's entire face, causing

Porfiry to remark, "Your lip is trembling again, like that other time."^^

In nearly every instance in which Raskolnikov's "demon" manifests

itself, it is in response to spite (zloba), a word bulk on the root for "evil"

(zlo). "Spitefully" (zlobno), "spiteful" (zlobnyi), "spite" (zlost\ zloba) and

"evil" {zlo) occur with an almost relentless frequency in the novel, a root

that likewise permeates The Bronze Horseman, where "spite" traces to

Peter's rationale for founding his city: "/o spite the haughty neighbors"

{na zlo nadmennomu sosedu). It is as if Peter's spite in turn breeds the

spiteful counterattacks of the "furious" Neva River, which rings in

Evgenii's ears until it finally provokes him to challenge Peter's bronze

Bronze Horseman. Raskolnikov's "demon" thus causes him to fancy himself in the role of a

Peter the Great, but Dostoevsky consciously deflates his hero and undercuts these delusions of

grandeur through embedded allusions to Raskolnikov as a "little person" and through the

demonic possession subtext.

... ; .... PSS, VI, 40, 89;..., PSS, VI, 21 1;, ,. , , ,. PSS, VI, 262;.—-, ,,—. PSS. VI, 349.
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idol: ''Good (day), wonderworking builder! "/He whispered, trembling

with spite,—/"Just you wait!" {Dobro, stroiteV chudotvornyH/Shepnul on,

zlobno zadrozhav,—/Uzho tebe!)f~ Raskolnikov confesses, "Sonia, I have

an evil heart," and he is continually overcome by a sense of his "limitless

spiter''

Like the possessed son in Mark 9, Raskolnikov' s ordeal leaves him

spiritually "dead"—a condition Dostoevsky highlights through allusions

to the raising of Lazarus/"^ Yet Raskolnikov cannot merely "roll away the

stone" of Petrine culture—he must wear away its ossifying effects over a

long period of suffering and humiliation, while the healing waters of

spiritual redemption will be shared with him by Sonia, who is

symbolically connected with water and well imagery and, as Henry

Russell notes, serves as a "midwife" for the rebirth of Raskolnikov's

soul.''

Vetlovskaia has noted Raskolnikov's links to Pushkin's Evgenii, but

Raskolnikov's stance on the bridge ["He stood and looked off into the

distance" {On stoial i smotrel vdal ')] simultaneously causes the passage

to resonate with the opening to The Bronze Horseman, where Peter the

Note how Pushkin juxtaposes dobro and zlo: it is as if Evgenii's challenge is intended as

a reminder to the tsar about goodness.
" ... . PSS, VI. 267.

Scholarship on motifs associated with the novel's embedded Lazarus text is too vast to

outline here. For a refreshingly new approach to the theme, see: Tatjana Kasatkina, "Lazarus

Resurrected: A Proposed Exegetical Reading of Dostoevsky' s Crime and Punishment

Russian Studies in Literature, vol. 40, no. 4, Fall 2004, 6-37.

Henry M. W. Russell, "Beyond the will: Humiliation as Christian necessity in 'Crime

and Punishment', in Fyodor Dostoevsky 's "Crime and Punishment", ed. Harold Bloom
(Philadelphia: Chelsea House, 2004), 240. Water imagery is often connected with spiritual

renewal in the novel, but Raskolnikov repeatedly refuses a drink of water. When Nastas'ia is

chiding him for brooding instead of tutoring children, she tells him "Don't spit in the well" {A

ty V Jiolodez' ne pliui; PSS, VI, 27), meaning that he shouldn't belittle his tutoring because it

feeds him. Her remark is an unfinished proverb implying that you should not spit in a well that

you may need to drink from. Yet in figurative terms, the "well" that Raskolnikov mocks early

in the novel but eventually "drinks from" is Sonia, who is connected with both water imagery

and the Holy Spirit. After hearing of her fate from Marleladov, Raskolnikov sarcastically

equates her situation to "gold mining," noting that she will eventually become "bankrupf

from it. "What a well (Kakoi kolodez'), however, they have managed to dig! And they use it!"

he muses. In the "Epilogue" Raskolnikov and Sonia are "resurrected by love, the heart of one

contained endless sources (istochniki) of life for the heart of the other" {PSS, VI, 421). A
primary meaning of the word istochnik is a spring. In symbolic terms, love is thus a kind of

figurative "water" (with an implied connection to the Holy Spirit). As Raskolnikov muses

prior to his confession in the police station, "Water wears down stone" ( Voda kamen ' tochit,

PSS, VI, 402). Stone imagery in the novel is not only connected with the rolling away of

Lazarus' stone, but also with the figurative stone of Peter the Great, his cultural legacy, and

his "stone city" of Petersburg.
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Great first appears "looking off into the distance" {Stoial On/Dum
velikikh poln/i vdal' gliadel). In Pushkin's masteiece Peter the Great is

"filled with great thoughts" that seem to radiate outward in space, where

they eventually solidify into the hard stone of his future capital. In Crime

and Punishment the magnificent panorama is "filled with a mute and deaf

spirit"—the spirit of the Petrine legacy. Dostoevsky can be said to realize

Ivan Aksakov's metaphors from lead pieces in The Day, where Aksakov

claims: "the arm of Peter {dian ' Petra) is still extended over Russia, the

spirit of Peter rushes outward" (January 1 864); "all of this [scorn for the

people] flows directly and unmediated from the principle carried into our

historical life by Peter I, all of this has more or less eaten into the flesh

and blood of our educated society [. . .] All of it is one and the same spirif
'

(13 March 1865).^^ Crime and Punishment represents Dostoevsky's

attempt to bring this cultural disease to the surface in the hope that it

might lead toward national healing and renewal, for as he notes in "Two
Camps of Theorists":

It is not a sickness that is in the full view of all that is dangerous. . .but one which

lies deeply hidden, one which has still not come to the surface .... It is the same

in society. .

.

Dostoevsky's grappling with Russia's cultural disease did not end with

Crime and Punishment', the subsequent appearance of Demons and The

Brothers Karamazov suggests that he found the malady far more

pernicious, widespread and deep-rooted than he at first suspected.

Given the degree of resonance between Ivan Aksakov's lead articles from The Day and

motifs in Crime and Punishment, it should hardly come as a surise that Dostoevsky's

notebooks from 1865 contain a direct reference to Aksakov's 1865 piece "On the Despotism

of Theory Over Life":

With Peter's reforms and European life we took into ourselves the bourgeois form of

life and separated ourselves from the people, as in the West. From this [action]

consciousness and self-analysis developed, but material for [living] knowledge (directly

from the life of the people) continually grew less and less {The Day, No. 5, 1865) PSS,

XX, 194.
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The novels of Dostoevsky have long provided a rich field of study for

theologians and literary critics, but these studies have generally focused

on the male characters. In recent years, feminist theologians and literary

critics have begun to examine the presentation of Dostoevsky's female

characters, and to ask whether, in literary terms, the women be seen as

characters in their own right, rather than merely as symbols or consorts

for the men; and whether, from the viewpoint of feminist theology, the

writer gives serious consideration to the experience of women in tenns of

their family relationships and work. Christian faith and spiritual

development, and striving against personal and institutional evil. This

study takes account of relationships between mothers and daughters,

considering the role of the mother as protector and model for the lived

experience of Christian faith and values; also, the concept of spiritual

motherhood, where a motherless girl develops a spiritual relationship with

Mary, Mother of Jesus, and where the icon provides a symbolic focus for

her devotion.

According to King, all theology is originally grounded in experience

and the human desire for a 'spiritual dimension to life'.^ She proposes the

formulation of a feminist research methodology which is inclusive of all

human experience, both male and female; and questions the theology

through which men have assigned women their 'traditional roles in church

and society'." Slee says that feminist theology is 'rooted in the religious

experience of women', and is concerned with examining the 'language

about God and human beings' including the language of the Bible, church

Ursula King, Women and Spirituality: Voices of Protest and Promise. Basingstoke:

Macmillan, 1992, 156.

^ Ibid.
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liturgy, and teachings about Christ.^ Hudspith says that the Christian

concept of community is related to the Russian concept of sobornost\ in

which 'each is responsible for all',"^ and which reflects the solidarity of the

poor in their care for each other, and in their efforts to alleviate suffering

related to exploitation by the rich and powerful.^ Feminism is not

exclusively a female concern and King argues for a more inclusive

approach in which 'anyone who works for the abolition of women's

subordination and oppression may be considered a feminist'.^ By this

definition, Dostoevsky's novels could be considered as feminist works,

and such a view may be supported by information in Anna's Reminis-

cences^ about her husband's empathy with women.

Hudspith says that Dostoevsky attached great importance to the figure

and teachings of Christ; and that, given his background, highly sensitive

character and choice of reading matter, he would have been looking for

'some practical application of Christianity'.^ His upbringing in a devout

Christian family would have set the example. His mother was a kind and

affectionate Christian lady, and her children 'knew the Gospel from our

earliest childhood'.^ Dostoevsky's sympathy with women is a natural

expression of his adherence to the teachings of Jesus, in his concern for

the sick and oppressed—^the 'insulted and injured'. Through the female

characters in his novels, Dostoevsky explores the ways in which women
may transcend the role in society traditionally ascribed to them by their

male relatives and priests of the church, a role 'circumscribed by their

^ Nicola Slee, Women's Faith Development: Patterns and Processes. Aldershot: Ashgate

Publishing, 2003: x.

^ Sarah Hudspith, Dostoevsky and the Idea ofRussianness: a new perspective on unity and

brotherhood. London: RoutledgeCurzon, 2004: 202, defines the concept of sobornost' as

'togetherness, free unity in mutual love and voluntary submission to the whole'. The biblical

memory is from Galatians 6.2: 'Bear one another's burdens and in this way you will fulfil the

law of Christ'.

^ Elizabeth Gaskell makes these poinis in her first 'industrial novel' about the sufferings of

the urban poor. Mary Barton was published in 1848, around the time Dostoevsky was writing

Poor Folk and Netochka Nezvanova, and there are many points of correspondence.

Dostoevsky published the first Russian translation of Maty Barton in his journal, Vremya,

1861.

^King(1993)op.cit,4.
^ Anna Dostoevsky, Dostoevsky: Reminiscences, trans/ed. Beatrice Stillman. New York:

Liveright, 1975.

^ Hudspith (2004) op.cit, 18.

^ Dostoevsky, Diaiy of a Writer, 1873 trans/ed. Boris Brasol, Vol.1. London: Cassell,

1949, 152.
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biological function of producing children and the associated tasks of

nurturing and caring for the young, the old, and the sick'.^^

In her discussion of 'female bodily existence' as a source of women's

experience. King perceives motherhood as a 'rich experiential source' for

theological thinking, and 'mothering' as an experience which includes

'spiritual relationships' as w^ell as the biological process of giving birth

and nurturing dependent family members.^ ^ The titles of 'mother' and

'father' are also applied to the celibate religious, as a means of denoting

respect for their spiritual authority, and, perhaps, of distancing them from

the sexual and reproductive elements in human relationships.^"

Dostoevsky's exploration of Christian attitudes to motherhood and the

role of the father may be considered in the light of his own family life and

friendships with women.' ' and through his work as both journalist and

novelist. His sympathetic portrayal of women's experience through the

female characters in his novels resonates with the experience of modem
feminist theologians, who perceive Mary, the Mother of God, not as a cult

figure of virginity, but as a woman who loved and suffered on

behalf of her child, and whose experience offers consolation to those who
grieve.'^

Dostoevsky considers the pressures on women in different strata of

society, including views of marriage, and what is considered suitable and

respectable in their behaviour and education. He also shows the response

of a young girl to the loss of her mother at an early age, and the effects of

the mother-substitute. The aunts who take on the role of the mother are

generally unwilling to accept the responsibility assigned to them, and try

to 'marry off the niece at an early age, without due regard to the

suitability of the prospective husband,'" and Sonya's step-mother (Crime

and Punishment) sends her out to earn money through prostitution. There

are bad mothers who collude with the men and fail to protect their

daughters, such as Liza (Notes fi'om Underground) and Matryosha

(Devils)', but the mother-substitutes are rarely any better. Some girls fmd

love and support from their maidservants, for example. Fedora (Poor

Folk) and Lukerya (Krotkaya). However, the death of the mother and

King (1993) op. cit. 1.

ibid'^VO.

Zosima {Brothers Karamazov) was both monk and priest, and a spiritual father to

Alyosha.

Discussed in Anna's Reminiscences.

Sarah Jane Boss ed. Man-: The Complete Resource. London >\\" York: Continuum.

2007.1.

For example. Krotkaya. and Katerina {Brothers Karamazov).
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female role-model at an early age is considered significant, and this is

echoed in Mary Barton, where the protagonist says: 'Mother died before I

was thirteen, before I could know right from wrong about some things . .

.

a mother is a pitiful loss to a girl.'^^

Feminist theology is rooted in the religious and spiritual experience of

women, and has been likened to process theology in that it is about

change and movement, and perceiving revelation in new ways; also to

liberation theology in that it arises partly from women's historical

experience of suffering and oppression. In recent years, feminist

theological interetation of biblical texts has developed in parallel with

feminist literary criticism of nineteenth-century Russian literature. On the

one hand, there are post-Christian feminists and post-Tolstoy/Dostoevsky

literary critics who perceive ancient biblical texts and nineteenth-century

novels by male authors as irredeemably patriarchal, sexist and divisive.

On the other hand, there are feminist theologians and literary critics who
acknowledge that, in the nature of cultural traditions in ancient societies

and in nineteenth-century Russia, where power and authority have resided

in the hands of men, insufficient attention has been paid to women's

literary achievement and theological thought. Nevertheless, the biblical

texts, as well as the works of some of the greatest nineteenth-century

thinkers and writers, form part of the common literary and spiritual

heritage, and should continue to be re-intereted for succeeding

generations, because their spiritual wisdom has value and relevance for

contemporary society. This may be demonstrated through consideration

of questions relating to the religious experience of women and the

problems they face in their daily lives—questions which were explored

by Dostoevsky in his journals and his novels, and which are still being

explored by joumaHsts and novelists today.

The broad theme of Dostoevsky's portrayal of women in his novels

may be seen by some critics as having nothing to do with feminist

theology; but those who take account of this writer's biography.

Elizabeth Gaskell, Mary Barton: A Tale of Manchester Life (1848). London: David

Campbell (Everyman's Library) 322.

Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father. London: Women's Press 1986; Barbara Heidt,

Terrible Perfection: Women and Russian Literature. Indiana University Press, 1987.

Sharon H. Ringe, 'When Women Interet the Bible', 1-9, Carol A. Newsom and Sharon

H. Ringe, The Women's Bible Commentary. London: SPCK and Louisville, Kentucky:

Westminster/John Knox Press 1992; Rosalind Marsh, Gender and Russian Literature.

Cambridge University Press, 1996 1-37.

Nicola Slee, Faith and Feminism: An Introduction to Feminist Theology. London:

Darton Longman Todd, 2003, 'The grounding of theology in women's experience', 5-6.
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examining the of Christian faith expressed through his

journalism and the diaries of his wife, may take a different view. In recent

years, the discipline of feminist theology has expanded to include diverse

modes of theological thought relating to female faith and spirituality, and

this has given rise to use of the temi 'feminist theologies'."" However,

analysis of different modes of feminist theological thought would be

beyond the scope of this article, in which 'feminist theology' will continue

to be used in the more inclusive sense, and in its broader application to

literary criticism.

Hudspith considers Dostoevsky 'both as a religious thinker and as an

artist', and studies 'the areas in which his ideology and his poetics

converge'. She concludes that his faith is 'consistent and firmly within the

Orthodox tradition', and that 'many of Dostoevsky's concerns are still

relevant today'.^^ Dostoevsky was raised in the Orthodox Christian

tradition, and his whole way of life was based on his Christian beliefs. He
expressed his faith in Jesus Christ in a letter to Natalya Fonvizinar" and

his way of writing about the challenges facing women in their daily lives

relates directly to the work of contemporary feminist theologians writing

about their commitment to the liberation and empowerment of women."""

The portrayal of women in journalism and imaginative literature is a

major formative influence on the perception of their role in society today,

just as it was in Dostoevsky's day; and this is now acknowledged as a

legitimate concern for feminist theologians."^'^

Novelists write about different aspects of human experience, and

literary critics try to fmd new ways of reading them. For example,

Andrew^^ and Kelly'^ discuss the mother/daughter relationship in Russian

literature of the early nineteenth century, and suggest this as one aspect of

" For discussion of the development of various 'dialectical theories' in contemporary

feminist theology, see Nicola Slee. Women's Faith Development: Patterns and Processes.

Aldershot, Hants: Ashgate Publishing. 2004: 25-7.

^' Hudspith (2004) op. cit. 199-20^1.

" Letter to N.D. Fonvizina. 20 Februaiy 1854. in which he says that if it could be proved

to him that Christ was 'outside the truth', he would still prefer the way of Christ. PSS 28:1.

175-7.

Slee (2003) op.cit. 7.

Diane Oenning Thompson. Dostoevsky and the Christian Tradition. G. Pattison and

D.O. Thompson, eds. Cambridge University Press, 2001: 12.

~^ Joe Andrew\ 'Mothers and Daughters in Russian Literature of the First Half of the

Nineteenth Century' in Slavonic and East European Review.. (1995) No.l, 37-60.

Catriona Kelly (2001) 'Educating Tat'yana: Manners. Motherhood and Moral Education

(Vospitanie) 1760-1840' in Linda Edmondson. Gender in Russian History and Culture.

CREES: Palgrave 2001. 1-28.
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women's experience which has attracted little critical attention so far.

Analysis, from the perspective of a Christian feminist theologian, of one

of the closest and most intimate of female relationships, as portrayed in

the novels of Dostoevsky, shines a new light on a substantial body of

classic literature. Enrichment of contemporary understanding of

Dostoevsky's own Christian faith is a different matter. He viewed his faith

as personal and private; but he discussed it with women such as his wife,

Anna, and his friend, Natalya Fonvizina. Kirillova says that, from the

evidence of his markings, the Gospel of John had 'particular significance'

for Dostoevsky;^^ and this gospel has particular significance for feminist

theologians, on account of its emphasis on the apostleship of Mary
Magdalene.^^ Dostoevsky's Christian faith is constantly expressed, both

implicitly and explicitly, through his journalistic writings, letters and

novels. In her diaries and published reminiscences,"^ Anna also considers

the ways in which his relationships with intelligent and powerful women
influenced his understanding of faith and spirituality.

Many generations of Christian women have prayed to Mary, mother

of Jesus, in her maternal role as theotokos^^ and as intercessor and

protector;^ ^ and have claimed her as their 'spiritual mother'. Daly says

that, for many women, Mary has been their only symbol of hope, not least

when they have been on what she calls 'spiritual starvation rations'^^. In

the novels of Dostoevsky, Krotkaya and Sofia Karamazov offer examples

of young women who have existed on 'spiritual starvation rations', and

found their situations intolerable. Krotkaya lost her mother at an early

age; and the manner of her death, embracing an icon of the Mother of

God suggests a spiritual mother/daughter relationship.^^ The embracing

of the icon by a suicide was a controversial (possibly, blasphemous) idea

in Dostoevsky's own time, and would still be considered so by some

Christians today. Both Krotkaya and Sofia {Brothers Karamazov) were

unhappy in their marriages, and suffered cruel treatment by their

Irina Kirillova, 'Dostoevsky's markings in the Gospel according to St John', in G.

Pattison and D.O. Thompson, Dostoevsky and the Christian Tradition. Cambridge University

Press, 2001: 41-50.

John 20.

Anna Dostoevsky, op. cit.

Sarah Jane Boss (2007) op.cit: 'The Title Theotokos', 50-55.

Ibid: Trevor Johnson, 'Mary in Early Modem Europe', 363.

Mary Daly (1986) Beyond God the Father—quoted by Ann Loades, 'The Virgin Mary

and the Feminist Quest' in Janet Martin Soskice, ed. After Eve. London: Marshall Pickering,

1990: 162.

" In the words of the Ave Maria from the catholic liturgy: 'Hail, Mary, full of grace: pray

for us sinners now and at the hour of our death.'
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husbands. Sofia had x\\o sons, but was made ill b}" her husband's

attentions: whereas Krotkax a was denied the possibilit}' of children by her

husband's banishment of her from his bed. Krotkaya is the feminme of the

Russian adjecti\"e meaning meek or gentle. O'Toole \^'rites:

Gentle Spirit rums out to be central to Do5toe\'sky's moral and aesthetic

philosophy, for the crucial sxTnbol in the stor\- is an ob?-az (obraz) [an image or

icon] which is a Symbol of holiness, purity, imiolabilit}". healing

Neither the 'gentle girl' nor her husband is named, so we can only

refer to them as Krotka\'a and the Pawnbroker. Her mother died when she

was about u\-eh e. a- significant age for a girl, and she passes into the

care of a couple of a\'ancious aunts, who treat her like Cinderella and

begrudge her the food she eats. The aunts tiy to force her into a marriage

which would ha\'e been financially ad\"antageous for them—with a

neighbour, described as a fat shopkeeper of fifty". She chooses the Pawn-

broker—a \'ounger man \\ ith bener prospects—as the lesser of the two

e\'ils. The qualit}' of her character is auested b\' the sen"ant. Luker\"a. who
loyalK' follo\\"s her to the establishment of the Pawnbroker. It is

signitlcant that Kj"otka\"a's last moments before her suicide are obserx'ed

and described b\' Luker}'a. the onh" woman who realh" loves her. and

whose affection might be descnbed as maternal.

The icon of the Mother of God is significant in the stor\" of Krotkaya.

It is the onl\' item of \ alue she possesses—an ancient icon of the

Madonna and child in a silver-gilt mounting. It is a famih' heirloom,

possibh" inherited from her mother. The Pawnbroker places it in the icon

case, under the lamp which he has kept pemianenth" lit since he opened

the business. He is not a belie\"er. but he shows respect for the icon and

for her feelings in this instance. \\ her married life becomes

intolerable to her. Krotkaya physical!}' holds on to the icon as she falls

from the window to her death—as she spiritual!}' holds on to her Christian

faith and throws herself on the mere}" of the Mother of God as Protector

and Intercessor."""

The \"eneration of icons is a distincti\"e feature of Russian Onhodox
spiritualit}". which sees the icon as a s}"mbol of spiritual beaut}' and a

\\"indow from the human world into the di\"ine. s}"mbolic as the interface

beu\"een God and his creation. For Dostoe\"sky. the icon of the Mother of

"' L.M. O'Toole. Structure. Snle and Inteipretation in the Russian Short Stoiy. New
Ha\ en: Yale Uni^'ersit}- Press. 1982: 42.

Catherine O'Brien (2007). "Man^ in Modem European Literature: Icon and Intercessor'.

526 (521-531 ) in Sarah Jane Boss. op. cit.
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God represents the embodiment of the Russian spirit which is founded on

love and compassion.^^ One of the functions of the icon in the Russian

Orthodox tradition is to celebrate the concept of humanity made in the

image of God. In the story of bCrotkaya, her icon is a symbol of that part

of her which is beyond the reach of the Pawnbroker, both in life and in

death. The writer is exploring the links between material and spiritual

poverty, and the integrating power of love.

Brothers Karamazov contains references to absent, unfit or unwilling

mothers, mothers lost through death or desertion, the role of substitute

mothers, worried mothers, and prayerful mothers. In contrast to

Matryosha's mother {Devils), Madame Khokhlakova entirely devotes

herself to the care of her daughter who is described as the 'Little She-

Devil'. Liza tries to dominate her mother, who seeks spiritual comfort and

guidance from Father Zosima—one of the group of devout and prayerful

mothers who flock to the monastery to ask for his blessing on their

children. Liza is disturbed by bad dreams and fantasies which she

confesses to Alyosha. Self-mutilation by a young girl is now recognized

as a sign of severe psychological distress—an attempt to punish herself

for what she perceives as her own sin or propensity for evil, or to displace

emotional pain (which cannot be controlled) by physical pain which,

because it is self-inflicted, can be controlled. It is often a symptom of the

trauma of physical abuse,^^ and while there is no suggestion of this in the

case of Liza, the emotional disturbance caused by early sexual experience

drives another motherless girl, Nastasya Filippovna {Idiot) down a self-

destructive path which also has tragic consequences for the men in her

life.

The possibility of redemption^^ through acceptance of suffering

(whether arbitrarily imposed or willingly entered into on behalf of others)

is balanced by consideration of the Christian ministry of healing and care

for those who suffer. This is offered through Zosima's words of comfort

to Fyodor Pavlovich and Dmitri (implicit), and his care for the peasant

women and the noble ladies who appeal to him for help (explicit). The

women show greater humility, and are more articulate and direct in

asking for help. Dostoevsky's narrator describes the distressed condition

of the 'shriekers', women who were suffering from a kind of nervous

" Alexander McFadyen, Bound to Sin: Abuse, Holocaust and the Christian Doctrine of

Sin. Cambridge University Press, 2000: 57-79.

Redemption as freedom from the tyranny of selfish concerns, and with the emphasis on

altruism.
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hysteria, and were calmed and comforted by a priestly blessing^^ and

administration of the Eucharist:

I do not know how it is now, but in my childhood I often used to see these

'shriekers' in villages and monasteries. Taken to the Sunday liturgy ... when the

chalice was brought out and they were led up to the chalice, the 'demonic

possession'^^ would immediately cease and the sick ones would always calm

down for a time. (1.2. Ill)

Some landowners believed that this was 'all a pretence in order to avoid

work', but the narrator later learns from medical experts that this

condition was 'a terrible women's disease' caused by the hard lot of the

peasant women, and brought on by 'exhausting work too soon after

difficult, improper birth-giving without any medical help' and by

'desperate grief, beatings and so on, which the nature of many women . .

.

cannot endure'.

It seems likely that Dostoevsky, as the son of a doctor, would have

heard this condition of women discussed by his parents at home, and,

through his depiction of Alyosha's mother, he shows that this disorder is

not confined to peasant women, but can afflict any woman suffering from

what would now be recognized as domestic violence, post-natal

depression, and exhaustion, whatever her social class. The term 'shrieker'

which is generally used to translate the Russian word, kUkusha,^^ for a

hysterical woman, and to describe someone suffering from this type of

disorder, is used by Fyodor Karamazov to describe his second wife, Sofia

Ivanovna, and used in a derogatory sense which belittles the suffering of

women. Dostoevsky's narrator,"^" on the contrary, gives the impression

that he has found it necessary to revise his earlier opinions, and shows

sympathy for the women.

Fyodor Pavlovich later'*^ talks to Alyosha about Sofia Ivanovna,

mother of Ivan and Alyosha. The father makes a number of crude and

sexist remarks about his views on the treatment of women, which relate to

his presumed violation of Lizaveta Smerdyakova; and the mference is that

it was his rough and intemperate sexual demands on Sofia which caused

^ Christian ministry of healing—signified by prayer and the laying on of hands.

besnovanie = possession, frenzy, raging, raving (bes = demon, devil, evil spirit) PSS
14:44. Gospel references to cases of 'demonic possession' healed by Jesus include Mary
Magdalene and other women in Luke 8, 2-3.

'^'

klikusha = hysterical woman (klik = ciy, call {poet.}; klikat' = to call)—}' for help?
^~ Dostoevsky's impersonal narrators are generally assumed to be male: when the narrator

is female, this is clearly stated - the first-person narrator in Netochka Nezvanova, for example.

1.3.VIII.
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her nervous illness: 'I knew that was how her sickness usually began, that

the next day she'd start her shrieking again'. Yet, he can still say: 'But,

honest to God, Alyosha, I never offended my little shrieker'—and then

proceeds to describe how he gave the gravest offence to a devoutly

religious woman:

She was praying too much, she especially kept the feasts of the Mother of God,

and on those days she would drive me away from her to my study. I'd better

knock this mysticism out of her, 1 thought. (I.3.V111)

He would take her precious icon of the Mother of God and spit on it to

show his contempt. This tale of blasphemy and sacrilege produces much
the same kind of nervous collapse in Alyosha as it did in Sofia, a

'hysterical attack of sudden trembling and silent tears'; and the father is

struck by the remarkable resemblance to the mother. Fyodor appeals to

Ivan, who responds in angry contempt: 'She was my mother too!' Fyodor's

desecration of the icon of the Mother of God demonstrates his contempt

for spiritual and religious beliefs, and his lack of love and tenderness in

his relationship with his wife."*"^ However, following a furious row with

Dmitri, he repents sufficiently to give the icon to Alyosha, a gift which

Alyosha would naturally treasure, both for its spiritual significance and as

a memento of his mother. It is possible that, as in the scene at the

monastery, Fyodor's bluster may hide feelings of shame at his own
behaviour. This portrayal of family relationships demonstrates the

concept of spiritual motherhood through Sofia's veneration of her

precious icon of the Mother of God; and her prayers to the Mother of

Jesus for the protection of her own son are present in Alyosha's memories

of his mother."^^

Analysis of the lives and relationships of the three young women,

Grushenka, Katerina and Liza, confirms that Dostoevsky viewed the

absence of or neglect by the mother as a serious loss to a daughter, a loss

which leaves the young girl vulnerable to exploitation and abuse by men.

Grushenka and Katerina are motherless girls. Grushenka, an like

Nastasya Filippovna {Idiot), has matured under the 'protection' of a male

mentor, and her character has been formed, to an extent, by her

Jennifer Wright Knust discusses the obligations of Christian husbands and wives in

Abandoned to Lust: Sexual Slander and Ancient Christianity. New York: Columbia

University Press, 2006.

I.l.IV. See also, Diane Oenning Thompson, "The Brothers Karamazov" and the

Poetics ofMemory. Cambridge University Press, 1991: 9; and Sophie Ollivier (2001). 'Icons

in Dostoevsky's Works' in Dostoevsky and the Christian Tradition, George Pattison and Diane

Oenning Thompson, eds. Cambridge University Press, 2001. 51.
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relationship with him. Katerina has grown up in the company of her

sisters and aunts, but neither they, nor her father, have been of much help

to her. Unlike Aglaya {Idiot), she has no mother to guide or protect her.

Liza has no father, but she has a mother who devotes her attention to the

welfare of her daughter, and who also offers a measure of maternal

support to Katerina.

Like Netochka Nezvanova, Nastasya Filippovna {Idiot), and

Matryosha {Devils), Katerina and Grushenka are deprived of normal

parental affection and exploited by men. Dostoevsky's sympathetic

treatment of his female characters and his emphasis on the raw deal many
women get from society are also demonstrated in Crime and Punishment

where Sonya suffers through the loss of her mother, the irresponsible

behaviour of her father, and the insensitivity of her step-mother who
drives her into prostitution. Sonya is forced to adopt a maternal role

towards her little step-sister, Polya, to save her from similar sexual

exploitation. The loss of the mother in childhood is also seen as a major

determining factor in the inability of the adult woman to form mature,

loving relationships. Sonya is sustained by her Christian faith and her

sacrificial love for Raskolnikov, while his sister, Dunya, fmds her loving

care for her mother rewarded by Razumikhin's loving assumption of

responsibility for both of them. It seems doubtful that the couples in

Brothers Karamazov will achieve similar success, although Alyosha and

Liza would seem to stand the best chance. Liza acknowledges her own
youth and inexperience, and admits that she is attracted by Ivan's

intellectual conversation. However, the reader senses that, with her

mother's guidance, she will come to appreciate that Alyosha's goodness

and good sense will make him a better husband and give her the stability

she needs.

The 'mothers Karamazov' are dead, but exist as shadowy presences

throughout the novel, indicating Dostoevsky's appreciation of the

influence of the mother on her sons as well as on her daughters. The

prominence given to the concerns of Madame Khokhlakova and the

peasant mothers in the early chapters is noted by Knapp
i"^^

the grieving mothers of Skotoprigonevsk are intimately connected to Mary,

Jesus' mother, whose maternal grief—palpable on icons—has far-reaching

theological and spiritual consequences . . . The Brothers Karamazov is permeated

with the presence of the Mother of God.

Liza Knapp (2004), "Mothers and Sons in The Brothers Karamazov: Our Ladies of

Skotoprigonevsk", 31, in R.L. Jackson, ed, A New Word on "The Brothers Karamazov".

Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 2004, 31-52.
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In the novels of Dostoevsky, the writer exposes the effects of man's

inhumanity to woman, and invites the reader to engage with female

suffering under an oppressive social and political regime which fails to

protect its most vulnerable members. Daughters frequently suffer through

the actions of their fathers or the men who stand in loco parentis.

Sometimes the mother is able to offer protection (Madame Yepanchina),

but if she colludes with the father or ignores her daughter's feelings,

(Liza, Matryosha), this betrayal is doubly painüil. Poverty may render the

mother powerless to protect her daughter (Varvara, Dunya), and where

she is absent through death, the girl is especially vulnerable (Sonya,

Nastasya Filippovna, ICrotkaya). The novels of Dostoevsky offer a

perceptive and sympathetic portrayal of the experience of women in terms

of their spiritual development and their striving in the face of moral,

personal and institutional evil. He gives space for their individual

responses to the situations they face and depicts their success, or lack of

it, through a variety of mother/daughter relationships. The spiritual

relationship with the Mother of God, demonstrated through devotion to

the icon, is most significantly developed through the characters of

Krotkaya and Sofia Karamazov. Dostoevsky's own personal devotion to

the Mother of God seems to have been more significantly expressed

through his appreciation of western Madonna portraiture, and Jackson

says that the 'cult of the Madonna' is 'clearly felt' throughout Dostoevsky's

works. A reproduction of Raphael's Sistine Madonna hung over the

divan in his study, and Anna often found him standing before it in such'

deep contemplation' that he did not hear her come in, and she would leave

quietly, not wishing to disturb his 'prayerful mood'.^^

R.L. Jackson, Dostoevsky's Quest for Form: A Study of his Philosophy of Art New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1966, 214.

Anna Dostoevsky, op.cit, 325-6.
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Dostoevsky's Christ and Silence

at the Margins of The Idiot

And He ansM'ered him to never a \-ord: insomuch that

the governor man-elled greatly. (Matthew. 27:14)

But Jesus yet ansM-ered nothing: so that Pilate

man-elled. (Mark. 15:5)

Then he questioned n /Y/z Him in many M ords; but He
ans^vered him nothing. (Luke. 23:9)

Pilate saith unto Him. Tlliat is truth'? And ^vhen he had

said this, he ^vent out again unto the Je^vs... (John,

19:38)

Wliile working on the first drafts of The Idiot in 1867 Dostoevsky

sketched out the following dialogue betA\"een the male protagonist (the

Idiot) and Olga Umetskaya (an early prototype for the character of

Xastasya Filippovna):

- Death on the cross disconcerts reason. But he has' reason too.

- What IS this - a miracle?

- Of course, a miracle, although. .

.

- W'hat?

- Although there was a terrible" as well.

- What son of }"?

-EloilEloil

- That was the eclipse.

- 1 don't know, but It IS a terrible cr}-. (9: 184)^

" Quotations from Dostoe\ sky"s no\-els. drafts and letters are given in English (with the

Russian original gi\en in footnotes) and are identified in the bod}- of the text by a reference in

parenthesis to the \-olume and page number of the thirt\'-\'olume Academ}- edition: F. M.
Dostoevsk}'. F. Polnoe sobranie sochinenii v tridtsati tomakh. Leningrad: Xauka. 1972-1990.

- Ho . .
- . }"?
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Here Dostoevsky alludes to the first part of one of two controversial

biblical quotations; the source is either Mark 15:34: "And at the ninth

hour Jesus cried out in a loud voice, 'Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani?'

—

which means, 'My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?'" or

Matthew 27:46: "About the ninth hour Jesus cried out in a loud voice,

'Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani?'—which means, 'My God, my God, why
have you forsaken me?"'

The remaining part of the quotation ('lama sabachthani?' which

means 'why have you forsaken me?') never appears, either in

Dostoevsky' s novels, or in his notebooks and diaries; it is also left

unmarked in the writer's own copy of the New Testament. The

Dostoevsky scholar might find this pelexing since the quotation is one

of the most controversial of all biblical passages, and the writer is

unlikely to have overlooked it given his well-attested familiarity with the

Old and New Testaments and his obsession with spiritual paradoxes and

confusions. Dostoevsky shows a clear awareness of its existence by

quoting the first part, but he proceeds no fiarther. What might this

omission signify? To what extent can we ascribe significance to this

silence? Can we perceive Dostoevsky' s reluctance to complete the

quotation as part of The Idiofs spiritual message which reveals certain

aspects of his struggles with Christian faith?

Dostoevsky' s decision not to proceed with the ftall quotation appears

to have been inspired by the inherent ambiguity of the Gospels, which

offer three rather different accounts of Christ's last words on the cross.

Mark and Matthew's versions are almost identical, but according to Luke

23:46 "Jesus called out with a loud voice, 'Father, into your hands I

commit my spirit.' When he had said this, he breathed his last."

According to John 19:30, "When he had received the drink, Jesus said, 'It

is finished.' With that, he bowed his head and gave up his spirit." The

nature of these words and the indication they give of Christ's state of

mind just before he dies are of crucial importance. They provide

Christians, who are obliged to imitate Christ's deeds, with spiritual

guidance as to how one should cope with the notion of suffering and

- , a...
-?
-, .
-?
-!!
- .
- - . (9: 1 84).
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death; and how, more generally, one should perceive the figure of Christ

(human or divine). Luke and John's words would stand as an affirmation

of Christ's transcendental knowledge of his own divine destiny (and

hence his relative peace of mind before his physical death), whereas Mark
and Matthew appear to function as a negation of this knowledge; or, as

Dostoevsky puts it, "this was the eclipse.""

This essay will argue that such a curtailed allusion to the Bible is in

fact a highly dense rhetorical gesture, which reflects many controversies

surrounding The Idiot. It seems calculated to explode the binary

opposition between the notions of human and divine natures of Christ.

Moreover, the partial quotation has the potential to stand as a microcosm

for the concerns of the mature Dostoevsky, and well conveys his spiritual

dialogism. The hesitation to acknowledge Christ's doubt on the cross is

neither a discursive negation, nor an affirmation, since it incoorates

both; yet, by virtue of this dual nature, this hesitation simultaneously lies

beyond them. As Malcolm Jones puts it: "The devil is struggling with

God. The battle is not yet won and the battlefield is Dostoevsky' s text."^

I will also examine silence (broadly manifested in deviations,

evasions, stammering, abrupt interruptions, etc.) as a vital rhetorical

device which illuminates various aspects of Dostoevsky' s (fictional)

Christian faith. Miller's claim that The Idiot illustrates the view that

"words can never fully express a thought""^ is a valuable point of

departure. In addition to the above-mentioned notebook selection, I will

examine the discussions of Holbein's painting carried on by Myshkin,

Rogozhin and Ippolit, together with the final scene of a vigil over

Nastasya Filippovna's cose, as passages suggesting that religious

experience can never be captured by definitive statements. Silent gaps

' G. Kjetsaa {Dostoevsky and His New Testament. Oslo: Solum Forlag A.S., 1984)

emphasizes the importance of St. John's Gospel for Dostoevsky. The text was marked more

densely in his copy than any of the remaining three gospels. Moreover, according to Kirillova

("Dostoevsky' s Markings in the Gospel According to St John." In: Dostoevsky and the

Christian Tradition. Edited by G. Pattison & D. Thompson. Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 2001, pp. 41-50.), the large majority of markings in the Gospel (which, in

addition, founds its discourse on the notion of love) relate to the question of the divinity of

Christ, which is acknowledged by means of the recurring assertion of the Son's Oneness with

the Father. This affirmative side of the text is also acknowledged by Dostoevsky himself in his

diary (28(2): 251).
^ Jones, M. Dostoevsky and the Dynamics of Religious Experience. London: Anthem

Press, 2005, x. Jones's book emphasizes the spiritual significance of silence (though mainly in

relation to The Brothers Karamazov). The highlighted evasiveness of Dostoevsky' s text on

religious issues (ibid., 63) is taken in this essay as a valuable standpoint.

Miller, R. F. Dostoevsky and The Idiot: Author, Narrator, and Reader. Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 1981, 2.
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become a device (both aesthetic and rhetorical) which enables the text to

leave the ultimate final word unpronounced, while at the same time they

remain a meaningful act of communication. Thus, the aim of the paper is

not to produce a discursive taxonomy or to argue for its absence but to

reveal these silent gaps.

My use of the draft entry corresponds to the overall strategy of this

essay. Dostoevsky's notebooks constitute an ultimately marginal source.

They can illuminate published novels in the traditional sense of literary

studies as they reflect a laborious process of composition of the novel's

structure and its discursive developments. However, notes also constitute

a supplement to the main body of Dostoevsky's works in the Derridean

sense. According to Derrida: "[t]he supplement adds itself, it is a sulus,

a plenitude enriching another plenitude."^ In a paradoxical manner,

supplement, which is introduced from outside as an alien addition,

enriches something which should be self-sufficient and complete.

Similarly, Dostoevsky's silence and refusal to consummate the quotation

is a supplementary performance with twofold consequences. Firstly, the

entry belongs to the domain of notebooks (the ultimate supplement) and

its force and significance lie precisely in this intermediary position, which

aspires to enrich the self-sufficient discourse of 77?^ Idiot. Secondly, the

entry's very content with its abortive nature rests in rendering the

incomplete complete or the complete incomplete, which forms the very

'essence' of the supplement mechanism.

Furthermore, the simultaneous absence and presence of the

problematic quotation might epitomize Dostoevsky's own stance in

relation to Russian Orthodoxy. Dostoevsky's spiritual quest has never

been a subject of a single dominant —indeed, the difference

of opinion started to arise in his life-time. The Russian Chrisfian thinker

Konstantin Leont'ev wrote in 1880 apropos of Dostoevsky's "Pushkin

Speech:" "The overly rosy tone which Dostoevsky's speech introduces

into Christianity is a novelty to the Church, which itself does not expect

anything decent to come of humanity in the future."^ A year later,

however, the obituary published in the official Church journal Strannik

described Dostoevsky as a "genuinely faithful and profound Russian

Christian" who was wrongly accused of mysticism. It also claimed that

^ Derrida, J. Of Grammatology. Translated by G. C. Spivak. Baltimore: The Johns

Hopkins University Press, 1997, 144.

^ Leont'ev, K. vsemirnoi lyubvi (Rech' F. M. Dostoevskogo na pushkinskom prazdnike)

In F.M. Dostoevsky i Pravoslavie. Edited by A. Strizhev. Moscow: Otchii dom, 1997, pp. 261-

297, 283.
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Dostoevsky demonstrated the ^'greatness'' of Russian Orthodoxy. These

divergent interetations constitute attempts to finalise and appropriate

the writer's spiritual discourse—to include it into their own agenda.

However, Dostoevsky's statements on the subject of religion are

famously diverse and at times confusing. Their totality lies in their very

incompleteness and the marginal abortive quotation under discussion

exposes this paradox to the greatest extent.

The biblical reference discussed here, ending with the powerful line

'T don't know, but it is a terrible cry," is immediately followed in the

notebooks by the following: "A story of Holbein's Christ from Basel.'" It

appears that for Dostoevsky there is a clear link between Christ's last

words according to Mark and Matthew and the Saviour's representation

in the painting by Hans Holbein (1497-1543). 'The Body of the Dead

Christ in the Tomb." The painting depicts Christ's cose immediately

before the Resurrection—it shows obvious signs of corruption, especially

around the wounds, the face, and the extremities. Apart from various

discursive consequences which will be discussed later, the painting has

direct connections with Dostoevsky's personal silence in the most literal

sense: in 1867 the writer made a detour especially to see the picture in

Basel, gazed at it for some fifteen to tw^enty minutes, and appeared, when
his wife found him, to be on the brink of an epileptic fit.^ Evidently he

had stood in silence before this visual equivalent of the "terrible cry."

The whole discourse of the novel, it has often been suggested,^ turns

upon an irreconcilable juxtaposition of the laws of a merciless nature

(Christ's decomposing corpse) with manifestations of the eternal beauty

of the Divine (the resurrected Christ). The clash is at its peak in the

emotional layout of the painting which, according to Kiisteva. does not

offer the slightest hope of transcendence, and its physical parameters

In Kunil'sky. A. F.M. Dostoevsky v vospriyatii nekotoiykh tserkovnykh ax'torov In

Evangel'skii tekst v russkoi literature XVIII-XX vekov: tsitata. reministsentsiia, inotiv, siuzhet,

zhanr: sbornik nauchnykh trudow Edited by V. Zakliarow Petroza\"odsk: Izd-\o

Petrozavodskogo universiteta. 2001. pp. 420-429. 423.

^ Dostoevskaia, A. G. Vospomiuaniia. Moskva: Khudozhest\ ennaia literatura. 1971. 65.

^ E.g. Kasatkina's ("'Khristos \ne istiny' v t\orchestve Dostoevskogo." In Dostoevsky i

mirovaya kul'tura: afmanakh .Voll. Edited by K. Stepanyan. Saint-Petersburg: Serebr\'anyi

vek, 1998. pp. 113-120. 113) assertion that The Idiot constituted an attempt to remain with

Christ outside of truth. The ambiguity represented in the painting leads critics to agree that it

is the central visual reference within the text and its image is crucial for interpreting the novel.

The function of Holbein's painting has been a subject of many studies (e.g. Meerson. "Ivolgin

and Holbein: Non-Christ Risen \ s. Christ Non-Risen." In: The Slavic and East European

Journal. 39.2 [Summer 1995]:200-213) provides a thorough discussion of the painting and its

function in the no\"el). Due to space constraints, this essay will concentrate on only one aspect

of Holbein's canvas—its depiction of the uhimately silent (dead and decomposing) Christ.
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profoundly intensify the feeling of "permanent death."^^

The decomposing cose of Christ is indeed depicted in all its

repulsive grandeur just before the transfiguration. This transformational

threshold (the not-yet-transcendent dead body) is a very important state. It

represents a condition of being suspended between the earthly and divine

realms, between a negation of the present glory and an affirmation of the

future miracle: this is the already dead body which is to be resurrected. It

can be argued that this very ambivalence of the transformational threshold

was responsible for Dostoevsky's amazement at Basel, and shapes the

central metaphor for The Idiot. The painting functions not merely as a

visual reference; it emerges as an inanimate protagonist of the novel,

capable of profound non-verbal communication which overcomes

straightforward binary oppositions (such as death vs. life or celestial vs.

terrestrial). In this sense, the image of Holbein's Christ is representative

for the sentiment of the no less pelexing but more straightforward

words 'My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?' The ambiguity of

the painting becomes an apposite replacement for the "terrible cry."

Holbein's painting is discussed by only three characters: Myshkin,

Rogozhin, and Ippolit. It appears that the three protagonists form a

spiritual triangle, occasionally violated by Lebedev in an extremely

camivalesque manner, which functions as the nucleus of the novel's

discourse on the nature of evil and the possibility of faith. Their reaction

to the painting varies greatly. Ippolit hysterically accuses nature of

"laughing" at its most precious creation—Christ; Rogozhin confirms in an

oblique manner that faith can disappear when it is looked at; and Myshkin

remains confusingly and emotionally silent, unable to say anything

coherent and significant - at one point he exclaims in puzzlement: "How
strange that picture of Holbein's was, though!" (8: 192).^^^" Whereas

Ippolit and Rogozhin both appear to confirm the darkest side of the

painting (though their reactions remain distinct), Myshkin seems to

occupy the very space which includes both the reality of the fearful cose
and the yet unrealized miracle of the resurrected body. The prince's

silence functions as a powerful rhetorical act—his reluctance to discuss

Holbein's canvas does not produce a void; rather, it is animated by a

'° Kristeva, J. Black Sun: Depression and Melancholia. Translated by L. Roudiez. New
York: Columbia University Press, 1989, 110.

" English quotations from The Idiot are based on Constance Gamett's translation

(Kingswood, Surrey: Windmill Press, 1954), and are modified as appropriate.

A . (8:192).
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decision not to appl\' words to sometliing be\'ond erbal comprehension/"

Silence here is a conscious act of 'speaking" and it is distinct from mere

quietude.

Wlien the Prince visits Rogozhin's house he notices a copy of

Holbein's can\ as. The sight of it immediateh" proA'okes a strong emotion:

"Myshkm glanced at it as though recalling something, but he was about to

pass through the door without stopping. He felt ver\' depressed and

Avanted to get out of this house as soon as possible" (8: 181 ).'~ Rogozhm.

who also shows signs of emotional disturbance, intentionally draws

M\"shkin's attention to the painting and. after a brief digression on the

histon' of this particular cop\-. poses a fatal question, obviously prompted

b\' the content of the painting and thereby dra\^-ing M\"shkin emotionally

into the discussion:

"And b\' the \^"a\". Le\" Xikolae\'ich. \' long meant to ask you. do you belie\"e

in God'?"" said Rogozhin suddenly, after ha\ ing gone a fe\^" steps.

"How strange!}" you question me and ... look at mel"" M\'slikin could not help

observing.

"I like looking at that picture." Rogozhm muttered after a pause, seemmg again

to ha\"e forgotten his question.

"At that picture!" cried M\'shkin. struck by a sudden thought. "At that picmre!

Why. that picture might make some people lose their faith."

"Yes. that goes as well I" Rogozhin assented unexpectedly. (8: 182. italics

added)'"

Dostoevsk}' hints at an intense internal reaction: Myshkin cries out.

"struck b\" a sudden thought." These t\'pical Dostoevskian markers for

non-discursi\'e. intuiti\e understanding [sudden) are swifth" followed by

the equalh" characteristic abruptness: "Rogozhin assented unexpectedly."

At a different point in the novel Myshkm expresses an explicit concem about his

inabiht}- to communicate etTiciently: "My gestures are inappropriate. \ no right sense of

proportion. M}- words are incongruous, not befitting the subject, and that's a degradation for

those ideas."" [" . : }., }. ."] ( S: 2S3 )..' . -,,.. . }-. (8:181 ).

- . , .}" ? -, .
- ...? - .
- \-}- .. -,....
- }-"! - . /700 . -

>-}-: !
- . - >. (8:182. itahcs added).
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The spiritual doubt raised by the vision of the decaying corpse of the

Saviour destabilises Myshkin and renders his speech intellectually

unsteady but emotionally honest. One is not sure whether the Prince

confirms or negates the message conveyed by the painting. For him the

painting might serve as a denial of transcendence: "that picture might

make some people lose their faith." Apparently, Myshkin is unable to

provide a coherent argument which would resolve the mystery of the

painting. What is important here, one might suggest using Bakhtin's

terminology, is the Prince's emotional-volitional stance, which suasses
mere words.

At the same time, Rogozhin's mysterious and abrupt "yes, that goes

as well!" appears eagerly to confirm Myshkin's suggestion. Myshkin's

gloomy interiocutor seems to have reached a certain affirmation.

However, his emotional-volitional stance is not tranquil either: he himself

abruptly drops the subject several times. Rogozhin's affirmative

utterances are accompanied by other forms of silence—interruptions and

evasions—as Myshkin observes: "his preoccupation and a peculiar,

strangely irritable mood which had so suddenly shown itself in him might

have explained this abruptness. Yet it seemed strange to Myshkin that the

conversation, which had not been begun by him, should have been broken

off so suddenly without Rogozhin's answering him" (8: 181).^^

Rogozhin's words appear straightforward and clear, but the actions they

accompany are utterly senseless. Both protagonists seem to be confused:

"They stood facing one another, as though neither knew where they were

and what they had to do nexf '

(8: 182).'^

These perplexities are further intensified by Myshkin's "edifying"

narratives, which heighten the emotional ambivalence aroused by the

painting. The Prince tells Rogozhin about a murder at an inn he had

stayed in and a series of other encounters: one with an atheist who
"seemed to be speaking completely off the subjecf (8: 182);^^ one with a

drunken soldier who sells him his cross; and one with a young peasant

woman with a smiling infant. The four stories do not appear to have a

positive moral conclusion and remain open for interetation. Each of

them employs one or another symbol of Christianity, which is presented

[...] ,-,, ,, ; -- , ,. (8:181). , ,, ,. (8: 1 82).

[...] . (8:182).
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in an ambiguous manner. The narratives do not make up a synthesized

discourse on faith but rather their combined effect is to undermine any

simple binar}' opposition of negation-affirmation of faith. As Myshkin

concludes: "The essence of religious feeling does not come under any sort

of reasoning or atheism, and has nothing to do with any crimes or

misdemeanours. There is something else here, and there will always be

something else—atheism of any hue will never get a grip on it and will

always end up speaking off the subject'' (8: 184).^^ The way this first

major discussion of the painting between the Prince and Rogozhin is

brought to an end is noteworthy: the doubt, raised by the emotive vision

of the decaying on Holbein's canvas and by Myshkin's

confounding stories, is followed by two acts of Christian affirmation:

Rogozhin and Myshkin swear brotherhood b\" exchanging their crosses,

and Rogozhin* s mother (obviously a hoh" fool) blesses the Prince without

uttering a single word.""

Ippolit"s discussion of Holbein's painting. deli\"ered in his

'Confession.' differs strikingly from Myshkin's and Rogozhin's

encounter with the image of the dead Christ. Unlike the latter

protagonists, who barely utter a word directly related to the painting, but

still react to it in a ver\' profound way. Ippolit spins a prolix discourse

around it. This discourse gradually reveals his egoism and superficialit\\

However. Ippolit' s verbosit}' is still counterbalanced by his own neurotic

indecision over whether to read the 'Confession' or not (8: 319). The

dilemma is resolved positively, to Ippolit's horror, by tossing a coin: ""I

read it!" whispered Ippolit. as though crushed by the decision of destiny.

He could not have turned more pale, if he had heard his death sentence"

(8: 319).-^

Ippolit's verbosit}' contrasts to Rogozhin's various appeals for

silence: he expresses an uneasy and enigmatic interest in Ippolit's still

sealed em'elope containing the text "with a sort of peevish vexation, as

though he understood what was coming" (8: 318)." In addition, after

[...] .: ^.- .
; -, \">\ . (8:184).

"°
It should be noted that the r^vo Christian acis of affirmation are immediately followed

by Rogozhin's attempt to murder M\-shkin. The fact reconfirms the ambivalent nature of

Dostoevsk>""s text in which a coherent and unambiguous characterisation is withheld.! - , :, \\" . (8:319).

"
[...] - . . (8:318).
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Ippolit reads out his epigraph, Rogozhin, 'Vho had been silent till then"

interjects: '''There's too much talk' [...] Tt's not the way to set about this

business, lad, it's not the way...'" (8: 320)."' The utterance is mysterious

and is not explained in the novel: what does Rogozhin mean by it and

how can he know the as yet unrevealed content of Ippolit's 'Confession'?

Though none can divine Rogozhin' s meaning, all present are 'strangely'

affected by his words, which distresses Ippolit: "he trembled so much that

Myshkin put out his arm to support him, and he would certainly have

cried out but that his voice failed him. For a whole minute he could not

speak, and stared at Rogozhin, breathing painflilly" (8: 320)."'^ Recovering

from the shock, Ippolit accuses Rogozhin of having visited him at night

and having sat silently at his bedside for an hour. Ippolit will conclude his

discussion of the Holbein painting with an account of Rogozhin's

mysterious visit, and it remains unclear whether it actually took place or

was merely a hallucination. This ambivalence of the plot-line heightens

the mysterious aura of the scene, which is centred on the borderline state

of Holbein's Christ.

When he turns in his "Essential explanation" to the painting, Ippolit

does not hesitate to pose a direct and unambiguous question: "But,

strange to say, as one looks at this cose of a tortured man a peculiar and

curious question arises: if just such a coipse (and it must have been just

like that) was seen by all His disciples, by those who were to become His

chief apostles, by the women that followed Him and stood by the cross,

by all who believed in Him and worshipped Him, how could they believe

that that martyr would rise again?" (8: 339)."^ For Ippolit, nature takes

over the figure of Christ and annuls his resuiTection. However, his

scepticism is predominantly intellectual and expressed in a form of almost

impersonal exposé—unlike Myshkin and Rogozhin, Ippolit does not seem

to be profoundly shaken by the image of Christ's decomposing body.

Ippolit is more concerned with his own person and compares his own
destiny (his illness has left him with barely two weeks to live) with the

[...] He ,, ...
(8:320).

""^

[...] , , ., \ .
. , . (8:320).

"'^ , ,: () . ,, ,, , ,\'? (8:339).
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body of Christ, both of which are mere objects subordinated to nature,

which itself is "full of mockery" (8: 247).^^ Ippolit's flow of words is

rationally argued and delivered primarily with narcissistic intent. As
Rogozhin comments, when Ippolit is being restrained from his would-be

suicide: "That's what he's been after, that people should hold his hands;

that's what he read his confession for" (8: 346)."^

Ippolit appears to indulge himself with talking, and his "Confession,"

one might argue, gradually degenerates into "idle talk." Its idle nature is

emphasized when nearly everyone leaves Myshkin's rooms unmoved by

the pathos of the "Confession" they have heard. Wliile silence usually is a

personal intimate experience, idle talk is always public; moreover, it is

not charged with an intense emotion. Heidegger explores the phenomenon

in his Being and Time: "The groundlessness of idle talk is no obstacle to

its becoming public; instead it encourages this. Idle talk is the possibility

of understanding everything without previously making the thing one's

own. [...] Idle talk is something which anyone can rake up; it not only

releases one from the task of genuinely understanding, but develops an

undifferentiated kind of intelligibility, for which nothing is closed off any

longer."'^ Ippolit does indeed arrive at clarity; however, this clarity is of a

detached nature and hence it leaves everyone feeling indifferent and

provokes purely banal responses which pretend to ignore Ippolit's

desperate speech. Straight after the "Confession" Ganya takes up the

tritest of topics—the weather: "Tt will be baking hot again, all day,'

muttered Ganya, with careless annoyance, stretching and yawning, with

his hat in his hands" (8: 345 ).~^ Moreover, Ippolit's futile use of language

is accompanied by a feigned suicide—an action which also fails to reach

its ultimate goal."''^

However, in spite of the idle nature of his enquiry and the seemingly

logical argument aimed agamst Christ's divinity, Ippolit arrives after his

[] . (8: 247)., ; . (8:346).

Heidegger, M. Being and Time. Translated by J. Macquarrie & E. Robinson. Oxford:

Basil Blackwell, 1962,213.
'^ . - ., . (8:345).
^° Incontinence of the tongue is an inherent characteristic of General Ivolgin. whose

uncontrolled speeches are usually transformed into mere lies. Lebedev's curious and

distracted pronouncements on various spiritual and mundane topics are also given a

substantial and dramatic role. Idle, secular talk dominates the Epanchin's sitting room which

is occupied by members of the Russian aristocracy unable to engage themselves in a

meaningful dialogue (when Myshkin attempts to introduce more meaningful themes to the

conversation he immediately alienates himself).
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four "Christian" stories at a similar conclusion to that of Myshkin: one

cannot exhaust an idea verbally—there is always something that remains

hidden. The seeds of uncertainty and inexpressibility can be found even in

Ippolit's speech, which appears to be based primarily on reason:

But I'll add though that there is something at the bottom of every new human
thought, every thought of genius, or even every earnest thought that springs up
in any brain, which can never be communicated to others, even if one were to

write volumes about it and were explaining one's idea for thirty-five years;

there's something left which cannot be induced to emerge from your brain, and

remains with you for ever; and with it you will die, without communicating to

anyone perhaps, the most important of your ideas. (8: 328)^'

This statement might be taken as an excuse for the numerous

incoherencies, the illogical narrative jumps and the general stammering

mode of delivery of Ippolit's "Confession." These disruptive elements

also manifest different types of silence, since they upset the linearity of

the exceedingly logical argument which deals with "mocking" nature. The
discursive muddle is directed against the petrifaction of the spiritual

debate, which has to remain open since the dead body of Christ manifests

a threshold between complete decomposition and ultimate resurrection.

Holbein's painting captures the moment which is neither glory nor defeat.

It might be suggested that this very fact explains why every time the

painting appears on the scene it raises confusions which are always

accompanied by various types of silence: evasions, stammering, abrupt

interruptions, open-ended affirmations and undefined negations.

There is another dead body in the novel—that of the slaughtered

Nastasya Filippovna. Although it does not appear until the end of the

novel, the spectre of its possibility and even inevitability haunts The Idiot.

The woman's cose appears in the guise of a camivalesque double of

Christ: the fallen woman is opposed to the saintly man but both are

subject to inescapable decomposition. Her body worries Rogozhin:

"Another thing I am afraid of is that it's so hot and there may be a smell"

(8: 504)^'^ and in the same manner as the image of Christ's decomposing

cose, it influences the general spiritual discourse with various "silenf

Ho, ,,, ,-, ,,; , -; , , ,-. (8:328)., . (8:504).
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consequences.

In the scene preceding the actual re\"elation of the woman's death, the

reader is presented with a certain mysterious silence: "Myshkin took a

step nearer, then a second, and stood still. He stood still and looked for a

minute or X\\o. Seither of them uttered a ^vord all the ^vhile they stood by

the bedside. Mx'shkin's heart beat so \'iolentl\" that it seemed as though it

were audible in the death-like silence of the room" (8: 503. italics

added)."'"' The grammatical construction of the last phrase {"in the death-

like silence of the room') is ver\' awkward in Russian and it mysteriously

presupposes that the room itself "maintained silence." Since it is

inanimate and obvioush" cannot speak.""^ Dostoevsky hints that the room

encloses within itself someone has lost his or her abilit}^ to speak

—

i.e. the deceased \astas\-a Filippovna. Myshkin is not fiilly aware of the

woman's death, but Dostoevsk}' indicates that she is dead by describing

her bed in the following way: "Someone lay asleep on it. in a perfectly

motionless sleep: not the faintest stir, not the faintest breath could be

heard"* (8:503).""" Furthemiore. the silence of the room is emphasized by a

contrasting phenomenon—the sudden sound of a buzznig fly: "The Prince

looked and feh that as he looked, the room became more and more still

and death-like. Suddenh' there was the buzz of a fly which flew o\"er the

bed and settled on the pillow" (8:503).""^

The impact the dead body has on Rogozhin and Myshkin is

devastating - it brings the characters to the summit of unreason. After

recalling various unrelated or mundane details of \astas\'a Filippovna"s

last day. both of them appear on the \'erge of dementia: their ludicrous

actions are accompanied by nonsensical utterances and deformed speech

patterns.'. their \igil o\'er the woman's dead body marks the

beginning of their respective journeys to establishments where silence, in

,...' : . , :. ., o^fflae. "

.

(8:503. Italics added).

As Bakhtm suggests: "In quietude nothing makes a sound (or something does not make
a sound): in silence nobody speaks (or somebody does not speak). Silence is possible only in

the human w orld (and onh' for a person)."" In Speech Genres and Other Late Eassys. Trans.

\'.\\". McGee. ed. C. Em.erson and M. Holquist. Austin: Universit}' of Texas Press. 1986.

Quotation at 133-34.

[...] - ,. :, . (8:503).-. . ...\,\ \^. -. (8:503 ).
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the repressive Foucauldian manner, reigns supreme: a prison and a lunatic

asylum.

From time to time Rogozhin began suddenly and incoherently muttering in a

loud harsh voice, he began shouting and laughing. Then Myshkin stretched out

his trembling hand to him and softly touched his head, his hair, stroking them

and stroking his cheeks... he could do nothing else! He began trembling again,

and again his legs seemed suddenly to fail him. Quite a new sensation gnawed at

his heart with infinite anguish. Meanwhile it had become quite light; at last he

lay down on the pillow as though utterly helpless and despairing and put his face

close to the pale and motionless face of Rogozhin; tears flowed from his eyes on

to Rogozhin' s cheeks, but perhaps he did not notice then his own tears and was
quite unaware ofthem.

Anyway, when after many hours the doors were opened and people came in

they found the murderer completely unconscious and raving. Myshkin was

sitting beside him motionless on the floor, and every time the delirious man
broke into screaming or babble, he hastened to pass his trembling hand softly

over his hair and cheeks, as though caressing and soothing him. But by now he

could understand no questions he was asked and did not recognise the people

surrounding him. (8: 507, italics added)^^

Myshkin' S and Rogozhin' s lament over Nastasya Filippovna, like any

other profound emotional experience, disrupts their faculty of speech. The

two protagonists face a mental catastrophe—their loss is too great to be

comprehended by means of conventional mental reasoning and it robs

them of their senses. If for Rogozhin this appears to be an entirely new
experience, the Prince is already familiar with it from the time he saw

Holbein's painting. Thus, the powerful fmale links the two coses—the

decaying cose of the Saviour and the already decomposing of

Nastasya Filippovna. The first one shatters Myshkin' s composure and the

second returns him to his initial state ofmind—insanity.,, ;;, , ...! ,.- .; ,,; , , ,
...,, , ,., ,, .., ,. (8:507, italics added).
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Although M\"slikin's re\"ersion to obscure and uncomprehending

idioc}' appears to be final. Rogozhin apparenth" regains his consciousness

after X\\o months of brain fever. The reader is struck. howe\"er. by his

powerful refusal to justify his crime during the subsequent court hearing.

Rogozhin" s silent meekness highlights the opposition between the "able"

speech of his counsel and his own inner "silence": "Rogozhin was

taciturn during his trial. He did not contradict his adroit and eloquent

counsel [...] he was sentenced to fifteen years' penal servitude in Siberia,

and heard his sentence grimly, silently, and 'thoughtfully'" (8: 508. italics

added)."'

Rogozhin's refusal to speak and to dispute infinitely defers, as it

were, the discursive closure of the no\el. Silence in this case is an

mherentl}- non-affinnati\ e form of speaking—it is not a mere empty

space but a meaningful void which leax es the ending unfmalised. Hence,

silence creates a communicati\ e situation of a different order. Since the

experience of the protagonists camiot find its full expression b}' means of

con\'entional speech patterns, its transmission is achieved by means of the

crisis of communication. The onl\- discursi\"ely appropriate response to

the disastrous situation M\"shkin and Rogozhin find themselves in is

silence.

The o\'erall structural pattern of the no\"el might thus be summarized

as an oscillation between intensely \"erbose but not always sensible

speeches and a silent mabilit}' to provide a logical and coherent argument

in response to the questions posed b\' "mocking" nature. The same

structure is at work in the wa\' Dostoevsky "half-quotes" the New
Testament—he literalK" confines to silence those "frightful" words ("wh\"

ha\'e \"ou forsaken me?") and refuses to participate an\" further in a

pointless debate, at least through a verbal medium. The quotation abruptly

ends after "Eloi. Eloi" and the reader is left with an emotionally charged

\"oid. Tike Myshkin and Rogozhin. the protagonist of Dostoe\'sky"s draft

is ill at ease and she expresses uncertaint}^ combined with fear: "I don't

know, but it is a teirible ciy" (9: 184). Words cease to be reliable earners

of meaning and are abandoned in fa\'our of the silent vacuum. Howe\"er.

this vacuum is not nihilistic in nature—it does not den\". but rather

postpones intellectual reasoning and submerges one in a unite state of

mind.

obLi BO .
?7.[. . .] [...] , ,".. }. "". (8:508.

italics added).
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One might apply the English phrase, "passing over in silence," to

Dostoevsky's treatment of the incomplete reference to the Bible. The

phrase strikingly reflects the essence of the writer's hesitation: he is

reluctant to produce a complete utterance, although he passes over (i.e.

makes a m.ovement towards and over) the ultimate word of his discourse

in The Idiot which at once discloses and obscures itself. This is not a mere

repression of the as-yet-unuttered word, it is an active accomplishment

which functions as a rhetorical gesture. This gesture appears to have

certain affinities with Derrida's supplement which "is not simply added to

the positivity of a presence, it produces no relief, its place is assigned in

the structure by the mark of an emptiness.
"^^

In his diary for 1870, the year after 77?^ Idiot had been published,

Dostoevsky made an interesting entry on Shakespeare which touched

upon the notions of silence and poetic ineffability: "On Shakespeare: [...]

It is not a mere reproduction of everyday life [...] The whole of reality is

not exhausted by everyday life, for, to an enormous extent, it is present in

life in the form of a still latent, unexpressed, future Word" (11: 237)."^^

Dostoevsky makes clear that reality is not exhausted by its conspicuous

present, it never "is" in its full glory, that the ultimate exposé is always

postponed. In the same manner, the actuality or givenness of truth is

generally never fully realised. Although it is heavily dependent on the

perceptible language which is already in action, truth's "essence" lies

beyond it and can be found in the latent, unexpressed, future Word (that

is, the Second Coming of Christ in the indefinite future). Both the "silenf

finale of The Idiot and the partially quoted words of Christ on the cross

dwell in this same terrain, forever haunted by the unrealized Word."^^

Interestingly, a further "stammering" or negative form of reasoning

takes place in the very quotation from the drafts for The Idiot with which

the present essay began. The complete entry can be reconstituted as

follows:

- Death on the cross disconcerts reason. But he has overcome reason too.

- What is this—a miracle?

- Of course, a miracle, although. .

.

- What?

Derrida, 1997, 145. ,, . (1 1:237).

Cf. Ippolit's similar pronouncement on the notion of continuity: "It's life that matters,

nothing but life—the process of discovering, the everlasting and peetual process, not the

discovery itself, at all!" (8:183). [" , , - ,, !" (8:183)].
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- Although there was a terrible cry as well.

- What sort of cry?

- Eloi! Eloi!

- That was the eclipse.

- 1 don't know, but it is a terrible cry.

A story of Holbein's Christ from Basel.

How martyrs built dug-outs.

About revolution.

About the devil's tempting Christ. There lies the beginning of a profound

Christianity.

The tongue in the mirror. (9: 184)

The last four sentences, one of which is crossed out in the notebook, have

the potential to prompt numerous suppositions. Firstly, the violence

inflicted on the already written text signifies the open-ended character of

the diary entry under discussion. The meaning is negotiated in a very

explicit manner: initially Dostoevsky appears to suggest that the essence

of profound Christianity depends on the process of undergoing

temptation. (The concept of temptation itself signifies ultimate

instability—it is an oscillation between the distressing truth and the
4"'

enticing lie.) ~ However, after suggesting this, Dostoevsky strikes out the

proposition which links Christianity—a relatively stable set of values and

beliefs—with temptations. The outcome is by no means a clearer

statement; the disappearance of the stable concept resuhs in a more

blurred, more abstract and somewhat indeterminate figure of speech.

Secondly, as one would expect, a logical thread runs through all these

adjacent statements—the idea of doubt. Christ's cry on the cross,

Holbein's decomposing cose and the devil's temptations are all acute

manifestations of doubt. The lines "About revolution" and "The tongue in

the mirror" can also be intereted in this vein since they connect the

present discussion with a novel which had not yet been written—77?^

Devils. It explores one of the most extreme manifestations of doubt,

namely, revolutionary and spiritual nihilism. While Petr Verkhovensky

clearly personifies the revolutionary type of nihilism, Alexey Kirillov

stands for a deep spiritual confusion, developing into the complete

rejection of God comparable with that of Ippolit. In his ante-mortem

C.f Dostoevsky's own account: "1 do not profess and beheve in Christ like a boy, my
hosanna was forged in the vast crucible of doubts" [", "] (27: 86) or

the devil's statement in his conversation with Ivan in The Brothers Karamazov: "But nothing

but 'hosannah' is not enough for life, the 'hosannah' must be tried in the crucible of doubt and

so on, in the same style" ["Ho "",, ""-, , "] (15: 77).
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Statement, for example, Kirillov wants to depict "at the top a face with the

tongue ouf (10: 472)."^^ He arrives at this both camivalesque and highly

neurotic desire by means of a powerful speech addressing the death of

Christ on the cross. The stylistic pathos and lexis used here strongly

resemble the passage in which Ippolit reflects upon "mocking" nature.

Moreover, it might seem that the artistic meditation on the theme, which

is found in Mark 15:34 and Matthew 27:46 and suppressed in the drafts

for The Idiot, emerges and almost reveals itself in Kirillov' s speech

—

Christ's cry of doubt is transformed here into the ultimate absence of

divine transfiguration:

[Verkhovensky:] "Do you know, to my thinking, you believe perhaps more

thoroughly than any priest."

"Believe in whom? In Himl Listen." Kirillov stood still, gazing before him with

fixed and ecstatic look. "Listen to a great idea: there was a day on earth, and in

the midst of the earth there stood three crosses. One on the cross had such faith

that he said to another: To-day thou shalt be with me in Paradise.' The day

ended; both died and passed away and found neither Paradise nor resurrection.

His words did not come true. Listen: that Man was the loftiest of all on earth, He
was that which gave meaning to life. The whole planet, with everything on it, is

mere madness without that Man. There has never been anyone like Him before

or since, never, up to a miracle. For that is the miracle, that there never was or

never will be another like Him. And if that is so, if the laws of nature did not

spare even Him, have not spared even their miracle, but made even Him live in a

lie and die for a lie, then all the planet is a lie and rests on a lie and on mockery.

So then, the very laws of the planet are a lie and the vaudeville of devils. What
is there to live for? Answer, if you are a man." (10: 471)^"*

Kirillov believes that it is his mission to expose this ultimate lie. He

English quotations from The Devils are taken from Constance Gamett's translation

(Kingswood, Surrey: Windmill Press, 1946), and are modified as appropriate.

[...] . (10:472).

'^'^[:] - ,-, ,, .
- ? ?, - ,,. - : ,. , :" ". , ,, . .:, , . , , ,

- . , ,, . , ., , ,, , ,. ,. ,, ? ( 10:471 ).
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refuses to be part of a corrupted world of this kind and exclaims: "But I

will assert my will, I am bound to believe that I don't believe [...] I am
killing myself to prove that I won't give in, to prove my new terrible

freedom" (10: 472)."^^ In spite of this overtly active stance, Kirillov arrives

at the same mental silence as Myshkin though of a different order: he kills

himself and ceases to exist, together with his thinking (reasoning) ability.

Death here functions as an extreme and fmal form of silence (which

Myshkin, unlike Kirillov, does not experience).

Moreover, Kirillov completes what Ippolit was unable to carry

through. Nevertheless, Ippolit's fake suicide and Kirillov's completed act

together constitute a highly significant accomplishment, inspired by the

image of the decomposing and not yet resurrected body of Christ. Both

young men are unable to accept the triumph of nature over the body of

Christ and arrive to strikingly similar conclusions—while for Ippolit

nature is "full of mockery," Kirillov sees the whole planet resting "on a

lie and on mockery." In order to resist this unbearable truth, they aspire to

total and fmal silence—in death (though in Ippolit's case the move
towards death is abortive). The same mechanism is at work in the closing

scene of 77?^ Idiot. Myshkin' s insanity and Rogozhin's imprisonment are

immediate consequences of the confrontation with another decomposing

cose, that of Nastasya Filipovna. Their silence or shattered muteness

stands for the fundamental crisis of communication—no appropriate

words can be found to sustain dialogue.

To conclude, Dostoevsky' s marginal (from the notebook) and central

(from the novel) references to Christ's (im)possible resurrection and its

philosophical and spiritual consequences dominate the discourse of The

Idiot. These references constitute an ambiguous discourse which is

inherently destabilized by means of silent gestures, which are necessary,

since they make the monologic closure of Dostoevsky' s text impossible.

Moreover, they also evade the all too familiar commonness of the

language. The latter point is not completely alien to Heidegger, who
introduces the notion of silence as an important constituent for authentic

existence. He writes in Being and Time:

Keeping silent is another essential possibility of discourse, and it has the same

existential foundation. In talking with one another, the person who keeps silent

can 'make one understand' (that is, he can develop an understanding), and he can

do so more authentically than the person who is never short of words. Speaking

at length about something does not offer the slightest guarantee that thereby

' Ho , , [...] ,. (10:472).
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understanding is advanced. On the contrary, talking extensively about

something, covers it up and brings what is understood to a sham clarity—the

unintelligibility of the trivial.'^^

I maintain that Dostoevsky follows Heidegger's train of thought in an

attempt to avoid a "sham clarity" while addressing the issues posed by

'mocking' nature. Certain leitmotifs can be discerned in the passages

under discussion: such complex issues as the nature of Christ's death can

never be captured by definitive statements and they require silent gaps.

This gives a certain justification to silence as a meaningful (i.e. full of

meanings) mode of continuing discourse. It explains why various

silences, achieved through insanity (Myshkin), imprisonment (Rogozhin),

or suicide (Ippolit and Kirillov), constitute positive acts of

communication. In the same manner, Dostoevsky' s partial citation of

Christ's last words on the cross is not a mere negation or refusal to

communicate; on the contrary, it is a positive "passing over in silence" of

a solution to the "horrifying riddle" that the mortal reality poses. Silence

for Dostoevsky is not about leaving something unsaid—it is about saying

something by means of the unsaid.

Heidegger, 1962.208.
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Susan McReynolds: Redemption and the Merchant God. Dostoevsky's

Economy of Salvation and Antisemitism. Evanston, Illinois:

Northwestern University Press 2008. 241 pp.

Susan McReynolds, Associate Professor an der Northwestern University

und President of the North American Dostoevsky Society, hat ein

erstaunliches Buch vorgelegt, an dem kein Dostojewskij- Forscher wird
vorübergehen können. Bei manchen Verehrern des russischen Genies

wird es wohl auf vehementen Widerstand stoßen und vielleicht nur

zögerlich Zustimmung finden. Umso mehr muss man der Autorin für

ihren kühnen Entwurf danken, der eine Bestandsaufnahme dessen

versucht, was Dostojewskij im Grunde bewegt hat, als er seine großen

Romane schrieb und gleichzeitig in leidenschaftlich formulierten Analy-

sen seines Tagebuchs eines Schriftstellers Russland und die westliche Welt

einander gegenüber stellte, den „Westen" verdammte (nur das Mittelalter

nahm er davon aus) und die Rettung der Weh vom „rechtgläubigen"

Russland erwartete. Was den Leser auf den ersten Blick vielleicht

befremdet, ist, dass McReynolds literarische und journalistische Texte

nebeneinander stellt und, ohne große Unterschiede zu machen, als Quelle

für ihre Analysen benutzt. Da sie aber nicht Romaninteretationen

liefern will, sondern die gemeinsame Basis fur beide Textsorten in der

Tiefendimension von Dostojewskijs Denken aufspüren möchte, ist dies

ein legitimes Verfahren und bringt auch überzeugende Einsichten.

Schon der Titel des Buches deutet die Themen an, es geht um
„redemption/redeem" im zweifachen Wortsinn als „Erlösung/erlösen" wie

auch im ökonomischen Sinne als „Einlösung/einlösen" (eines Schecks

oder Wechsels), ähnlich wie „iskuplenie/iskupat"' im Russischen des 19.

Jahrhunderts. Dahinter steht die Vorstellung eines Gottes, der als Bilanz

ziehender Kaufmann zu handeln scheint, wo letztlich auch die Erlösung

zum „Geschäft" wird, dem ein wirtschaftliches Kalkül zugrunde liegt.

McReynolds zitiert dazu aus den Aufzeichnungen Dostojewskijs. Es

spricht der Großinquisitor: ,,Gott als Kaufmann, Ich liebe die Menschheit

mehr als Dich Christus]." Und all dies wird mit Antisemitismus

verbunden. Dieser Zugang, hier nur plakativ im Anschluss an den

Buchtitel formuliert, mag die Leser schockieren, sollte sie aber nicht von

der Lektüre abhalten!

Die Autorin geht von dem derzeitigen Stand der Diskussion rund um
Dostojewskij aus. Anschließend an Worte V. V. Zenkovskijs, die als

Motto dienen, „wir suchen immer noch die Rätsel zu lösen, vor die er

[Dostojewskij] uns stellt", beginnt ihr Buch mit dem Satz: „Dostoevsky
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continues to pose riddles." Es geht ihr darum, die „letzte" Ursache für die

Rätsel zu finden, die zu so unterschiedlichen, wie auch zahlreichen und

widersprüchlichen Interetationen gefuhrt haben, wie bei wenig anderen

Autoren. Ist doch Dostojewskij nicht nur ein genialer Romanschriftsteller,

daneben auch ein Journalist, der aufmerksam die politischen und

gesellschaftlichen Veränderungen registriert und kommentiert, er wird

darüber hinaus von vielen Lesern als philosophisch, ja theologisch

versierter Denker verehrt. Mehr noch, bis heute gilt er bei vielen

Menschen in seiner Heimat als ein Prophet, der die Wirren des 20. Jahr-

hunderts voraus sah, einer, der die göttliche Vorsehung zu interpretieren

verstand und von der Orthodoxen Kirche, die, wie er meinte, das „wahre

Bild" des Erlösers bewahrt habe, die Erneuerung des Glaubens im Westen

erwartete und ihr Kommen prophezeite. McReynolds gibt eine kritische

Zusammenfassung der bisherigen Forschung, wobei der Schweunkt auf

die Natur der religiösen Anschauungen Dostojewskijs fällt. Sie selbst geht

dabei von den Selbstzweifeln Dostojewskijs aus, die dieser 1854 in einem

Brief an Frau Fonwisin so formulierte: „Ich bin ein Kind dieser Zeit, ein

Kind des Unglaubens und der Zweifelsucht und werde es wahrscheinlich

(ich weiß es bestimmt) bis an mein Lebensende bleiben." Sie versteht dies

als einen durchgehenden Charakterzug, der in der Tiefenstruktur aller

seiner großen Romane aufzuspüren ist. Ein zweites durchgehendes

Merkmal seines Schaffens sieht sie in seinen religiösen Überzeugunggen,

wobei sie zurecht die schon zu Dostojewskijs Lebzeiten kritisierte

gewisse Feme zu Aspekten der orthodoxen Lehre betont und dies mit

weiteren Verweisen auf seine pantheistisch und romantisch gefärbte

Religiosität vertieft. Ein weiterer Fixpunkt in Dostojewskijs Weltan-

schauung ist für McReynolds die Verklärung des Kindseins. Kinder sind

für ihn heilig, frei von Sünde und in dieser Hinsicht Christus gleich. Sie

stellen so in seinem Verständnis des Christentums einen absoluten Wert

dar, - was übrigens nicht der orthodoxen Lehre entspricht. Sie sind

sozusagen der Gegenpol zur Welt der Erwachsenen. Eine weitere Säule in

Dostojewskijs Denken sieht McReynolds in seinem Kampf gegen den

Utilitarismus, den er hasste, sei es in der Variante des Sozialismus oder

des Kapitalismus - für Dostojewskij beides Früchte von einem gemein-

samen Baum. Was Dostojewskij in seiner Umwelt und besonders auf

seinen Reisen im Ausland vor allem wahrnahm, war eben dieses

ubiquitäre Nützlichkeitsdenken, basierend auf der Herrschaft des Geldes,

- eine „exchange logic", wie es McReynolds nennt, die dem Nützlich-

keitsdenken entspringt. In seinem Zweifeln an dem christlichen Gott, der

im Austausch gegen Christi Tod am Kreuz fur jeden Sünder Harmonie
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und Vergebung bereit hält, kam er in der Darstellung des Christentums als

Gegenposition zur zeitgenössischen Welt dazu, die dort herrschende

„Logik des Tausches" („Geld gegen Ware") auch auf den zentralen

Aspekt christlicher Lehre, der Erlösung durch das Leid und den Tod des

Gottessohnes durch die Kreuzigung, zu übertragen. McReynolds verfolgt

diese Problematik - ein essentiell unlösbarer Konflikt! - in allen großen

Romanen. Aber was hat dies mit Antisemitismus zu tun, wird der Leser

fragen. Hier möchte ich die Autorin des rezensierten Buches selbst zu

Wort kommen lassen. Es sind für den Rezensenten die vielleicht wichtig-

sten Zeilen in ihrem Buch: „Dostoevsky's doubts about Christianity, I

will argue, are focused on the Crucifixion as a vehicle of redemption.

These anxieties about redemption through the Crucifixion were so

profound that they generated a longingfor certainty that prompted him to

invent the Jews as a repository of what he found objectionable about his

Christian faith. ... At the end of his life, firm conviction as to the

irreconcilable difference between what he called the Jewish and Russian

ideas was functioning as substitute for faith in the doctrines of the

church'' ( S . 7. Kursiv R. N.). Natürlich werden alle jene, die Dosto-

jewski]' von jeglichen antisemitischen Einstellungen freisprechen, dem
nicht folgen wollen. Es ist ein Verdienst der Autorin, dass sie keine

Zweifel daran lässt, dass Dostojewskij sehr wohl antisemitische Äußer-

ungen vertreten hat. Sie weist daraufhin, dass Dostojewski] in den 1870er

Jahren, wie Gary Saul Morson schon festgestellt hat, sich nicht sicher

war, ob er den Antichrist mit dem Papst oder dem englischen Premier-

minister jüdischer Abstammung, Disraeli, identifizieren sollte! Dosto-

jewskij hat übrigens ja auch mehrfach betont, dass die Russen zur

arischen Rasse gehören. McReynolds versteht es, seine antisemitische

Einstellung mit dem Verständnis seiner religiösen Überzeugungen in

nachvollziehbarer Weise in Übereinstimmung zu bringen!

Der erste Teil des Buches legt die begrifflichen und ideellen Grund-

lagen dar fur den umfangreicheren zweiten Teil, der die Entstehung und

weitere Entwicklung des Konflikts zwischen Glauben und Unglauben

darstellt, mit der immer stärker ausgeprägten Überlappung der vemunft-

begründeten Position des Unglaubens angesichts einer eher vergleichs-

weise matten Darstellung der Gegenposition. In diesem Zusammenhang
ist McReynolds' Analyse der Ausfuhrungen Ivan Karamazovs und des

Starzen Zosima im abschließenden Kapitel des zweiten Teils zu er-

wähnen, ein Höhepunkt des Buches, an dem Dostojewskij-Intereten

nicht vorbeigehen können! Die Spannweite der Ausfuhrungen des

zweiten Teils reicht von Dostojewskij s früher Biographie, dem Beginn
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seiner schriftstellerischen Tätigkeit, bis zu seinem letzten großen Roman.

Hervorzuheben sind neben den Brüdern Karamazov die Analysen der

Romane Der Idiot und Böse Geister (= Die Dämonen). McReynolds sieht

in der Auseinandersetzung des Autors mit den gegensätzlichen Positionen

von Glauben und Unglauben letztlich eine Pattsituation: "Dostoevsky was

still seeking answers when he died. His search seems to have led him to

find some certainty in the construction of a clear opposition between the

,Russian' and Jewish' ideas of his mature imagination; [...]." McRey-
nolds' Studie steht in einem größeren Zusammenhang, der kurz skizziert

werden soll Der Aufschwung der orthodoxen Kirche nach dem Fall der

Sowjetunion und die damit verbundene Re-Christianisierung hat auch in

der Literaturwissenschaft in Russland Einzug gehalten. Professor Wolgin

hat sich unlängst kritisch zu Dostojewskij-Intereten geäußert, die er als

„unsere neuesten Christen bezeichnet". Man distanziert sich, wie etwa der

Moskauer Professor Jesaulow, von einer ,„besonderen' religiösen Philo-

logie", die heute in Russland vor allem in orthodox und „patriotisch"

gesinnten Kreisen gepflegt wird. Dostojewskij wird aus dieser Perspek-

tive vor allem als orthodoxer Denker und Repräsentant der religiösen und

imperialen Aspekte der „Russischen Idee" gesehen. Besonders in der

anglo-amerikanischen Slawistik hat in den letzten Jahrzehnten die reli-

giöse Lesart der Werke Dostojewskij s viele Anhänger gefunden, die auf

unterschiedliche Weise Dostojewskij als einen Autor verstehen, der

orthodoxe religiöse Werte seinen Romanen zugrunde gelegt hat. McRey-

nolds' Buch setzt diesen „neuesten Christen" in westlichen Dostojewskij-

Studien eine originelle, exzellent argumentierte und belegte Studie ent-

gegen, welche die Perspektive wieder zurecht rückt!

RudolfNeuhäuser Alpen-Adria Universität Klagenfurt

Susanne Fusso: Discovering Sexuality in Dostoevsky. Evanston, Illinois:

Northwestern University Press, 2006. 216 pp.

Throughout his career, Dostoevsky demonstrated an abiding concern for

the power and symbolic potential of human sexuality in all its mani-

festations. Susanne Fusso 's new book represents a significant, beautifully

argued, and welcome contribution to the scholarship on the subject, but

one that by no means exhausts the potential lines of invesfigafion.

The critic delineates a limited field of inquiry: Dostoevsky' s treat-

ment, in selected post-Siberia works, of sexual pracfices that were con-
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sidered "deviant" in his own time, particularly as they affect children and

adolescent youth. By limiting her extra-literary sources on sexuality to

those available to Dostoevsky, Fusso easily dispenses with one obstacle,

the formidable and distracting Freudian paradigm. Appropriately, she

frames her study in the broader context of Dostoevsky' s moral universe.

Beginning with his search for a suitable artistic language for dealing with

this dangerous theme, she ends, as does the great writer in his last work,

with a discussion of the family. Her reader leaves with a new under-

standing not only of the importance of sexual practices in Dostoevsky'

s

works and of their function in his artistic system, but also of their

relevance to more urgent matters.

The subject is particularly suitable for an investigation of narrative

technique, for, Fusso notes, as something normally tabooed it "requires

careful decoding" (xiv). The critic begins by looking at Dostoevsky'

s

contribution to a polemic that unfolded in the Russian periodical press in

1861. A jumble of voices have their say in this discussion—Mikhail

Katkov, a provincial dignitary's wife, Cleopatra, a gaggle of lesser-

known, but very opinionated, journalists, the great Pushkin, Dostoevsky

himself—but the key issue is the author's defense of artistic freedom. Ex-

amining a scene in The Insulted and /wywret/-published simultaneously

with this debate—, Fusso demonstrates the link between Dostoevsky'

s

theorizing and his practice as an artist. The sexual dangers lurking in

Pushkin's poem are associated textually with various "deviations" dealt

with in Dostoevsky' s novel. These include pedophilia, exhibitionism,

priapism, sadomasochism, and three-way sex. While it is easy for the

reader to become distracted by the details, the critic's point is important:

narrative itself can serve as a form of exhibitionistic confession: "to tell

about one's sexual deviations is itself one of the deviations" (10). Also

implicated is the "discourse of originality and invention" (11) necessary

to create good fiction, which can stray too easily into the realm of sexual

perversion. Fusso' s reader becomes uncomfortably aware of the potential

commonalities among author, narrator, guardian, teacher, mentor, and

sexual predator.

In the following chapters, the critic delves into Dostoevsky'

s

treatment of various non-standard forms of sexuality: the "insulted female

child", homoerotic desire, and masturbation. Chapter 2 examines the

ethical significance of narrative point of view in plots involving sexual

predators and young girls. Dostoevsky returned to the theme repeatedly,

experimenting in different works with different narrative perspectives.

Tragic plot lines build on dangerous secrets, "/, which in Dosto-
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evsky's world are associated with sexuality. Denial is opposed to the

exhibitionism explored elsewhere. The first-person narrator of The

Insulted and Injured does not acknowledge the obvious sexual tension in

his experience with Nelli, for example. The third-person narrative struc-

ture of Crime and Punishment allows "greater frankness" (22), but

pedophilia is displaced from the protagonist to sub-plots involving Svidri-

gailov. Fusso argues that this represents a conscious strategy on Dosto-

evsky's part. In Svidrigailov's shocking dream of the lustful child the

third person narration allows a more frank treatment: the child's sexual

provocation is ''much more explicit than Nelli 's, and Svidrigailov's horror

is more responsible than Ivan's— in other words, more explicitly linked to

his own sense of guilt." (24). The Idiot represents a "step backward": here

the pedophilic plot—Totskii's seduction of the teenage Nastas'ia Fillip-

ovna— is even more marginalized, and the predator experiences even less

personal responsibility. Dostoevsky's narrative treatments of pedophilia

are schematically presented as: (1) no distance, no guilt {Insuhed and
Injured)', (2) distance, guilt {Crime and Punishment)', and (3) distance, no

guilt {The Idiot). In Stavrogin's confession, Dostoevsky arrives at the

most morally potent configuration: "no distance, guilt." Fusso shows how
Dostoevsky reprocessed selected material from The Insulted and Injured

to heighten the message of moral condemnation in The Devils. The

"guiltless and unaware" stance of the earlier narrator becomes Stavrogin's

"brutal honesty." In his revisions of "At Tikhon's" Dostoevsky softened

the harsh details of Stavrogin's crime in an attempt to placate his editor

Katkov. Fusso suggests that in making these changes Dostoevsky took "a

rather large step backward"(39), but even the new version was insuffi-

ciently tame, and "At Tikhon's" remained excluded from the novel. Fusso

agrees with scholars such as Kariakin and Dolinin, who argue that

Dostoevsky remained committed to the censored chapter, even though he

was unable to restore it in a separate edition. Still, it was here that a guilty

protagonist finally takes fiill responsibility for his misdeeds, and for

whatever reason, pedophilia as a theme in Dostoevsky's work is put to

rest.

In later works, Dostoevsky makes a conscious shift to the child's

point of view, focusing on cases where children face sexual challenges

alone, without parental guidance. Fusso first examines homoerotic desire

in A Raw Youth, and then turns to the temptations of masturbation as

presented in that novel and in The Brothers Karamazov. She makes a very

strong case for the importance of homosexuality in A Raw Youth,

presenting a wealth of fascinating evidence from external sources as well
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as from the text of the novel. Arkadii's sexual questioning parallels his

attempts to find a "nonstandard literary discourse" (54). The characters'

experiences with (male-male) homosexual desire in A Raw Youth reflect a

shift on the metaliterary level from the conventional narrator-implied

reader relationship to the one between narrator and implied author. The

critic recommends that A Raw Youth be read as "a conversation with

Dostoevsky's earlier literary self [...] Arkadii's narrative can then be read

as a parody of Dostoevsky's own breathless narrative style." This ap-

proach has the advantage of viewing A Raw Youth as a laboratory

experiment clearing the way for the author's "supreme achievemenf in

The Brothers Karamazov (66-7).

Fusso then turns her attention to onanism, a concern in Dostoevsky's

last two novels that also figures in the January and February issues of The

Diary of a Writer for 1876. The act itself is tabooed, veiled under layers

of narration, but is betrayed by unmistakable textual clues. It is a

"shameful habif , a "filthy vice", a "deficiency", a "secret debauched

vice", etc. Fusso focuses on "case studies" of male virgins—Arkadii Dol-

gorukii and Alyosha Karamazov—whose chastity is under threat. One can

be corrupted "through the ears" by filthy story telling, which stirs up

dangerous fantasies that can lead to the secret vice. Fusso cites authorities

on the subject—including Jean-Jacques Rousseau, making a belated

appearance here—, who argue that indulgence in the solitary sin is

tantamount to loss of virginity. The two protagonists are suspended in a

state of prolonged peril, but their red cheeks serve as an irrefutable

testament to their triumphant innocence. Fusso reads Alyosha Kara-

mazov' s famous "fall to the earth" after the dream of Cana as a "spiritual

consummation" that liberates him from temptation. For Dostoevsky,

writes Fusso, masturbation is "the act of the individual who does not feel

part of the social—the dreamer, the outsider, the holy fool. Such an

individual may succumb to his powerful fantasies and descend into

hysterical madness, like Lise, or commit suicide [and murder, adds the

reviewer], like Smerdiakov. Or, with the help of God, he may, like

Alyosha, overcome the dangerous power of 'daring and passionate

daydreams,' and end by mastering the self (79). The argument is elegant

and persuasive, though given Dostoevsky's ongoing preoccupation with

humanity's inborn sinfulness, Fusso's reader questions whether Alyosha's

epiphany has really inoculated him for life or whether those promised but

never written sequels would have reopened the question.

In Chapter Five, Fusso considers a non-fictional treatment of the

theme, Dostoevsky's well-known discussion of the Kroneberg (or
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Kronenberg) case in the Diary of a Writer in the winter of 1876. She

argues that it was the abused child's onanistic tendencies that particularly

attracted Dostoevsky's attention. Interestingly enough, the child's

shameful vice, which in the thinking of the time represented a grave

danger to her health and welfare, could have been viewed as justifying the

intensity of the punishment. As in previous chapters, Fusso is particularly

insightful when addressing questions of language. So, for example, when
Dostoevsky accuses the defense lawyer Spasovich of ''bludodeistvie

talantd\ he associates the lawyer's speeches on behalf of his guilty

defendant with masturbation (An interesting side discussion leads back to

the critic Belinsky's use of the phrase over thirty years before). Fusso

points out that whereas Arkadii Dolgorukii and Alyosha Karamazov

outgrew the masturbatory phase, the defense lawyer has apparently not

done so.

The sexual aberrations that have been Fusso' s focus in the bulk of her

book lead to a discussion of a more general nature, in the last chapter, on

Dostoevsky's concern with the disintegration of the family. Indeed, the

troubled children and adolescents in Dostoevsky's fictional works all lack

a stable family; the sexual dangers they face can be seen as a symptom of

this greater social ailment. The miseries that the father's absence causes

for the abandoned child—including their various sexual predicaments-

are at the center of Dostoevsky's novelistic plots. Fusso' s discussion of

the family in this chapter, though insightful, leaves behind the theme of

sexuality and narrative that had been her primary focus.

The book concludes with a useful appendix: a translation of the

newspaper account of the bCroneberg trial {Golos, January 24-29, 1876).

The reader of The Brothers Karamazov will benefit from a close reading

of this account, for its importance in Dostoevsky's presentation of

Dmitrii's trial will be obvious. Opinions will differ as to the centrality of

the question of sexuality in the Kroneberg case, however. Little Mariia

Kroneberg did indulge in the solitary vice; there is no doubt about that,

for her secret is exposed in the judicial process. More relevant to this

particular reader, though, is the entire complex of the poor child's sins-

stealing, lying, and willfulness, as well as masturbation. Dostoevsky's

supreme concern was human sinfulness, all of it. For him the Kroneberg

case served as a provocative illustration of the challenges facing the new

institutions of justice as they took on the age-old struggle against human

sin, guilt, and shame. Lawyers, doctors, and judges represent the new

secular institutions and they have a responsibility to speak openly. But

can they solve the big questions? The narrative artist faces a slightly
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different quandary: he strives to answer every possible question, but

senses that certain things must remain unspoken. And these secret things

may be what is most important. Dostoevsky is interested not simply in

sexual deviancy, but in the moment in a child's life when she faces

temptation; what she does at that moment will determine her moral fate.

Hence the fervor of fathers, judges, doctors, journalists, and novelists, and

hence their powerlessness, for the decision—and the secret— is ultimately

the child's.

Thus Discovering Sexuality in Dostoevsky is about more than sex-

uality. If the last chapter and the appendix lead away from the issue at

hand, that may be as it should be. At the same time, the reader craves

more sex and less of everything else. Future studies of the subject will

delve into areas not addressed in Fusso's book: the pre-Siberia works;

female-female homoerotic desire; the complex relationship between

sexual desire and crime; and the huge subject of the ''standard" form of

sexuality. What is the function of male-female desire in Dostoevsky'

s

plots— in The Idiot, for example? On this subject, if pedophilia, homo-

sexuality, and masturbation represent deviations (though, as Fusso proves,

Dostoevsky' s views on homosexuality are remarkably tolerant) and if

marriage is not an immediate option, then what is a sexually frustrated

person to do? The answer of the time was, of course, prostitution. Wide-

spread and legal in Russia at the time, the practice was considered a

hygienic alternative to the horrors of masturbation. Men, among them

great writers, took full advantage of this outlet, and readers of Crime and
Punishment should be grateful that Dostoevsky had thought long and hard

about the subject.

The Dostoevsky we meet in Fusso's book is a person some readers

may not be familiar with: reasonable, not prurient, undogmatic, concerned

for the welfare of the family and society, flexible and sympathetic. His

books deal with dangerous themes, but he is always aware of the moral

responsibility of the artist. Dostoevsky' s comments on Pushkin apply

equally to himself: "Reality has been transformed, having passed through

art, having passed through the fire of pure, chaste inspiration and thi'ough

the poet's artistic thoughf (6).

Carol Apollonio Duke University
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Robert Louis Jackson: Vision in Darkness. Introduction to Fyodor

Dostoyevsky: Notesfrom Underground and The Double. Translated by
Ronald Wilks. London, New York: Penguin Books 2009, pp. XL
XLIX.

Dostojewskijs Erzählung Notes from the Underground erschien 1864. Sie

gilt als Auftakt zu den nachfolgenden fünf großen Romanen und hat eine

eigene Wirkungsgeschichte. Der namenlose Ich-Erzähler ist vierzig Jahre

alt und erinnert sich anlässlich des nassen Schnees, der Petersburg wie ein

Leichentuch zudeckt, an unangenehme Ereignisse, die zum Teil sechzehn

Jahre zurückliegen. Robert Louis Jackson hat zur Wirkung dieses Textes

innerhalb der russischen Literatur 1958 eine inzwischen klassische

Monographie veröffentlicht: Dostoevsky^s Underground Man in Russian

Literature. Außerdem liegt von ihm ein Aufsatz vor, zum Thema "Aris-

totelian Movement and Design in Part Two of Notes from the Under-

ground' {cf. TheArtofDostoevsky. Princeton 1981: 171-188).

Wenn nun Notesfrom Underground und Dostojewskijs früher Roman
The Double (in dieser Reihenfolge) in einem Band vereinigt vorliegen

und durch ein Vorwort miteinander verknüpft werden, so ist das etwas

Überraschendes. Jackson vermerkt: "The formulation of underground

despair as a spiritual phenomenon belongs to the post-exile period of

Notes from Underground. Yet it is already latent in Dostoevsky's con-

ception of Golyadkin's internal drama" (S. xxi). Ja, auch die Winter Notes

on Summer Impressions von 1863 lassen bereits Einsichten des "Under-

ground Man" erkennen. Und zudem hat Dostojewskij, wie Jackson

hervorhebt, in der November-Nummer seines Diary of a Writer betont,

sein Roman The Double sei zwar misslungen, doch habe er niemals eine

„ernstere Idee als diese" literarisch ausgedrückt. Diese Idee aber sei, wie

Jackson betont, gar nicht das Motiv des Doppelgängers als solchen, wie

es uns durch Jean Paul, Chamisso, Kleist, Hoffmann, Gogol und Poe

geläufig ist, sondern "the idea of an underground type rooted in Russian

social reality, one in whom self-division gives disfigured expression to

man's natural but repressed need for self-expression and self-affirmation"

(S. xxiii). Die Formulierung seines Leitgedankens entnimmt Jackson den

Werkstattnotizen Dostojewskijs zu seinem Diary of a Writer von 1876,

worin es heißt, „Tragödie und Satire" seien zwei Schwestern, die Hand in

Hand gehen und deren gemeinsamer Name „Wahrheit" sei. Und von

Tragödie und Satire seien beide Werke, The Double wie auch Notes from

Underground, durchgehend geprägt. Programmatisch werden diese

beiden Werke als Schlüssehexte für Dostojewskijs Entwicklung als
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Schriftsteller kenntlich gemacht: '"The Double and Notes from Under-

ground are threshold works in the oeuvre of Dostoevsky: the first

inaugurates his important motif of the 'double' and projects his concept of

the underground and an underground social type; the second work, Notes

from Underground, lays out the basic social, moral-philosophical and

religions positions that Dostoevsky will develop in the five great novels

[...]. Notes from Underground, however, is not only an arresting and

profound introduction to these works, but to the twentieth century, which

recognizes as its own the problems of reason and irrationality, freedom an

self-will, human dignity and degradation" (S. xiii). Kurzum: einer neuen

Generation von Dostojewskij -Lesern wird diese Edition in der Reihe

"Penguin Classics" eine willkommene Einführung in das Gesamtwerk des

Meisters aus Russland sein. Aber nicht nur das: Robert Louis Jacksons

Interetationen der beiden Texte kombinieren Kultuhilosophie und

Poetologie auf natürliche Weise. Es wird dabei deutlich, dass Dosto-

jewskij sein ganzes Leben immer im Lichte des „allgemeinen Welt-

zustands" (Hegel) poetologisch verwertet hat.

Horst-Jürgen Gerigk Universität Heidelberg

Horst-Jürgen Gerigk / Rudolf Neuhäuser: Dostojewskij im Kreuzverhör.

Ein Klassiker der Weltliteratur oder Ideologe des neuen Russland?

Zwei Abhandlungen. Heidelberg: Mattes Verlag 2009. 1 19 Seiten.

The book contains two separate treatises on Dostoevsky. The first is a

study by professor Horst-Jürgen Gerigk on the meaning of the "phenol-

menon" of a classical author and his international influence {Was ist ein

Klassiker? Dostojewskijs internationale Wirkung in systematischer Per-

spektive)), the other one is by professor Rudolf Neuhäuser about the

historical roots and present interetations of Russian mentality {F. M.

Dostojewskij: Eine Studie zur russischen Mentalität einst und heute.

Historische Wurzeln und Interpretationen). In the preface the authors

explain the title „Kreuzverhör" ('cross-examination'): ever since his

death, Dostoevsky has been named in support of very different ideo-

logical streams and statements (orthodoxy, Slavophile tendencies, pro-

phecies about the future of Russia, East-West confrontations, decline of

the West, etc.). The ideological and philosophical themes of his works,

the suggestive character of his ideas and style made (and still make) this

"utilization" possible: Dynamic meanings of Dostoevsky' s figures.
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motifs, symbols and ideas are exceted from (or: taken out of) their

context becoming monologue-like declarations or judgements serving the

aims of the interetators.

The first version of both studies with their topics expanded and

elaborated in greater detail for this book were read at the Xlllth Sym-
posium of the International Dostoevsky Society (July 2007) in Budapest.

And both works emphasize: the artist Dostoevsky belongs to the „cultural

heritage" of world literature, he is not only a patriotic prophet of a new
Russia.

H.-J. Gerigk's study consists of two main parts. In the first part

{Warum ist Dostojewski] ein Klassiker?), the author deals with several

questions. He defines what the difference is between true/real dialogue

and pseudo-dialogue in Dostoevsky' s works, and presents how these

dialogues function with respect to the author and within their context in

his novels. Then he explains why Dostoevsky is to be considered a

classical writer.

He talks of the author as being a hidden Socrates, then he traces the

difference between Platonic dialogues and Dostoevsky' s dialogues

{Dostojewski] als verborgener Sokrates. Der Unterschied zwischen einem

Roman Dostojewski]s und einem platonischen Dialog).

One of the most remarkable thoughts of these chapters is the polemics

with Bakhtin's concept of the polyphonic nature of Dostoevsky's novels.

Gerigk emphasizes the analogy to Socrates' method of bringing the reader

to truth, i.e. the maieutic character (Hebammenkunst) of the Russian

writer's dialogues. According to the author of the study, the so called

polyphony is nothing but a literary device (Ru. 'priem') used in order to

make the reader witness the birth of truth. Gerigk quotes Dostoevsky's

favourite line from Tiutchev's Silentium! („Mysl' izrechennaia est' lozh'"

- A thought once uttered is a lie) as an illustration of the problem of

inexpressible depths of thought of the human soul. Accepting the essence

of his opinion, we can add that Bakhtin's theory of polyphony touched the

Socratian (maieutic) character of Dostoevsky's dialogues as well. In the

second half of the 20th century many scholars have been concerned with

the same question (Piama Gajdenko, Christopher Pike, Michael Holquist,

Alex Fryszman). Analyzing the similarity between Kierkegaard and

Dostoevsky in their technique of expressing philosophical ideas through

characters, they recognized how close Bakhtin had come to existentialist

thinking.
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But truly, Dostoevsky's interetators often neglect the importance of

multiple points of view, and the so called Socratian method of revealing

truth. This is why Gerigk's thoughts help to clarify this theme.

In the second part (Zeitwelten) several other matters are investigated:

The problems of Dostoevsky research; the interesting examples of

Dostoevsky's playful attitude towards the reader {Dostojewski]s Spiel mit

dem Leser: Verstecken und Offenlegen); the so called poetological recon-

struction (poetologische Rekonstruktion); the connection of different

branches of science (ie. psychology, theology, philosophy, philology, law,

medical sciences) to Dostoevsky's oeuvre {Dostojewski] und die Wissen-

schaften).

The author pays attention to the arbitrariness of some interpretations

referring strictly to one or another scientific field (or: area). Thus novels

of the Russian writer often become misread, misintereted, owing to the

pseudo-dialogue which the critics hold with Dostoevsky. The unity of

writer-work-reader breaks down because the interetators serve their

own public. In such cases the work as such always suffers and plays a

subordinated role (as „applied literature"). For example, narratology

concentrates only on the devices (priemy), the whole work exists as it

were merely as the sum of various (structural and thematic) elements;

psychological interetations on the other hand, focus only on their

chosen special subject, etc. According to professor Gerigk, it is only the

poetological reconstruction that can reveal the artistic intelligence

(künstlerische Intelligenz) and render (or: comprise) the entire complexity

of the work.

The other study of the book by professor Rudolf Neuhäuser deals

with very topical questions of Dostoevsky's oeuvre. All through the five

parts of it we can read about the following themes: Dostoevsky's

reception today (considering the Russian film 77?^ Idiot, 2003, and the

Collected Ideas of Dostoevsky, edited in Moscovv^, 2005), the romantic

roots of Russian messianism, the origin and development of the Slavo-

phile myth {Die Geburt eines Mythos. Der Mythos in Aktion), and the pro-

blematical nature of the Russian mentality {Eine russische Mentalität?).

In the detailed analysis very important facts and questions of Russian and

European history are revealed, as for example the theory of "Moscow the

third Rome" mentioned in the epistle of the monk Filofej, 1524, and

quoted later in orthodox church documents as the prophetic truth about

Russian power. The author reconstructs the core of Dostoevsky's ideas:

his opinion of the Russian people, its antecedents (the deliberations of

Chaadaev and Belinsky on Russian character), the belief in the univer-
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salism of the Russian people, etc. We find there a brief summary of

Vladimir Solov'iev, with whom Dostoevsky had made friends in the

1870-ies, so much that they went on a pilgrimage to the Optina pustyn'

monastery (1878). Soloviev's influence left his marks on the figure of

Aliosha Karamazov (and not on Ivan, as on page 76 we can read, which

must be a misprint) in the novel The Brothers Karamazov. It is interesting

how Neuhäuser connects Dostoevsky' s essay on Don Quijote-ism—ie.

illusions instead of reality

—

(Lozh ' lozhiu spasaetsia— "Lie justified by a

lie") with the same efforts of some contemporary Russian groups and

national—cultural trends. The aim of his investigations is to purge (or:

cleanse) Dostoevsky' s art of the ideological misinteretations, and to

show its classical values.

In this short review I could only mention the main chapters and

problems of these two important studies, pointing at the two authors'

findings: the search for a true portrait of Dostoevsky' s, the author's

constant care for artistic quality, and lastly, the release of his ideas and

novels altogether from any fashionable mode of abuse.

Agnes Dukkon Eötvös Lorând University, Budapest

Nachbemerkung von RudolfNeuhäuser. Die Rezensentin hat festgestellt,

dass im Kapitel über Wladimir Solowjow nicht Aljoscha, sondern Iwan

Karamasow genannt wird, dem Dostojewskij einige Züge des jungen

Philosophen mitgegeben haben soll. Es ist in der Dostojewskij - Literatur

in der Tat allgemein bekannt, dass Aljoscha dem jungen Solowjow

nachempfunden ist. Dies hat auch die Witwe Dostojewskij s, Anna
Grigorjewna, bezeugt. Weniger bekannt ist allerdings, dass sie 1881 ihre

Meinung geändert hat, indem sie feststellte: „Net, net, Fedor Michajlovic

videl V lice Vladimira Solovjova ne Alesu, a Ivana Karamazova!" Der

wissenschaftliche Kommentar zum Roman Bratja Karamazovy sieht

jedenfalls auch in Iwan Züge des Philosophen Solowjow: „Romanist

usmatrival v nem [Solovjov] certy, rodnivsie ego molodogo druga ne

tol'ko s sozidatelem zemnogo bratstva Alesej, no i s otricatelem i razru-

sitelem - Ivanom.'' Dies entspricht dem, was Anna Grigorjewna

festgestellt hat. Durch einen Fehler am PC fiel Aljoscha aus meinem Text

heraus! Hat sie da vielleicht eingegriffen und den Text im Sinne ihrer

Aussage von 1881 geändert? (Vgl. F. M. Dostoevskij: PSS, 30 Bde.

Leningrad: „Nauka" 1972-1990, Bd. 15, S. 471-472.)
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Dunja Brötz: Dostoje\vskis Der Idiot'' im Spielfilm. Analogien bei Akira

Kurosawa, Sasa Gedeon und Wim Wenders. Bielefeld: transcript

Vedag 2008. 318 Seiten.

Dunja Brötz ist als komparatistisch orientierte Slawistin am Institut für

Vergleichende Literaturwissenschaft der Universität Innsbruck tätig und

liefert mit der vorliegenden Monographie einen wesentlichen Beitrag zur

Filmwissenschaft wie auch zur Dostojewskij-Forschung. Analysiert wer-

den drei Verfilmungen des Romans Der Idiot.

Die Monographie gliedert sich in sechs große Kapitel, denen eine

Einleitung vorgeschaltet und ein Schlusswort nachgestellt sind. Die sechs

Kapitel bilden zwei Teile, von denen der erste in drei Kapiteln das

Material und die gewähhen methodischen Zugriffe erläutert. Der zweite

Teil exponiert in jedem seiner drei Kapitel jeweils alle drei Verfilmungen.

Das heißt: Alle drei Filme werden, jeweils als Bündel, dreimal analysiert.

Und das jedesmal aufgrund eines anderen Fragekatalogs, Folie bleibt

dabei immer Dostojewskijs Roman. Damit schafft sich die Verfasserin ein

komparatistisches Verfahren, das allen Literatur\^erfilmungen. die ein und

denselben literarischen Text betreffen, zum Muster dienen sollte.

Im Einzelnen sei Folgendes her\-orgehoben. Der Erste Teil fuhrt

zunächst in vier Durchgängen ein in Dostojewskijs Idiot (1868 '69). in

Kurasawas Hakuchi (1951), in Gedeons Nàvrat idiota (1999) und in

Wenders" The Million Dollar Hotel (2000). Dostojewskijs Roman wird

im Hinblick auf seine filmische Ergiebigkeit, auf seine zeitliche Struktur

sowie auf seine Schauplätze betrachtet, und das in besonderer Zuspitzung

auf die Titelfigur. den Fürsten Myskin, dessen Rückbindung an Christus

und die Gestah des Gottesnarren (mss. Jurodivyj) in Orientierung an den

Arbeiten von Konrad Onasch. Rudolf Neuhäuser. Eugen Drewemiann,

Maximilian Braun und Olga Meerson beschrieben wird. Die drei Film-

regisseure, ein Japaner, ein Tscheche und ein Deutscher, werden jeweils

in dem für sie maßgebenden kulturellen Umfeld x orgesteUt.

Nachdem die Verfasserin auf diese Weise ihr Material präsentiert hat,

liefert sie im anschließenden zweiten Kapitel des Ersten Teils einen

historischen Abriss zum Forschungsgebiet der Intermedialität, wobei der

Teilbereich ..Literatur und Film'' mit seinen leitenden Problemstellungen

in Russland. Deutschland. Frankreich. Italien und m der anglo-amerika-

nischen Filmwissenschaft nach vom gerückt wird. Das Kapitel endet mit

einer Systematisierung der .Adaptionsarten'\ wobei die Verfasserin

vermerkt, dass sie das Substantiv .Adaption" als Synonym für ..Literatur-

verfilmung" verwendet (S. 113).
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Im anschließenden Kapitel, dem letzten des Ersten Teils, werden die

Kriterien för den Vergleich einer „Adaption" mit der literarischen

Vorlage aufgestellt. Es geht um die „narrativen Ebenen", wie sie Roland

Barthes in seiner Introduction à I 'analyse structurale des récits gekenn-

zeichnet hat: um „Funktionen", „Handlungen" und „Narration". Die

Verfasserin stellt hier für die dann folgenden drei Kapitel des Zweiten

Teils die Fragebögen bereit, mit denen die drei ausgewählten Adaptionen

in jeweils anderer theoretischer Perspektive erfasst werden.

Die drei Kapitel des Zweiten Teils sind das Ziel und Kernstück der

Monographie (S. 131-291). Es folgen ein „Schlusswort" sowie, neben den

Bibliographien, sehr zu begrüßende Filmlisten, das Oeuvre Akira

Kurosawas, Sasa Gedeons und Wim Wenders' betreffend, einschließlich

einer „Chronologischen Liste der Verfilmungen von Dostojewskijs Der
Idiot' von 1910 bis 2007: mit siebzehn Titeln.

Doch zurück zum Kernstück der dreifachen Analyse dreier Ver-

filmungen des Romans Der Idiot. Der erste Durchgang orientiert sich an

René Girards Monographie über Dreiecksbeziehungen im Roman: Deceit,

Desire, and the Novel, der zweite Durchgang an Michail Bachtins Über-

legungen zu Literatur und Karneval, der dritte Durchgang schließlich an

der für Dostojewskijs Idiot charakteristischen Erzählperspektive, durch

die der Fürst Myskin wie mit einer Kamera von außen erfasst wird, was

den Roman zu einer „Phänomenologie der Verkennung" werden lässt,

herausgearbeitet von mir in meinem gleichnamigen Aufsatz in Dosto-

evsky Studies, New Series 3 (1999), S. 55-72. Die dreifache Fixierung von

Roman und dreimaliger Verfilmung gibt der Verfasserin die Gelegenheit,

immer wieder neue und überraschende Details am literarischen Text und

seiner Umsetzung ins erzählende Bild hervortreten zu lassen, ein Inter-

pretationsverfahren, das Schule machen sollte. Kurzum: Wir haben es mit

einer obligatorischen Lektüre für Filmwissenschafller und Dostojewskij-

Intereten zu tun.

Horst-Jürgen Gerigk Universität Heidelberg
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Gerhard Kaiser

Der Wahrheits-
anspruch des
Christentums
Zwei Essays

2009, VI, 90 Seiten,
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„Ich bin der Weg und die Wahrheit und das Leben." Dieses

Christuswort ist eine unerhörte Herausforderung. Pilatus stellt

der Selbstaussage Christi die Philosophenfrage entgegen: „Was
ist Wahrheit?" Nietzsche nennt sie das einzige wertvolle Wort

des Neuen Testaments. Aber das Evangelium ist stark genug, die

Urfrage der zweifelnden Zurückweisung in sich aufzubewahren

wie der Bernstein die Fliege. Der Anspruch Christi, die Wahrheit

nicht nur zu sagen, sondern zu sein, ist die zentrale Provokation

auch des modernen, vielfach angefochtenen Christentums. Vor

dieser Provokation gibt es kein Ausweichen; weder in

Religionsgeschichte, noch in religiöse Selbstfindung, noch in ein

gemeinsames Ethos der Weltreligionen, noch ins kirchliche und

soziale Engagement. Wer den sperrigen Wahrheitsanspruch des

Christentums zugunsten eines Brauchbarkeits- und Nützlich-

keitsnachweises für die Gesellschaft und der spirituellen Bedürf-

nisse des Individuums aufgibt, wird beides verspielen, die Wahr-

heit des Christentums und seine eigentümliche Wirkungskraft.
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